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Prefa e
Revision

an be thought of as the update of some existing (but somewhat erroneus)

rule system, like some expert system provided by an expert. This problem arises when
the rule system used to be

orre t, but the

rule system was erroneus initially.

ir umstan es have

hanged, or when the

The present dissertation dis usses this topi

from

the theoreti al point of view, examining the possibility of e ient revision of some rule
systems based on Boolean formulas, su h as read-on e formulas, proje tive DNF and
threshold fun tions.
Additionally,

hara terization results are provided for some Boolean fun tions. Mo-

tivated by one of the revision algorithms, a stru tural des ription of a
DNF is given. We also

onsider

k -term

DNF, and give a

omplete des ription of those

formulas whi h have the largest number of prime impli ants. This
of well-known results on this

lass. A related

of DNF tautologies with a distan e

ompletes a series

hara terization result is given for a

lass

ondition. Finally, motivated by a problem in belief

revision (an area related to, but distin t from, theory revision), a
the existen e of a

lass of proje tive

riterion is given for

omplement of a Horn formula.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
The present dissertation, in its rst part,

onsiders theoreti al results from the eld of

theory revision. Theory revision, as part of learning theory, is interested in re onstru ting some unknown fun tion a quiring information about it via some proto ol, spe ied
by the given learning model. However, as opposed to the general learning problem, it
is assumed that the learner is not new to the given task, but it initially has a hypotheses that is assumed to be some rough approximation of the unknown fun tion. As an
analogous real-world example, one

an

onsider an initial version of an expert system

provided by an expert, whi h needs to be rened using further examples or other information available. Having some initial hypotheses available should make the learning
problem easier to solvemaking the relevan e of the model apparent, and motivating
its analysis from the theoreti al point of view.
The theory revision results in the present dissertation all
formula

onsider some Boolean

lass; read-on e, threshold and proje tive DNF formulas

1 are analyzed from

the point of view of e ient revisability.
In the se ond part

hara terizational results are presented; all showing equivalen e

between some synta ti al and some semanti al properties of some

lasses of Boolean

fun tions. The synta ti properties involve Boolean formula lasses, like DNFs satisfying
some synta ti

irredundan y notion, Horn formulas (one of the most studied formula

lass in arti ial intelligen e), disjoint DNFs (DNFs with pairwise
and de ision trees (another very important obje t in
be thought of as a sub lass of DNFs).
given for partitioning the

n-dimensional

oni ting terms)

omputer s ien ewhi h

The semanti

an also

properties in lude restri tions

ube with sub ubes, spe ial lo al restri tions

given for a Boolean fun tion on its domain, extensions of the truth set of some fun tion
fullling some spe ial

1 The

riteria, and nally some extremal properties.

lass of proje tive DNF formulas form a new sub lass of DNF formulas introdu ed re ently

by Valiant [128℄.
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1.1 Learning and Theory Revision
Theory revision, or more generally, the whole area of learning theory aims to
real life learning:

to build models for some phenomena by

apture

olle ting data about it

and trying to generalize from this data by realizing regularities and extra ting
rules. An obvious and noble motivation for this is to make
to adapt to new situations in a

ertain

omputers able to learn:

hanging environment.

This as is one of the most

fundamental original obje tives of arti ial intelligen e.

However, a big majority of

real-world appli ations nowadays

onsist of problems that seem a bit dierent at rst

glan e: to put up rules for, and to model systems that are way too
to do it by hand.

omplex for humans

Typi al examples from everyday life are spee h re ognition, fa e

re ognition; or appli ations from bioinformati s like protein
Many of these tasks

an be

lassi ationand so on.

onsidered as the problem of nding a

lassi ation rule

on a given domain that ts the data (i.e., labeling bitmaps either woman or man,
or mapping segments of spee h to words, et ).
Various denitions and approa hes were born to formulate this problem more preisely, but without a real
A

onsensus. However let us quote one (from Mit hell [99℄):

omputer program is said to learn from experien e

lass of tasks

T

as measured by

and performan e measure

P,

improves with experien

P , if its
e E .

E

with respe t to some

performan e at tasks in

T,

Although it gives some intuition about the nature of learning as a mathemati al problem,
apparently it is too general to be appli able for spe i

problems or situations; so more

formal denitions are needed.
Computational learning theory and its

entral notion, PAC learnability (established

by the seminal paper [127℄ of Valiant), approa hes learning from
point of view and is interested in the
of learning: what

omplexity theoreti

omputational and information theoreti

aspe ts

an be learned e iently, and how mu h information does the learner

need for this in dierent settings. (In this
formulas from some predened
sense as the inverse of

ase the

lassi ation rules are often Boolean

lass.) Computational learning theory is dened in some

ryptographyand indeed, subsequently Kearns and Valiant has

shown that an e ient PAC learning algorithm for general Boolean formulas

ould be

used for example to break RSA [77℄.
To mention some other elds also devoted to learning: in the framework of learning
in the limit (established by Gold [47℄) the learner meets in the

ourse of an innite

2
pro ess all the words (or expressions) of some language , and is required to set up a
hypotheses: some representation of the language. On the other hand, pattern re ognition, for example (highly inuen ed by works like that of Vapnik and Chervonenkis [131℄
and Stone [120℄), is interested in

lassiers that ( onstru ting their hypotheses using

randomly generated examples often in a kind of on-line manner) are asymptoti ally as
good as the best possible ( alled Bayes
2 And, depending on the spe i

lassier).

model, the learner might additionally meet some or all of the

negative examples: words or expressions not in the given language.

1.1 Learning and Theory Revision

3

The resear h aimed to analyze dierent aspe ts of PAC learnability gave birth to
several other related learning models. On the wholefo using on the Boolean

ase

all of them are interested in nding some representation for an unknown fun tion
alled target
lass

R, a

ftrg ,

on eptrepresentable by some formula from a xed, predened formula
quiring information about it via some proto ol, dened by the given model.

In the present dissertation two of these models are applied.
One su h model is query learning (introdu ed by Angluin [10℄), in whi h an
ora le is assumed to answer (in

onstant time) questions of the learner via some query

proto ol. These questions are typi ally of the form of a membership query , querying
on ept on some assignment, or an equivalen e query , asking

the value of the target
whether some formula,
The query

onstru ted by the learner is equivalent to the target

omplexity of the

lass

R

is the (maximum of the) number of queries

needed to ask by the learner depending on the size of
shortest formula in

R

for

ftrg ).

e ient, if both the quey

on ept.

ftrg

(i.e., the length of the

A learning algorithm in this model is

onsidered to be

omplexity and the running time is polynomial (in the sum

of the number of variables and the size of

ftrg ).

Another su h model is the mistake bounded model (see e.g. [92℄) whi h is dened
in an on-line setting. In this model the learning pro eeds in a sequen e of rounds. In
ea h round the learner re eives rst an instan e of the domain (i.e., on whi h
is dened) then produ es a predi tion of its
(whi h, in a noise-free model is the
it). If the predi ted

orre t

ftrg

lassi ation, and nally re eives a label
lassi ationi.e., what

ftrg

evaluates on

lassi ation and the re eived label disagree then the learner made

a mistake. The mistake bound of the learning algorithm is the maximal number of
mistakes, taken over all possible runs, (that is, sequen es of instan es), depending on
the size of

ftrg .

both the quey

A learning algorithm in this model is

onsidered to be e ient, if

omplexity and the running time (in ea h round) is polynomial (in the

sum of the number of variables and the size of

ftrg ).

Theory revision, as a spe ial learning problem, assumes that the learner is not
ompletely new to the given learning problem, hereby it has some initial hypotheses
in the form of some formula that, albeit not equivalent to

ftrg ,

but is thought to

be a good approximation of it. A typi al example is an initial version of an expert
system provided by an expert, whi h needs to be rened using further examples or
other information available. It is argued that this is a realisti
omplex

on epts

requirement, as many

an only be hoped to be learned e iently if a reasonably good

initial approximation is available. Des riptions of theory revision systems are given, for
example, in [82; 103; 107; 134; 135℄. One of the rst papers studying revision from a
theoreti al aspe t is due to Mooney [100℄. He assumed that the target

an be obtained

from the initial hypotheses by using revision operators, whi h are simple, predened
synta ti

modi ations, su h as the deletion or the addition of a literal, and gave

bounds for the the number of random examples needed in the PAC model for revision
in terms of the number of these modi ations ne essary. Greiner [57℄
omputational

onsidered the

omplexity of hypothesis nding in a related framework.

The models for theory revision used in the present dissertation are extensions of

4
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Mooney's approa h to the query and the mistake bounded model. A tually, the models
for theory revision dier from the

orresponding learning models only in the e ien y

riteria as follows: denoting the size of

ftrg

by

s,

and the minimal number of revision

operators needed to apply on the initial hypotheses to obtain some representation for

ftrg

ê,

by

the number of queries asked (resp. the number of mistakes made) must be

ê

polynomial in

and in

log m

for an e ient revision algorithm

3 . (Note however

that requirements set for the running time remains un hanged.)
For additional results on theory revision (not dis ussed in the present dissertation)
the papers [50; 52; 53℄.

1.2 Chara terization Results for Boolean Fun tions
Chara terization results appear (and are applied) in several forms in mathemati s and
in

omputer s ien e; like giving a semanti

synta ti

des ription for some obje t dened in a

way (e.g. that a number, written in de imal form, is divisable by 5 if and only

if its last digit is either 0 or 5), or to give an alternative synta ti
obje t dened in a synta ti

way, and so on.

des ription for some

A tually, it is one of the fundamental

tools in the analysis of some mathemati al obje t (like, say, a fun tion, set, formula
lass, et ) to give an alternative des ription or representation for it, and work with
that.

It

an, on one hand serve with more insight on the given obje twhi h, in

turn,

an help solving the given problemand, on the other hand (as is usual), it

an provide more intriguing questions.

A prominent examples for this is the Fourier

transform of fun tionsi.e., to give an alternative representation for fun tions as a
linear
both in

ombination of some orthonormal system, whi h is of invaluable importan e,
ase of the real world appli ations and also on the theoreti al level.

Chara terization results are highly important for Boolean fun tions as well. A
al su h result (see [71; 96℄) is a semanti

hara terization of Horn fun tions (Boolean

fun tions representable with Horn formulasi.e.,
in whi h every
a fun tion

f

it holds that

lause

onjun tive normal form formulas

ontains at most one unnegated variable). This result states that

is Horn if and only if for any pair of assignments on whi h

f

lassi-

evaluates 1 also on their meet (i.e.,

omponentwise

∧).

f

evaluates 1

(This result is

formulated in this dissertation as Theorem 10.2.) This, in turn, is used in the present
dissertation to derive another
Another

lassi al

see [58; 74; 102℄)

hara terization result involving Horn formulas.

hara terization result (dis overed independently several times

onsiders read-on e fun tions (Boolean fun tions representable

with read-on e formulasi.e., formulas in whi h every variable o

urs at most on e).

This result uses the notion of maxterms an minterms, whi hfo using for simpli ity
only on monotone fun tions

S

4

an be dened as follows: a minimal set of variables

is a minterm (resp. maxterm) of a monotone fun tion

f,

if xing the variables in

3 An explanation for this hoi e of the e ien y riteria is given in Chapter 3.

4 A Boolean fun tion is said to be

monotone

if it is monotoni ally in reasing in the usual sense.

1.3 Results and the Stru ture of the Dissertation

S

to 1 (resp. the variables in

the

T

to 0) for es

f

5

to take the value 1 (resp. 0). Then

hara terization result states that a monotone Boolean fun tion is representable

S

by a read-on e formula if and only if for arbitrary minterm

|T ∩ S| = 1.

T

and maxterm

of it

A ni e appli ation of this result in learning theory is the learning algorithm

onstru ted for read-on e formulas in [13℄, whi h (although not applied, but still) is of
spe ial interest for us, as various learnability related properties of this

lass are analyzed

in the present dissertation.
Finally note how

entral is the role of

hara terizing the extreme values and

for some problems is in some elds. For instan e extemal

ases

ombinatori s (see e.g. [72℄)

is typi ally interested in questions of this sort; like that of determining the maximal
number of prime impli ants of Boolean fun tions. (A term
Boolean fun tion

f,

if any assignment saisfying

to be a prime impli ant of
from

t

f

t

t

is an impli ant of some

also satises

f,

meanwhile

t

is said

if, in addition, this does not hold for any term obtained

by removing some literals from it.) Considering this problem, it is known that

a Boolean fun tion on

n

variables

that there are fun tions with

Ω

3n

an have at most



O



3n
√
n



prime impli ants, and

prime impli ants (see, e.g., [31℄), but the exa t
n
value for the maximal number of prime impli ants is not known for general n. In the
present dissertation a related problem is analyzed, whi h also takes into

onsideration

the (minimal) number of terms in a DNF for a given fun tion.

1.3 Results and the Stru ture of the Dissertation
The rst part of the dissertation

onsists of results from theory revision, dealing with

the revisability of some important formula
part

onsists of

lass in various learning models. The se ond

hara terization results, some of whi h are related to some revision

problem, meanwhile the rest is just interesting per se.
The rst topi

on theory revision in the dissertation is the revision of read-on e

fun tions (fun tions representable with formulas in whi h every variable o

urs at most

on e) in the query model, dis ussed in Chapter 4. The importan e of this formula

lass

is rather theoreti al, being a nontrivial sub lass of Boolean formulas that is tra table
from several dierent aspe ts, and has a ni e semanti
As it has been shown by Angluin

et al.,

this

hara terization [58; 74; 102℄.

lass is also e iently learnable with

5
membership and equivalen e queries [13℄ , it is thus natural to ask whether also an
e ient revision algorithm exists for this

lass.

This question is answered positively,

but only for a restri ted model whi h assumes that the fun tion to be learned

an be

represented by a formula obtained from the initial one by deleting some parts of it.
After that, the optimality of the algorithm is analyzed: a lower bound is shown for the
query

omplexity of this

lass, that is of the same order of magnitude as the query

omplexity of the algorithm. Finally it is analyzed whether both types of the queries,
5 What's more, read-twi e fun tions are also e iently learnable [104℄but read-thri e fun tions
are not [2℄. Here, read-twi e (resp. read-thri e) fun tions (in a

ordan e with the denition of read-

on e fun tions) are dened as fun tions that are representable with formulas in whi h every variable
o

urs at most twi e (resp. three times).

6
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used in the algorithm, are ne essary, and it is shown that indeed, e ient revision is
not possible using only one of the two types of queries.
As the next topi

in theory revision, Chapter 5

onsiders Boolean threshold fun -

tions (i.e., fun tions representable by a set of variables

R

and a threshold

to 1 on exa tly those assignments whi h assign 1 to at least

θ

θ,

evaluting

of the variables in

R).

Threshold fun tions (although in a more general form) are famous for being the basi
ingredient of neural networks and support ve tor ma hinesand has several other appli ations as well. For this

lass similar questions are asked as above. Again, a revision

algorithm is presented in the query model, whi h, as shown, is an e ient algorithm
for revising the

lass of threshold fun tions (in this

ase, however, no restri tion is set

on the modeli.e., both deletions and additions are allowed), having query

omplex-

ity essentially optimal up to order of magnitude. Again it is shown that no e ient
revision is possible for this

lass if one type of the queries gets banned.

Finally it

6
is shown that, somewhat surprisingly, Winnow a kind of multipli ative version of
Per eptron being famous for learning some formula lasses highly e iently 7 using
threshold representationwould not be a good

hoi e for this task, as it would not

work e iently.
As a
formulas,

losure of the theory revision part, a sub lass of the disjun tive normal form
alled proje tive DNFs, is

onsidered in the mistake bounded model. For

long it was one of the main open problems in
the

omputational learning theory, whether

lass of DNFs is e iently learnable. However re ently it was proved that, unless

RP = NP, the answer is no [5℄. This motivates the sear h for sub lasses of the DNFs
whi h are e iently learnable. The
[128℄ as a
al

lass of proje tive DNFs was introdu ed by Valiant

lass suitable for proje tive learninga notion motivated by

ertain biologi-

onsiderations; the general idea being that learning, similarly to other biologi al

pro esses, should be
stru tion
ea h

arried out on multiple levels in a distributed manner. His

on-

onsists of two levels. On the lower level simple learning algorithms are run,

on entrating on just a small part (or restri tion) of the fun tion to be learned.

On the upper level another simple algorithm is run, whi h, on one hand, learns how to
(re) ombine the output of the algorithms on the lower level, and, on the other hand, it
lters the information forwarded to these algorithms su h that ea h one re eives only
that part of the information whi h is supposed to be relevant for it. Given this e ient
algorithm for this

lass, it is an interesting question whether a natural extension it

would behave as an e ient revision algorithm. After showing that the answer to this
question is positive, some further, learning related features of the
Being an appearently new

lass, proje tive DNFs provide several questions to be

answered. One su h that arose during examining this
of it,

lass was that a spe ial sub lass

alled 1-proje tive DNFs (or 1-PDNFs for short) have shown some regularities in

their syntax. (A DNF formula
su h that
a

lass are analyzed.

ϕ

is 1-PDNF if every term

εϕ and t represent the same fun

hara terization of this sub lass that

t

of it

ontains some literal

ε

tion.) Chapter 7 dis usses this, and presents

aptures this regularity.

6 More pre isely a natural extension of it.
7 More pre isely in a so alled attribute e ient manner.

1.3 Results and the Stru ture of the Dissertation

Continuing the dis ussion of

7

hara terization results, the relation between the num-

ber of terms in a DNF, and the number of prime impli ants of it is

onsidered. Earlier

results in omputer s ien e imply that if some DNF onsists of K terms, then it has at
K
most 2 − 1 prime impli ants [31; 90; 97℄, and it has also been known previously, that
this bound is sharp [88; 90; 97℄. These results get

ompleted in Chapter 8 in whi h a

hara tarization is given for DNFs that have as many prime impli ants as this bound
allows. This is shown by redu ing the problem to the following problem: if in some
DNF tautology ea h pair of terms

oni t in exa tly one variable (i.e., ea h pair is

v appearing
ontains v negated,

resolvable) then it posesses a tree-like stru ture (i.e., there is some variable
in ea h term; there is some variable
and there is some variable

u

w

appearing in ea h term that

in ea h term that

ontains

v

unnegated; and so on)for

whi h a new proof is presented.
The next

hara terization result

onsidered is a generalization of the result, the

previous problem (regarding the number of prime impli ants of a DNF) is redu ed
to. More pre isely it is shown in Chapter 9 that if in some DNF tautology ea h pair
of terms

oni t in at least one but at most two variables, then it also posesses a

tree-like stru ture. However, further relaxing the bound given for the

oni t of the

terms to three, the above mentioned tree-like stru ture will not be automati as is
demonstrated by an example. This problem is also a spe ial ase of a problem
in [93℄, that, given a DNF tautology, the task is to

onsidered

onstru t a de ision tree su h that

for ea h term of the DNF generated by it there is a term of the tautology that is a
subterm of it.

They have shown that even for some very simple DNFs this problem

requires a de ision tree with extremely big
this

omplexity; however the result presented in

hapter implies that for ea h DNF in the above mentioned restri ted

lass there

8
exists always some simple de ision tree .
Finally, de omposable Horn formulas are dis ussed.
pressive

Horn formulas, being an ex-

lass whi h also allows for polynomial time inferen e, and indeed is generally

omputationally tra table, play a

entral role in arti ial intelligen e and in

omputer

9
s ien e. The notion of de omposability omes from belief revision , a eld interested in
revising knowledge base in su h a manner that satises some reasonability properties,
that are typi ally formulated in the form of postulates. De omposability was introdu ed
for general logi s in [41℄, where it was also shown to be equivalent to the existen e
of some revision operator satisfying the AGM postulates [4℄one of the most popular
postulates used in belief revision. In Chapter 10
ten e of a

omplement of a Horn fun tion

in turn provides a

onsequen e of another Horn fun tion, whi h

omplete des ription of de omposable Horn formulas. The

terizations lead to e ient algorithms for the
it exists (whi h is in

onstru tion of a

an be

omplement

asionally NP- omplete to de ide).

The

ombinatiorial, but was meant in [89℄ as a rst step towards what is

8 A tually the result states something stronger: for this restri ted
selves

hara -

omplement whenever

ontrast with a related, but somewhat more stringent

notion of [60℄, the existen e of whi h is o
result, as is purely

hara terizations are given for the exis-

onsidered as de ision trees in some sense.

lass basi ally the DNFs them-

9 Belief revision is related to theory revision (at least in it topi );thusas a losurethe two main

topi s of the dissertation meet again.

8

Introdu tion

referred to as Horn-to-Horn belief revision: revision of Horn knowledge bases where
the revised knowledge base is also required to be Horn; integrating hopefully e ient
revision (the

entral notion in theory revision) and

goal in belief revision).

ommon sense reasoning (as a main

Chapter 2
General Denitions and Notations
When analyzing dierent representational

lasses it is often

onvenient (and sometimes

maybe even unavoidable) to view formulas as fun tions and vi e versa: to analyze a
fun tion by examining a formula representing it. A

ordingly we frequently and freely

swit h between the semanti al and the synta ti al view. However, trying to keep the
pi ture

lear, we rst dis uss the two separately, and then dis uss some

onne tions of

the two used heavily later on.

2.1 Syntax
V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . } is the set of propositional variables in our universe, and for any
integer n let Vn = {v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . , vn }. The negation of a variable v ∈ V is denoted v .
A literal is an unnegated or negated variable; unnegated variables are

literals; negated variables negative literals.

ε = v,

alled positive

The negation of the negative literal

is again the positive literal v .
′
A Boolean formula over variables V ⊆ V
denoted

ε,

an be dened as the smallest subset
′
of strings formulas over 1, 0,  ∨,  ∧,  ),  (,  ¯  and V satisfying:

• 0, 1 ∈ formulas
•

Literals

•

If

•

If

v

and

v

1.

are in formulas for any

ϕ ∈ formulas,

then

ϕ ∈ formulas.

ϕ1 , . . . , ϕk ∈ formulas and k ≥ 2, then ◦(ϕ1 , . . . , ϕk ) ∈ formulas, where
◦ is either ∨ or ∧.

(In notation, for formulas greek lower
times

v ∈ V ′.

χ.)

erals) o

Let

Var(ϕ)

(resp.

uring in formula

Lit(ϕ) = {v, w, w, u, z},

ϕ.

Lit(ϕ))

ase letters are used, usually

ϕ

and

denote the set of variables (resp.

or some-

set of lit-

ϕ = (v ∨ w) ∧ (w ∨ (u ∨ z)),
Var(ϕ) = {v, w, u, z}, where v, w, u, z ∈ V .

For example if

meanwhile

ψ,

1 For te hni al reasons, we extend the standard notion, whi h does not allow for
leaves.

9

then

onstants in the
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onsider threshold formulas. A threshold fort
mula is simply a pair (U, t), also denoted ThU , where U ⊆ V and t is some non-negative
Besides Boolean formulas we also

integer.
Both Boolean and threshold formulas are often referred to simply as formulas.

2.1.1

Terms, Clauses, Spe ial Formula Classes

A term (or

· · · ∧ εk ,

∧(ε1 , . . . , εk )often written in the
arbitrary literals. A k -term (or k - onjun

onjun tion) is a formula
where

ε1 , . . . , εk

are

form

ε1 ∧

tion) is a

k literals. A lause (or disjun tion) is the dual notion, where in the
h ∧ there is a ∨. Denote the empty onjun tion (resp. empty disjun tion)
⊥). It is assumed that terms (resp. lauses) do not ontain both a variable

onjun tion of
pla e of ea
by

⊤ (resp.

and its negation.
It is often

onvenient to treat

lauses and terms as a set of literals; for example

c = v1 ∨ v3 ∨ v4 , then v1 ∈ c denotes that literal v1 appears in lause c, and if
t1 = v1 ∧ v4 and t2 = v1 ∧ v2 ∧ v4 ∧ v5 , then t1 = t2 \ {v2 , v2 , v5 } denotes that term
t1 an be obtained from t2 by removing literal v5 and removing variable v2 with any

if

orientation.

(As it will always be

lear from the text, wether the given formula is a

ordingly, the size of a term t,
′
′
denoted by |t|, is the number of its literals, and some term t is a subterm of t if t ⊆ t
′
(whi h is obviously equivalent to Lit(t ) ⊆ Lit(t)).
lause or a term, this does not

t

Terms

and

t′

ause ambiguity.) A

v if v appears unnegated in one of them, and
′
′
ase t and t are also said to ollide.) t ⊗ t denotes the
′
t in; thus |t ⊗ t | is the number of oni ts between the

oni t in variable

negated in the other. (In this
′
set of variables t and t oni
two terms.

A disjun tive normal form formula (or DNF for short) is a disjun tion of
terms. A

k -DNF

k -term-DNF
denote the

is a DNF su h that ea h of its terms

is a DNF with at most

lass of

k -term-DNF).

n-variable

k

terms. Let

ontains at most

k -DNFn

(resp.

Boolean fun tions expressible as a

A DDNF formula has

oni t bound

d, if any two

terms in it

literals. A

k -term-DNFn )

k -DNF

A DDNF or disjoint DNF is a DNF with pairwise

k

(resp.

as a

oni ting terms.

oni ts in at most two

variables.
A Horn

lause is a lause ontaining at most one positive literal. A Horn formula

is a disjun tion of Horn- lauses.
A read-on e formula is a formula in whi h every variable o
As in the

ase of terms and

parti ular as a set of terms. A
DNF

urs at most onn e.

lauses, sometimes DNFs are also treated as setsin
ordingly

t∈ϕ

is used to denote that

t is

a term of the

ϕ.

A Labeled Binary Tree (or LBT) over variables in

V′ ⊆ V

is a rooted binary tree

su h that for ea h inner node the node itself and the edge leading to its right
′
are labelled by some v ∈ V , and the edge leading to its left hild is labelled by

De ision Tree (or DT) is an LBT that's leaves are labelled by 0 or 1.

hild

v.

A

2.2 Semanti s
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2.2 Semanti s
x : V → {0, 1}, a partial assignment is partial fun tion
σ : V ֒→ {0, 1}. In the latter ase σ an also be onsidered as a fun tion σ : Dom(σ) →
{0, 1} where Dom(σ) := σ −1 ({0, 1}) = {v ∈ V : v is assigned to some variable by σ}
is the domain of σ . When σ(v) appears in the text for some v ∈ V , then it is
impli itely understood that Dom(σ) ontains v . The partial assignment with empty
domain is denoted ().
′′
When one fo uses on a subset V of the universe in s ope (this often o urs when
′′
working with some (sub)formula ϕ, in whi h ase V is Var(ϕ)), a partial assignment
σ : V ′ → {0, 1} with V ′ ⊇ V ′′ an also be onsidered as an assignment. This is
stressed in notation using bold fa e lower ase Roman alphabet letters (usually x, y, z,
or sometimes w or u) for these partial assignments, and to use lower ase Greek letters
′′
(usually σ , or sometimes α) for those that leave some variables in V unassigned. When
V ′ is nite, say V ′ = Vn , σ an be written in the form (v1 7→ σ(v1 ), . . . , vn 7→ σ(vn )).
′
For example if V = V3 , and σ(v1 ) = 1, σ(v2 ) = 0 and σ(v3 ) = 1, then σ = (v1 7→
1, v2 7→ 0, v3 7→ 1). Also, for some V ′′′ ⊆ V , let σ|V ′′′ denote the partial assignment
′′′
′
that agrees with σ on V ∩ V , and leaves the rest of the variables unassigned.
0 (resp. 1) denotes the assignment that assigns 0 (resp. 1) to ea h variable in
′′
′′
s ope, V , and for some V ⊆ V let 1V denote the assignment assigning 1 to the
′′
variables in V and 0 to the variables in V \ V .
′
Given two assignments x, y : V → {0, 1}, their interse tion (or meet) is the
′
assignment x ∧ y : V → {0, 1} assigning x(v) · y(v) (i.e., the minimum of x(v) and
y(v)) to ea h variable v ∈ V ′ . Also, the relation x ≤ y holds, if x = x ∧ y, and x y
holds, if x ≤ y but x 6= y. Similarly to the meet, let the join of assignments x and y
′
be the assignment x ∨ y : V → {0, 1} assigning x(v) + y(v) − (x ∧ y)(v) to variable
v ∈ V ′ (i.e., assigning to ea h variable the maximum assigned to it by x and y), and,
′
′
nally, let x ⊗ y : V → {0, 1} assign (x ∨ y)(v) − (x ∧ y)(v) to variable v ∈ V .
Given some partial assignment σ and a variable v ∈ Dom(σ), the omponent of
σ orresponding to v (or the v - omponent of σ , for short) is the partial assignment
σ|{v} . The v - omponent is said to be on (resp. o ) in σ , if σ(v) = 1 (resp. σ(v) = 0).
[v]
= σ [v] be the partial assignment obtained from σ by ipping its
Let futhermore σ
v - omponent. For example (v1 7→ 1, v2 7→ 0, v3 7→ 1, v4 7→ 0)[v2 ] = (v1 7→ 1, v2 7→
1, v3 7→ 1, v4 7→ 0) and also (v1 7→ 1, v2 7→ 0, v3 7→ 1, v4 7→ 0)[v2 ] = (v1 7→ 1, v2 7→
1, v3 7→ 1, v4 7→ 0).
The Hamming distan e distH(x, y) of assignments x and y is the number of
variables on whi h x and y disagree. The weight of an assignment x, denoted as |x|,
An assignment is a fun tion

is the number of variables it assigns 1 to.
′
′
Given a set of variables V ⊆ V , let A(V ) denote the set of assignments with
′
domain V . Let furthermore An := A(Vn ). A Boolean fun tion f over variables
V ′ is a zero-one valued fun tion dened over the assignments with domain V ′ that is
f : A(V ′ ) → {0, 1}. An n-variable Boolean fun tion is a Boolean fun tion over

An .

Boolean fun tions will often be referred to simply as

lower

ase Roman alphabet letters (usually

f, g

or

h)

fun tions.

In notation, plain

are used for Boolean fun tion.
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x ∈ A(V ′ )

f if f (x) = 1 (resp.
f (x) = 0). The truth set of a fun tion f is the set T (f ) := {x ∈ A(V ′ ) : f (x) = 1},
′
′
and let F (f ) := {x ∈ A(V ) : f (x) = 0}. The fun tion with truth set A(V ) (resp.
∅)that is, whi h evaluates to 1 (resp. to 0) on ea h assignmentis denoted 1 (resp.
0). Finally note that a Boolean fun tion over variables V ′ ⊆ V an also be onsidered
′′
′
′′
as a Boolean fun tion over V for any V ⊆ V ⊆ V .
For Boolean fun tions f and g write g ≤ f if every truth assignment satisfying
g also satises f (i.e., if T (g) ⊆ T (f )). When this holds, g is said to imply f , or
also that f is a onsequen e of g . If, in addition, there is a truth assignment x with
g(x) = 0 and f (x) = 1, then g is said to properly imply f , or that f is a proper
onsequen e of g , and denote it by g
f.
′
A Boolean fun tion f over variables V is monotone if x ≤ y implies f (x) ≤ f (y)
′
′
for all x, y ∈ A(V ), it is a-unate for some a ∈ A(V ), if g(x) = f (x⊗a) is monotone,
n
and it is unate if it is a-unate for some a ∈ {0, 1} .
′
′′
′
′′
Given (partial) assignments σ1 : V → {0, 1} and σ2 : V → {0, 1} with V , V ⊆ V ,
σ2
′′
′
′′
let σ1 be the (partial) assignment that agrees with σ2 on V , with σ1 on V \ V , and
σ2
′
′′
leaves the rest of the variables unassigned. When V and V are disjoint, then σ1
σ2
is sometimes written as (σ1 , σ2 ). When this is the ase, and σ1 is an input of some
2
fun tion f , or proto ol MQ , then sometimes, instead of f ((σ1 , σ2 )) or MQ((σ1 , σ2 )),
with a slight abuse of notation, simply f (σ1 , σ2 ), ϕ(σ1 , σ2 ) or MQ(σ1 , σ2 ) is used.
An assignment

is said satisy (resp. falsify ) fun tion

2.3 Conne ting Syntax and Semanti s
σ : V ′ → {0, 1} and a Boolean formula ϕ over V , let ϕσ be
′
the formula obtained from ϕ by repla ing ea h variable v ∈ Var(ϕ)∩V with the value σ
assignes to it. On the other hand, ϕ(σ) is the formula obtained by iterating the following: if the urrent formula ontains some subformula ◦(ϕ1 , . . . , ϕi−1 , b, ϕi−1 , . . . , ϕℓ )
for some b ∈ {0, 1}, ◦ ∈ {∧, ∨,¯}, then repla e it with
Given a partial assignment

• 1,

if

◦

is

∨

and

b = 1,

or if

◦

is  ¯  and

b = 0,

• 0,

if

◦

is

∧

and

b = 0,

or if

◦

is  ¯  and

b = 1,

• ∨(ϕ1 , . . . , ϕi−1 , ϕi−1 , . . . , ϕℓ ),

if

◦

is

∨

and

b = 0,

• ∧(ϕ1 , . . . , ϕi−1 , ϕi−1 , . . . , ϕℓ ),

if

◦

is

∧

and

b = 1,

as long as at least one of the above

ases apply.

Note that if

then the resulting formula is either the 0 or the 1.
there is a naturally asso iated fun tion over variables

x ∈ A(Var(ϕ))

to the appropriate

with an asso iated fun tion
empty

onjun tion,

2 See Chapter 3.

⊤ (resp.

f,

onstant

we also say

ϕ(x).
that ϕ

the empty disjun tion,

A

σ

is an assignment,

ordingly, for any formula

Var(ϕ),

ϕ

mapping an assignment

Conversely, given some formula

represents

f.

ϕ

Finally, dene the

⊥), to be always true (resp.

false).

2.3 Conne ting Syntax and Semanti s
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t
Given some threshold formula ThU , and some (partial) assignment x with domain
Dom(x) ⊇ U , let ThtU (x) = 1 if x assigns 1 to at least t of the variables in U , and
t
let ThU (x) = 0 otherwise. A ordingly, for any threshold formula there is a naturally
asso iated fun tion over variables

ϕ

Two formulas

and

ψ

U.

are equivalent, denoted

Boolean fun tion. If we use some formula
then

ϕ

ϕ

ϕ ≡ ψ,

if they represent the same

in a pla e where a fun tion is expe ted,

will stand for the fun tion represented by

ϕ;

a

ordingly the relations

≤

and

(i.e., the notions implies and properly implies, resp.  onsequen e and proper
onsequen e)
some fun tion

an also be naturally extended for formulas. Now then, if a term

f

t

than

is said to be an impli ant of

that deleting any literal from
a prime impli ant of
Boolean fun tion

f,

f.

then

t

is

If, furthermore it also holds

results in a term that is not an impli ant of

On the other hand, if some

c

f.

alled an impli ate of

A term is monotone if it

t implies

lause

c

is a

f,

then

t

is

onsequen e of the

f.

onsists of unnegated variables. Given

a ∈ {0, 1}n ,

a

a-unate if the sign of every literal in it agrees with athat is, a literal is positive
only if the orresponding omponent of a is 0. (Note that the above denitions

term is
if and

oin ide with the
if

n=3

2.3.1
Let

and

orresponding denitions for the asso iated fun tions.) For example,

a = 101

then

v1 v2

is

a-unate.

Ve tors, Cubes and Sub ubes

V′ ⊆ V

be nite; for simpli ity assume

V ′ = Vn

for some

Note that (using the natural ordering of the variables in

n.

V , where vi

is the i-th item

in the order) assignments an be thought of as Boolean (or 0-1) ve tors; a ordingly
A(V ′ ) an be identied with the n-dimensional ube, {0, 1}n . Then, for example,

σ = (v1 7→ 1, v2 7→ 1, v3 7→ 1, v4 7→ 0, v5 7→ 1)
as (1, 1, 1, 0, 1) or sometimes even as 11101. (Or maybe even using
3
notation as σ = 1 01.)

an be written

the assignment

A sub ube (or simply
onjun tion (i.e., term)

t.

the exponential

ube) is any set of ve tors that is of the form
For terms

t1 , t2 ,

where

t1 6≡ 0,

T (t) for some

the following relations are

equivalent:

• t1 ≤ t2 ,
• T (t1 ) ⊆ T (t2 ),

and

• Lit(t1 ) ⊇ Lit(t2 ),

or in words:

t1

is subsumed by

t2 .

A(V ′ ) is the (n − 1)-dimensional sub ube formed by
the ve tors for whi h ε is true. If a term t is an impli ant of a DNF ϕ = t1 ∨ · · · ∨ tk ,
then we also say that ϕ is a over of t, as the union of the ubes T (ti ) overs the
ube T (t).
For a literal

ε, the ε

half

ube of

A set A ⊆ A(V ′ ) is a ube if and only if for every x, y ∈ A and
every z ∈ {0, 1}n su h that x ∧ y ≤ z ≤ x ∨ y, it also holds that z ∈ A.

Proposition 2.1
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Proof
The only if  dire tion is easy to see.
The if  dire tion follows by noting that the

∨ of all
A. The

the ve tors in

A

is in

A,

ondition implies that the

∧

and the

and every ve tor between these two ve tors is also in

onjun tion of those literals to whi h value 1 is assigned by both of the above

ve tors is a term that is satised by exa tly the ve tors in
It follows, in parti ular, that if a

ube

A.

2

ontains two ve tors with weights

ontains ve tors of weight w for every w1 < w < w2 .
′
Given x, y ∈ A(V ), the term orresponding to the smallest sub ube

w1 < w2 ,

then it also

x and y is
x and y agree.
1100 is v1 v4 .
both

obtained by in luding every literal

orresponding to

For example, the smallest sub ube in

A4

ontaining

omponents where

ontaining both

1010

and

Part I
Theory Revision Results
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Chapter 3
Models and the
Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dimension
In this

hapter rst a short des ription is given of the models used in the present

dissertation.

Although all the algorithms dis ussed in the later

hapters are revision

algorithms, the models used are variants of the appropriate models dened for learning.
For this reason rst the original variants are dis ussed shortly (in Se tion 3.1), and
then the

orresponding revision versions are dened (in Se tion 3.2). Note that, as the

dissertation

onsiders only Boolean fun tions and formulas, for simpli ity the notions

used are dened only for this

ase. (For a more general setting see e.g. [78℄.)

Finally, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension is introdu ed [131℄; a

ommon tool used

for proving lower bounds on the amount of information the learner needs to a quire
about the target

one pt during the learning pro ess.

3.1 Models for Learning
The rst model dis ussed is PAC learning. Although it is not applied dire tly in the
present dissertation, but this model (being the original model in
theory [127℄) gives the

learest (and at the same time:

general goals and nature of
the models

omputational learning

the rawest) pi ture of the

omputational learning theory. For more on the relation of

onsidered in this

hapter and others see [63℄. But let us rst invoke from

Chapter 1 the denition of learning given by Mit hell [99℄:
A

omputer program is said to learn from experien e

lass of tasks

T

as measured by

and performan e measure

P,

improves with experien

P , if its
e E .

E

with respe t to some

performan e at tasks in

As mentioned, it is too general to be appli able for spe i

problems, but it sums up

ni ely what one has to spe ify, when formalizing a learning framework:
(a) the obje t for learning (i.e., what one wishes to learn),
(b) the method of a quiring information about it,

17
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( ) some
(d) (o
A

riteria for su

ess, and

asionally) some e ien y

ommon feature of the models dis ussed below is that there assumed to be some

xed, predened

R (e.g. the lass of DNFs, or Horn formulas, or readftrg : A(V ′ ) → {0, 1} representable by some formula in

lass of formulas

on e formulas, et ) and some

R;

riteria.

on ept 1 , is unknown to the learner.

the latter, whi h is referred to as the target

The general task (thereby spe ifying (a)) is to nd some representation for
some approximation of it. Models requiring the former (i.e., to represent

ftrg

ftrg

or for

perfe tly)

alled exa t learning models.

are

Another

ommon feature is that the e ien y

R

dened as the legth of the shortest formula in

3.1.1

riteria builds on the size of

representing

ftrg ,

ftrg .

Probably Approximately Corre t Learning (PAC)

Re all that for the PAC model only a rough des ription is given, la king the mere
te hni alities required by the exa t denition, but su ient to reveal the the general
idea behind it.
Fix some distribution
to the learner.

D

over

A(V ′ );

Then, having a

this distribution, just like

ftrg ,

is also unknown

ess to randomly generated examples in the form

(Xi , ftrg (Xi )), i = 1, 2, . . ., where X1 , X2 , . . . are independent and have distribution
D , the learner is required to, with high probability output some formula that is
2 and, of ourse, to do all this e iently in the
a good approximation of ftrg
omplexity theoreti
the

hapter: (a) is

sense. It is easy to re ognize the four items from the beginning of

ftrg ,

(b) is random data, ( ) is that the probabilisti

requirements

are fullled and (d) is that the running time is polynomial in the size of the dierent
parameters

3 (in luding the size of f , dened as the length of the shortest formula in
trg

R representing it).
theoreti

3.1.2

Note that this bound for the

running time

also sets an information

bound: it bounds the number of examples used.

Query Learning

In query learning (introdu ed by Angluin [10℄) the learner
the target

olle ts information about

on ept through a query proto ol (whi h thus spe ieis (b)), assuming the

existen e of an ora le that answers (in

onstant time) dierent type of questions of the

learner. These questions are typi ally of the form of

•

ftrg on some
MQ(x), or

membership query, querying the value of
for this information is usually denoted

assignment

1 Note that a Boolean fun tion (interpreting it as a membership fun tion)
subset of the domainor in other words as a

2 The

on ept

xasking

an be thought of as a

.

onditions with high probability and is a good approximation are formulated in terms of

the distribution

D.

3 Basi ally, the size an be thought of as the number of bits needed to en ode the dierent param-

eters, also in luding the size of a random example.

3.2 Models for Theory Revision
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equivalen e query, querying for some

x

on whi h

ftrg

(Counterexample

0.)

and some formula

x

is

ounterexample: some assignment

ϕ,

alled positive, if

onstru ted by the learner, disagrees.

ftrg (x) = 1,

or negative, if

Asking for this information is usually denoted EQ(ϕ).

Note that if su h

assignment does not exist (signaled by the ora le by returning
assignment with empty domain), then the learning pro ess has

ϕ

omputes

ftrg .

ftrg (x) =

The equivalen e query EQ(ϕ) is proper if

(),

the partial

ome to an end:

ϕ ∈ R,

otherwise

it is improper .
Query learning is an exa t learning model, thereby requiring that the learner learns

ftrg exa tly
model, in a

(again, this spe ies ( )).

Regarding (d), the e ien y

riteria in this

ordan e with the philosophy of the PAC model, is that the time required

by the learner is bounded by a polynomial of the size of the parameters: the number
of variables in fo us and the length of the smallest formula in
bound for the running time also sets an information theoreti

R

for

ftrg .

Again, this

bound: it bounds the

number of queries used.

3.1.3

Mistake Bounded Learning

In the mistake bounded model (see [92℄) the learning pro eeds in a sequen e of rounds.
In round

r the learner re

 ation. Then the learner re eives a
of (b); in a noise-free model
If

ŷr 6= yr

xr , and produ es a predi tion ŷr of its lassilabel yr . (This a tually ompletes the des ription
orre t lassi ation of xr , that is, yr = ftrg (xr ).)

eives an instan e

yr

is the

then the learner made a mistake.

The mistake bound of the learning

algorithm is the maximal number of mistakes, taken over all possible runsthat is,
sequen es of instan es. Regarding (d), the e ien y

riteria is that both the number

of mistakes and the time required by the learner in a round (but independently of the
given round)

an be bounded by a polynomial of the paremeters: the number of vari-

ables in fo us and the length of the smallest formula in

R

for

ftrg .

(Here, the bound

for the running time does not automati ally set an information theoreti
for the number of mistakes

boundi.e.,

ommitted, this is why it had to be set dire tly.) As the

model is thought of as an innite pro ess, it might not be that obvious, but this model
is ee tively an exa t learning model, a

ordingly the su

ess

riteria ( ) is that

ftrg

is

learned exa tly.
A mistake-bounded learning algorithm

an be thought of as an equivalen e query

learning algorithm, where the equivalen e queries

orrespond to the predi tions at ea h

stage of the algorithm. These queries are usually improper. Thus, proper equivalen e
and membership query algorithms and mistake-bounded algorithms are in omparable
in general.

3.2 Models for Theory Revision
In theory revision the general task is the same as in learning: to
resentation for the unknown target

on ept

ftrg

onstru t some rep-

(in the dissertation only exa t models
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are used for revision) a quiring information about it in the form spe ied by the given
model. However it is also assumed that the learning does not start from srat h, and
a

ordingly that the learner has some initial formula

ϕ

at hand. The general idea be-

hind this (following the idea of Mooney [100℄) is that applying some simple, predened
modi ations (referred to as revision oprations) on

synta ti

sentation for
the target

ftrg .

ϕ

one obtains a repre-

ϕ, the learning requires less additional information about

Thus, using

on ept. On the other hand it is also apparent how strongly the learning

task depends on the given initial hypotheses.
The revision operations

an, in general, be either deletion or addition type. The

denition of these operators may depend on the target

operator removes some literal o

lass, but, in general, a deletion

uren e or some subformula from the given formula

it is applied on, meanwhile an addition operator extends the formula with a literal
o

uren e

4 . (Pre ise denitions for these operators for the dierent formula

are given in the subsequent
hypotheses

ϕ and the target

hapters.)

lasses

The revision distan e between the initial

ftrg , denoted dist(ϕ, ftrg ), is the minimal number
transform ϕ to some formula representing ftrg . Note

on ept

of revision operations needed to

that the revision distan e depends on the revision operators (diering in the dierent
models!) and that it is

not symmetri

only one type of revision is

. Finally it should be mentioned that in some

onsidered. A

ordingly one

an dierentiate between three

ases: deletions-only (when only deletion operators are

only (when only addition operators are
operators are

ases

onsidered)

5 , additions-

onsidered), and general (when both type of

onsidered).

To gain some intuition why approa hing theory revision via the idea of revision
operators is so appealing, note the following. Te hni ally, the task of theory revision
is to learn (i.e.,
potheses

ϕ

onstru t some representation for) the dieren e of the initial hy-

and the target

on ept

ftrg that is,

to learn the set

{x : ftrg (x) 6= ϕ(x)}.

To adopt the philosphy behind PAC learnability for this task, one has to assume then
some representation

lass for the above set. However, there doesn't seem to be any

natural, generally appli able method for this representation task that also ts the philosophy, other than to simply list the operators needed to apply on
representation

ψ

for

ϕ

to obtain some

ftrg .

The number of fun tions representable by some formula in R of size at most m
Θ(m)
is 2
(unless using some wasteful representation, whi h we do not onsider), thus,
in general, to identify some formula of size
This is ree ted in/is in a

m,

one needs

Θ(m)

bits of information.

ordan e with that in ea h learning model the information

4 Basi ally, the addition operator is the inverse of the deletion operator whi h removes a single
literal o

urren e.

5 As a te hni al detail, in this

from

ϕ;

in this

ase

dist(ϕ, ftrg )

ase it

an happen that no representation of

is is always impli itely assumed that this is not the
long history of studying this spe ial

an be obtained

orresponds to the stu k-at faults usually studied

ir uits in the 1960s and 1970s (e.g., [81℄) and, for instan e, to the

Koppel et al.proved the

ase it

ase. It should also be mentioned that there is a

ase, presumably be ause of its greater tra tability, in, and even

before, the AI literature. A tually deletions-only
in diagnosing faulty

ftrg

an be dened to be innite. However in the deletions-only

ase where

onvergen e of their empiri al system for theory revision in the 1990s [82℄.

3.2 Models for Theory Revision

theoreti

bound is at least linear (but maybe of some higher order polynomial) in the

length of the smallest formula for
In
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ftrg

6.

ase of revision, the bound for the running time in the e ien y

needs to be polynomial in the size of

ftrg

(and of

of information the learner needs depends on a
amount of bits needed to en ode

ftrg ,

given

ϕ.

ourse of

ϕ

riteria still

as well), but the amount

ompletely dierent parameter:

the

To en ode the appli ation of some

revision operator one simply needs to en ode where in the formula the revision operator
is applied (and o
thus, given

ê

asionallyin ase of addition operatorsalso to en ode some literal);

ϕ, ftrg

denotes the revision distan e

and

m

the length of

the e ien y

O(ê(log m + log n)) bits of information, where
between ϕ and ftrg , n the number of variables in use,

an be en oded using

ϕ.

A

ordingly, in general, the infomation theoreti

bound in

riteria for an e ient theory revision algorithm is typi ally polynomial in

ê(log m + log n).
Given some formula lass R, an algorithm is a revision algorithm for R with query omplexity p,
if, given any on ept ftrg  alled target on eptrepresentable by some formula in
R, on input ϕ ∈ R alled initial formulathe algorithm outputs some representation for ftrg using at most p(ê, log n) queries about ftrg , where ê = dist(ϕ, ftrg ). The
algorithm is said to be an e ient revision algorithm for R, if p is a polynomial and
the running time an also be bounded by a polynomial of the size of ϕ, the number of
variables and ê. It is said that the query omplexity of R is at least q , if any revision
algorithm for R is of query omplexity Ω(q).
Denition 3.1 (Theory revision in the query learning model)

In theory revision equivalen e queries are usually used to dete t some aw in the
initial formula (i.e., to obtain some assignment on whi h the learner
and the target

urrent hypotheses

on ept disagrees), meanwhile membership queries (often applied in

some kind of binary sear h) are usually used to lo ate the dete ted aws (i.e., some
position of the formula where some revision operator should be applied). It is often also
interesting wether both types of queries are ne essary for e ient revision of a given
formula

lass.

The thesis

onsiders this problem for both formula

lasses for whi h

e ient revision is provided in the query learning model.

Given some
formula lass R, an algorithm is a revision algorithm for R with mistake bound p, if,
given any on ept ftrg  alled target on eptrepresentable by some formula in R,
on input ϕ ∈ R alled initial formulathe algorithm outputs some representation
for ftrg making at most p(ê, log n) mistakes on instan es lassied by ftrg , where ê =
dist(ϕ, ftrg ). The algorithm is said to be an e ient revision algorithm for R, if p is
a polynomial and the running time in ea h round an also be bounded by a polynomial
of the size of ϕ, the number of variables and ê.
Denition 3.2 (Theory revision in the mistake bounded model)

6 Re all that both in query learning and in mistake bounded learning the information theoreti
bound was allowed to depend also on
[23; 27; 92℄) suggest that this

n.

However, results in

attribute e ient learning

queries should allowed to depend only on the size of the targer
on

n

(see e.g.

an often be omitted, and that the polynomial bound on the number of

is not polynomial, only polylogarithmi

(i.e., polynomial in

on ept; a

log n).

ordingly the dependen e
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Finally it should be dis ussed howor whethertheory revision results and learnability results imply ea h other. Obviously theory revision implies learnability (but only
in the general

ase, allowing both addition and deletion opretors), but so far there are

no satisfa torily general equivalen e results for the other dire tion. And, in fa t, it is
not really expe ted to have oneas some results suggest:

•

Read-on e formulas (re all their deinition from Chapter 2)
ifently [13℄, and
Chapter 3), but

an be learned e-

an also be revised e iently in the deletions-only model (see
onsidering the addition, it is not even

lear what the right model

should be.

•

Horn-formulas (resp. monotone DNF formulas)

an be learned e iently [10; 12℄,

but the revision problem of nding one deletion in an
formula has query

•

omplexity

Threshold fun tions

Ω(n)

n-

lause (resp.

n-term)

[52; 53℄.

an be learned using membership queries only, but in

ase

of theory revision both query types are needed for the e ient revision (see
Chapter 5).
This provides further motivation for resear hing the revisability of various important
formula

lasses.

3.3 Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dimension
A

ommon lower bound te hnique for the query

omplexity is to use the Vapnik-

Chervonenkis dimension [131℄, whi h
Let

R

an be dened as follows.
′
be a set of Boolean formulas over variables V . Some

be shattered by

R

if for any

Z⊆Y

ϕZ (x) =

(

1
0

if
if

VC-dim(R) := max{|Y | : Y ⊆ A(V ′ )
Chervonenkis dimension of R 7 .

Then

Assume that the target
some formula in

R.

ϕZ ∈ C

there is a

Y ⊆ A(V ′ )

is said to

su h that

x ∈ Z,
x ∈ Y \ Z.
and

Y

is shattered by

on ept is an arbitrary fun tion that

R} is the Vapnik-

an be represented by

It is well known that in this setting any learning algorithm that

uses only equivalen e queries will ask at least

VC-dim(R)

queries in the worst

Furthermore (as is shown in [17℄ and in [94℄), there is some universal

onstant

ase.

α>0

su h that even if the algorithm is allowed to ask both kind of queries (and even if the
equivalen e queries are improper), in the worst

ase it will ask at least

α · VC-dim(R)

queries.

7 Note that the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension is usually dened for some set of fun tions, and
not formulas, however this approa h seems to t the presentation of the dissertation better.

Chapter 4
Read-on e Formulas
Re all that a Boolean formula

ϕ

is a read-on e formula (sometimes also

alled a

µ-formula or a Boolean tree), if every variable has at most one o urren e in ϕ. Su h a
formula an be represented as a binary tree where the internal nodes are labeled with ∧,
∨, and the negation and the leaves are labeled with distin t variables or the onstants
0 or 1. (That is, for te hni al reasons ontrary to the general denitionwe require
that in read-on e formulas all the

∨

and

∧

operations are of arity two. Note, however

that this does not mean the loss of generality; for example the formula
be represented as

∨(v, ∨(w, u)).)

The internal nodes

Read-on e formulas form a nontrivial

v∨w∨u

an

orrespond to the subformulas.

lass that is tra table from several dierent

aspe ts, but slight extensions are already intra table. Boolean fun tions represented
by read-on e formulas have a

ombinatorial

hara terization [58; 74; 102℄, and

er-

tain read restri tions make CNF satisability easily de idable in polynomial time (see,
e.g., [79℄).

It is interesting that the tra table

ases for fault testing [81℄ and Horn

theory revision [40; 82℄ are also related to read-on e formulas.
Read-on e formulas are e iently learnable using equivalen e and membership
queries [13℄.

While read-twi e DNF formulas are still e iently learnable [104℄, for

read-thri e DNF formulas there are negative results [2℄.
The main result in this
formulas in the

query model

hapter is the e ient revision algorithm for read-on e
for the

showing that the algorithm is

deletions-only ase.

Also lower bounds are provided

lose to optimal.

4.1 Further Denitions and Notations
We

all a subformula of

ϕ

onstant 1 subformula) if it
tion. A

onstant subformula (more spe i ally;
omputes a

onstant subformula is maximal

formula of any

onstant ( onstant 0, resp.

onstant 0, resp.
onstant 1) fun -

onstant subformula if it is not the sub-

onstant subformula.

For te hni al reasons it is not the variables of some read-on e formula
interest for us, rather the variables of
We

all these variables the relevant

ϕ

that is of

ϕ that are not in some onstant subformula of it.
variables of ϕ, and denote their set as VarR(ϕ).
23
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Note that

VarR(ϕ)

an be determined in polynomial time for any read-on e formula.

By the de Morgan rules, we may assume that negations are applied only to variables.
As we

onsider read-on e formulas only in the deletions-only model, and thus know the

sign of ea h variablewe

an repla e the negated variables with new variables (keeping

in mind that every truth assignment should be handled a
of generality we

∨

an

ordingly). Thus without loss

assume that ea h variable is unnegated

(i.e., we use only

∧

and

in our read-on e formulas). A Boolean fun tion is a read-on e fun tion if it has

an equivalent read-on e formula.

4.1.1

Revision

For read-on e formulas we only
is not even

onsider the deletions-only

ase (for the general

ase it

lear what the right model should bere all Chapter 3). Note that for any

formula obtained from some read-on e formula

ϕ

is some equivalent formula obtained from

ϕ

by deleting some subformulas there

by xing some variables to 1, and some

ordingly, the revision operators are the xing of some variable to 0
σ̂
or 1. Then the target on ept is the asso iated fun tion of ψ = ϕ for some partial
others to 0. A

σ̂ , where the initial hypotheses is ϕ, and the the revision distan e of ϕ
dist(ϕ, ψ) := min{|Dom(σ)| : σ ∈ A(V ′ ) su h that ψ ≡ ϕσ }, where V ′ is

assignment
and

ψ

is

the universe in s ope.
Note that this is in a

4.1.2

ordan e with the general approa h des ribed in Chapter 3.

Sensitization

Our revision algorithm uses the te hnique of
swit hing theory (see, e.g., Kohavi [81℄).

path sensitization

from fault analysis in

Let the initial formula be the monotone

read-on e formula

ϕ = (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ) ∧ ϕ3 ,
and let the target formula be

ψ = (ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ) ∧ ψ3 ,
where

ψ

is obtained from

partial truth assignment

by repla ing

ertain variables by

that xes all the variables in

ϕ2

onstants. Consider the

to 0, and all the variables

alled sensitizing ϕ1 , and α is alled the
α
α
sensitizing partial truth assignment for ϕ1 . Put x0 := 0 and x1 := 1 .
in

ϕ3

α

ϕ

to 1. This xing of the variables is

Asking the membership queries MQ(x0 ) and MQ(x1 ), there are three possibilities.
1. If MQ(x1 )
is identi

= 0, then it must be the
ally 0, or ψ3 (1) = 0, in whi

ase that
h

either ψ1 (1) = 0, in whi

h

ase

ψ1

ase the whole target formula is identi ally

0.
2. If MQ(x0 )

ψ1

= 1,

then it must be the

is identi ally 1,

or ψ2 (0) = 1,

ase that

in whi h

ase

either ψ1 (0) = 1, in
ψ2 is identi ally 1.

whi h

ase

4.1 Further Denitions and Notations
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3. For the revision algorithm it is important to noti e that we
mation in the third

ase, when MQ(x0 )

=0

do not observe any abnormality, but we
signment
simulate
target

and MQ(x1 )

an

an also gain infor-

= 1.

In this

ase we

on lude that for every truth as-

y : VarR(ψ1 ) → {0, 1} it holds that ψ1 (y) = MQ(y, α). Thus we an
membership queries to the subformula ψ1 by membership queries to the

on ept, and this enables the revision algorithm to pro eed by re ursion.

Also note that in this

ase it is still possible that

ψ2 (1) = 0

and/or

ψ3 (0) = 1.

Now we give the general denition of a sensitizing partial truth assignment. Let
be a subformula of

ϕ

that is not part of some

ϕ′

onstant subformula of it. Consider the

binary tree representing ϕ, and let P be the path leading from the root of
′
root of ϕ . Then ϕ an be written as

ϕ

ϕ = (· · · (ϕ′ ◦r ϕr ) ◦r−1 · · · ◦3 ϕ3 ) ◦2 ϕ2 ) ◦1 ϕ1 ,

to the

(4.1)

ϕ1 , . . . , ϕr are the subformulas orresponding to the siblings of the nodes of P ,
and ◦1 , . . . , ◦r are either ∧ or ∨. In this representation we used the ommutativity of
∧ and ∨; in general ϕ′ need not be a leftmost subformula of ϕ. Let ψ be obtained
σ̂
from ϕ by repla ing ertain variables by onstantsthat is, ψ = ϕ for some partial
assignment σ̂ . Then, as in (4.1), we an write ψ as
where

ψ = (· · · (ψ ′ ◦r ψr ) ◦r−1 · · · ◦3 ψ3 ) ◦2 ψ2 ) ◦1 ψ1 .
ψi = ϕσ̂i
to ϕ′ .

where

ing

for

i = 1, . . . , r .

Subformula

ψ′

is

(4.2)

alled the subformula

orrespond-

Let ϕ be a read-on e formula with subformula ϕ′ , and write ϕ as in
Equation 4.1. Sin e ϕ is read-on e, VarR(ϕ′ ) and VarR(ϕi ), i = 1, . . . , r form a
partition of VarR(ϕ). Now let α be the partial truth assignment that assigns 1 (resp.,
0) to every variable in VarR(ϕi ) if ◦i is ∧ (resp., ∨), for every i = 1, . . . , r . Then α is
alled the partial truth assignment sensitizing ϕ′ .
Denition 4.1

Generalizing the remarks above, let α be the partial truth assignment sensitizing
ϕ . Form the truth assignments x0 = 0α (resp. x1 = 1α ) that extend α by assigning 0
′
(resp. 1) to the variables o urring in ϕ . Now, if MQ(x1 ) = 0, then it follows by the
′
monotoni ity of ψ that either ψ or a subformula ψi su h that ◦i = ∧ is onstant 0. In
′
this ase, the whole subformula orresponding to (· · · (ψ ◦r ψr ) ◦r−1 · · · ◦i−1 ψi−1 ) ◦i ψi

′

in the target must be
repla ed by 0.

MQ(x1 )

y

The

onstant 0; thus this whole subformula

ase is similar when MQ(x0 )

= 1.

an be deleted and

On the other hand, when

and MQ(x0 ) = 0, we an be sure that for any partial truth assignment
′
′
′
of the variables in ψ , we have ψ (y) = MQ(y, α). This means that ψ is not part

of a

=1

onstant subformula of

ψ.

These remarks are summarized in the following lemma,

whi h is used several times later on, sometimes without mentioning it expli itly.

Let ϕ be the initial formula, ϕ′ be a subformula of ϕ, let ψ, ψ ′ be
the target formula, resp., its subformula orresponding to ϕ′ , and let α be the partial

Lemma 4.2 (a)
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truth assignment sensitizing ϕ′ . Then ψ ′ is part of a onstant subformula of ψ if and
only if MQ(0α ) = 1 or MQ(1α ) = 0. Otherwise ψ ′ (y) = MQ(y, α) for every truth
assignment y : VarR(ϕ′ ) → {0, 1}.
If ψ ′ is a maximal onstant subformula and ◦i is ∧ (resp. ∨), then ϕi (1) = 1
(resp. ϕi (0) = 0) for every i = 1, . . . , r .
(b)

In the rest of this se tion we formulate some useful properties of subformulas.
Two subformulas are siblings if the

orresponding nodes in the tree representation are

siblings. The next lemma follows dire tly from the denitions.

Lemma 4.3

Two maximal onstant subformulas annot be siblings.

The revision algorithm pro eeds by nding maximal

onstant subformulas, thus it

is important to know that identifying these is su ient for learning. That is, that
σ̂
the revised initial hypotheses, ϕ is equivalent to the target, ψ = ϕ , if the maximal
onstant subformulas of them are identi al:
ompute the same

orrespond to the same inner nodes, and

For this, let us introdu e the following notion. Partial
σ
σ
assignments σ1 and σ2 are equivalent (with respe t to some formula ϕ) if ϕ 1 ≡ ϕ 2 
or, equivalently, if

onstant.

ϕ(σ1 ) ≡ ϕ(σ2 ).

(Partial) assignments σ1 and σ2 are equivalent for formula ϕ if and only
if the maximal onstant subformulas of ϕσ1 and ϕσ2 are identi al.
Lemma 4.4

Proof
If the maximal

onstant subformulas are identi al, then after repla ing them with the

orresponding

onstants, one obtains the same formula. Thus the if  dire tion of the

lemma holds. For the only if  dire tion, assume that
but the maximal

σ1

onstant subformulas are not identi al.

and

σ2

are equivalent for

There are two

ases.

ϕ,

The

ase is when there is a subformula ϕ0 of ϕ that turns into a maximal onstant
σ1
σ2
σ
σ
subformula in both ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , but ϕ0 ≡ 0 and ϕ0 ≡ 1. Let α be the partial truth
α
α
σ
σ
assignment sensitizing ϕ0 . Then (ϕ 1 )(1 ) = 0, while (ϕ 2 )(1 ) = 1, ontradi ting the
rst

σ1 and σ2 are equivalent. In the se ond ase there is a subformula whi h
σ
σ
is maximal onstant in one of ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , but not for the other. Let ϕ0 be a largest
σ1
su h subformula. We may assume w.l.o.g. that ϕ0 is a maximal onstant subformula,
σ2
whi h omputes the onstant 0, and ϕ0 is not part of a onstant subformula. Then
ϕσ1 (1α ) = 0 and ϕσ2 (1α ) = 1, again ontradi ting the assumption that σ1 and σ2 are
2
equivalent.

assumption that

By nding a revision of the formula ϕ that has maximal onstant subformulas identi al to those of the target formula, we get a formula equivalent to the
target formula.
Corollary 4.5

The following lemma

an be proved by a simple algorithm that uses re ursion on

the stru ture of the formula

ϕ.
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Given a non- onstant read-on e formula ϕ and a onstant c, one an
nd in polynomial time a partial assignment σ su h that ϕσ ≡ c and the number of
variables in the domain of σ is minimal.
Lemma 4.6

Let

ϕ

ϕ′ . We say that ϕ′ is an ap(1/3) · |VarR(ϕ)| ≤ |VarR(ϕ′ )| ≤ (2/3) ·

be a read-on e formula with subformula

proximately half-size subformula of

|VarR(ϕ)|. It is a standard fa

ϕ

if

t that su h a subformula exists (see, e.g., Wegener [132℄).

For example, any minimal subformula that

ontains at least one-third of the relevant

variables has this property.

4.2 Revision Algorithm for Read-on e Formulas
The main result of this se tion is for Algorithm

ReviseReadOn e

(Algorithm 1), whi h

revises read-on e formulas in the deletions-only model of revisions.

ReviseReadOn e onsists of a loop that he ks whether the target has
been found, and if not, alls FindConstant. (Re all that () denotes the partial assignAlgorithm

ment with empty domain, and that re eiving it for an equivalen e query means that the
queried formula is equivalent to the target formula.) In ea h

ReviseReadOn e,

a maximal

FindConstant by
formula ψ is identied

all of

onstant subformula of the target

along with a partial assignment that xes this subformula to the appropriate
value. The maximal

onstant

onstant subformula is then eliminated, thus the updated formula

ontains fewer variables. As the membership queries always refer to truth assignments
to the original set of variables, the new membership queries have to assign some values
to the eliminated variables as well. The
irrelevant, therefore their values
often be left out of

onstru tion implies that these variables are

an be arbitrary. In view of this, these variables will

onsideration in the later steps.

3:

ReviseReadOn e(ϕ)
while (x := EQ(ϕ)) 6= () do
σ := FindConstant (ϕ, x)
ϕ := ϕσ

4:

end while

Algorithm 1 Algorithm
1:
2:

FindConstant, displayed as Algorithm 2, is a re ursive pro edure, whi h takes a
formula ϕ and a ounterexample x, and returns a partial assignment σ , whi h xes
a subformula to a onstant c. It always holds that the subformula is a maximal onstant subformula omputing the onstant c in any representation of the target on1
ept . FindConstant works re ursively, always fo using on a faulty subformula (i.e.,
a subformula whi h
level's formula.

ontains some variable(s) repla ed by a

onstant) of the previous

This subformula may never be a proper subformula of a

onstant

1 In several pla es in the proof we will say that a property holds for any representation of the
target

on ept. Noti e that this must be true, as all the information used by the algorithm

omes

from membership and equivalen e queries about the target, and the responses to su h queries are
independent of the parti ular representation.
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subformulathat is, it is part of a
imal

onstant subformula.

onstant subformula if and only if it itself is a max-

We assume this property holds at the beginning of every

re ursion level, and we maintain it as we go deeper in the re ursion.
tees that we eventually nd a maximal

This guaran-

onstant subformula. On e su h a subformula

is found, we use Lemma 4.6 to return an appropriate partial assignment xing this
subformula to

onstant

c.

FindConstant(ϕ, x).
MQ(0) == 1 or MQ(1) == 0 then
return σ that xes ϕ to the appropriate onstant

Algorithm 2 The pro edure
1:

if

2:
3:

end if

7:

ϕ′ be an approximately half-size subformula of ϕ
′
Let α be the partial truth assignment sensitizing ϕ
α
α
if ( c := MQ(0 ) == MQ(1 ) ) then
return GrowFormula(ϕ, ϕ′ , c)

8:

else

4: Let
5:
6:

if

10:
11:

for

i = 1, . . . , r

// look in

ϕ′

else

12:

i := FindFormula(ϕ, ϕ′ , x)
return FindConstant(ϕi , x2,i )

13:
14:

end if

15:
16:

x1 := x|VarR(ϕ′ ) and x2,i := x|VarR(ϕi )
MQ(x1 , α) 6= ϕ′ (x1 ) then
return FindConstant(ϕ′ , x1 )

Put

9:

end if

As we go deeper in the re ursion, we will need the ability to ask membership queries
on erning only a subformula of the target. Therefore, when we go to a lower re ursion
level with a subformula

χ.

χ of ϕ, we determine β , the partial truth assignment sensitizing

This way, whenever a need for a membership query arises on the lower level for a truth

y : VarR(χ) → {0, 1}, we need only ask MQ(y, β). Re ursion only o urs
β
β
when MQ(0 ) = 0 and MQ(1 ) = 1, thus we an be sure that MQ(y, β) is equal
to the value of χ(y), where χ is the subformula of the target formula orresponding
to χ (Lemma 4.2). From now on, when talking about membership queries, we always
assume that this te hnique is used, even when, for simpli ity, MQ(y) is written instead
of MQ(y, β).
assignment

Let ϕ be a read-on e formula over Vn , and the target formula be ψ = ϕσ̂
for some partial assignment σ̂ . Then ReviseReadOn e (ϕ), using at most O(ê log n)
′
queries, outputs some partial assignment σ ′ su h that ψ ≡ ϕσ , where ê = dist(ϕ, ψ) =
min{|Dom(σ)| : σ ∈ An su h that ψ ≡ ϕσ }.
Theorem 4.7

The theorem is an easy

onsequen e of the following lemma. (Re all also Lemma

4.4.)

If ϕ(x) 6= ψ(x), then, using p(ϕ, x) = O(log |VarR(ϕ)|) queries, algorithm FindConstant (ϕ, x) returns a partial assignment σ : V ′ → {0, 1} su h that for
Lemma 4.8

4.2 Revision Algorithm for Read-on e Formulas
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some subformula ϕ̃ of ϕ with VarR(ϕ̃) ⊇ V ′ it holds that the orresponding subformula ψ̂ is a maximal onstant subformula in ψ , and that (ϕ̃)σ ≡ ψ̂ . Furthermore, the
ardinality of Dom(σ) is as small as possible.
Proof
The proof of

VarR(ϕ)),

orre tness uses an indu tion argument (based on the

ree ting the re ursive nature of the algorithm.

The

ardinality of

ase when

ϕ

has

v , is trivial: in this ase ψ must be onstant, whi h
will be dete eted (using at most p(ϕ, x) = 2 queries) in Line 3, and the algorithm
simply returns some σ = (v 7→ c) for the appropriate c ∈ {0, 1}.
For the rest of the proof assume that |VarR(ϕ)| > 1 and that the statement of
the lemma holds for any formula having at most (2/3)|VarR(ϕ)| relevant variables.
′
Let furthermore ϕ be an approximately half-size subformula of ϕ. We also use the
at most one relevant variable, say

notations introdu ed in Equations (4.1) and (4.2), and Denition 4.1. Note furthermore

|VarR(ϕi )| ≤ (2/3)|VarR(ϕ)| for i = 1, . . . , r .
If ψ is onstant zero, or, equivalently, if MQ(0) = 1

that

4.2), then an appropriate output

p(ϕ, x) = 2.
′
If ψ is part

of a

an be

or MQ(1)

67 )

(see Lemma

onstru ted as noted in Lemma 4.6. Again,

α
onstant subformulathat is, if MQ(0 )

Lemma 4.2), then (Lines

=0

=

one only needs to nd the maximal

α

MQ(1

)

(see

onstant subfor-

mula it is inor, in other words, to nd the root of this maximal onstant subformula
′
on the path from the root of ψ to the root of ψ . This an be arried out by pro edure

GrowFormula

using

O(log |VarR(ϕ)|)

p(ϕ, x) = O(log |VarR(ϕ)|).
x1 := x|VarR(ϕ′ ) and x2,i := x|VarR(ϕi ) for

des ription of the algorithm). It is thus also
For the subsequent arguments dene

queries (see Lemma 4.9 and the pre eding
lear that

i = 1, . . . , r .
′
If ψ is not part of a onstant subformula and MQ(x1 , α) 6= ϕ(x1 , α), then, by
′
′
′
Lemma 4.2, ϕ (x1 ) 6= ψ (x1 ), and thus ψ
ontains a maximal onstant subformula.
′
By the indu tion hypthesis the all FindConstant (ϕ , x1 ) (Line 11 ) will determine
one su h onstant subformula ψ̂ , and return some partial assignment σ fullling the
′
requirements of the lemma. Furthermore this all uses p(ϕ , x1 ) queries, thus p(ϕ, x) =
p(ϕ′ , x1 ) + 5.
′
On the other hand, if ψ is not part of a onstant subformula, but MQ(x1 , α) =
ϕ(x1 , α), thenas MQ(x) 6= ϕ(x)it must hold that ϕi (x2,i ) 6= ψi (x2,i ) for some
1 ≤ i ≤ r . Note that if some ψi is ontained in some onstant subformula, then
this ψi itself must be a maximal onstant subformula, as all other subformulas of ψ
′
ontaining ψi also ontain ψ , whi h is assumed not to be in a onstant subformula.
Thus if this i is known, a maximal onstant subformula an be lo ated by the re ursive all FindConstant (ϕi , x2,i ), using p(ϕi , x2,i ) queries. Furthermore, FindFormula

an be used to nd su h an index i using log |VarR(ϕ)|/|VarR(ϕi )| + 2 queries
(see Lemma 4.10 and the pre eding des ription of the algorithm). Thus in this



ase

p(ϕ, x) = p(ϕi , x2,i ) + log |VarR(ϕ)|/|VarR(ϕi )| + 7.
This

ompletes the analysis

onsidering the

orre tness of the algorithm. In the rest

of the proof we upper bound the number of queries made by

FindConstant.
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q the number of re ursive alls, by mi the number of relevant variables of
the subformula in fo us on the i-th level of re ursion (thus m0 = log |VarR(ϕ)|), and
by pi the number of queries made in the last q − 1 level of re ursion (i = 0, 1, . . . , q ).
First note that mi ≤ 2mi−1 /3 for i = 1, . . . , q , thus q = O(log |VarR(ϕ)|). Also note
that pi ≤ pi−1 + 7 + log(mi /mi+1 ) for i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1 (i.e., on levels where some
further re ursive all was needed), meanwhile pq = O(log mq ). Then
Denote by





m0
mq−1
p(ϕ, x) ≤ 7 + log
+ · · · + 7 + log
+ pq
m1
mq
m0 m1 · · · mq−1
+ O(log mq )
= O(log m0 ) + log
m1 m2 · · · mq
= O(log m0 )
= O(log |VarR(ϕ)|).

2

Remark 4.1
Basi ally what happens in Lines 13
and the binary sear h

arried out by

to be easier to handle these

FindFormula

an be

onsidered as part of the test in Line 6

GrowFormula

ases separately.

in Line7, but te hni ally it seems

The same holds for Lines 1011 and

in Line 13 too.

Remark 4.2
The analysis gets signi antly more simple if, instead of the
in

weighted

binary sear h

FindFormula,

one uses a simple binary sear h. However for that version of the
2
algorithm only the query bound O(ê log n) is proved (see [118℄).

4.2.1

Algorithm GrowFormula

Now we give a des ription and analysis of algorithm

GrowFormula.

Throughout we

use the notations of Equations (4.1) and (4.2), and Denition 4.1.

GrowFormula

gets as input a monotone read-on e formula ϕ, a subformula of it
ϕ , and a onstant c, su h that MQ(0α ) = MQ(1α ) = c (and thus MQ(y, α) =
c for any partial truth assignment y : VarR(ϕ′ ) → {0, 1}), where α is the partial
′
truth assignment sensitizing ϕ . It is also required that ψ is non- onstant. Using
O(log |VarR(ϕ)|) membership queries it determines a subformula ϕ̃ ontaining ϕ′ 2 ,

′

ψ is a maximal onstant subformula (and
is identi al to the onstant c). Finally GrowFormula outputs an appropriate partial
σ
assignment σ : VarR(ϕ̃) ֒→ {0, 1} su h that (ϕ̃) ≡ c. In what follows we show how
GrowFormula works.
Assume for simpli ity that c = 1; the ase c = 0 is dual. Let αi for i = 0, . . . , r
be the partial truth assignment that is identi al to α for variables in VarR(ϕ1 ) ∪ · · · ∪
VarR(ϕi ), leaves the variables in VarR(ϕ′ ) unassigned, and assigns 0 to all the variables

su h that the

orresponding subformula in

2 Equivalently, as noted earlier, it determines the root of
root of

ψ′ .

ϕ̃

on the path from the root of

ψ

to the
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VarR(ϕi+1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ VarR(ϕr ). Then 0 = 0α0 ≤ 0α1 ≤ 0α2 ≤ · · · ≤ 0αr = 0α , and
α
α
it holds that MQ(0 0 ) = 0 and MQ(0 r ) = 1.
α
Asking membership queries MQ(0 j ), one an use binary sear h to nd an i (1 ≤
i ≤ r ) su h that MQ(0αi−1 ) = 0 and MQ(0αi ) = 1. The only dieren e between the
α
α
α
truth assignments 0 i−1 and 0 i is that the variables in VarR(ϕi ) are o in 0 i−1 and
α
α
α
they may be on in 0 i . In fa t, they must be on, as otherwise 0 i−1 = 0 i , ontradi ting
α
α
MQ(0 i−1 ) 6= MQ(0 i ). But (re alling the denition of the sensitizing partial truth
α
α
assignment) 0 i−1 6= 0 i also implies that ◦i is ∧. Thus, on one hand, it must be the
ase that ψi (0) = 0 and ψi (1) = 1 in any representation of the target on ept. On the
other hand, it must be the ase that the input to ◦i from its hild on the path is equal
in

to 1 in both
must

ases. As the variables in this subformula are all set to 0, this subformula
α
α
ompute the onstant 1 fun tion. The inputs 0 i−1 and 0 i demonstrate that no

larger subformula
is a maximal

omputes a

onstant fun tion. Thus the subformula rooted at

onstant subformula. On e a maximal

an simply apply Lemma 4.6 to

◦i−1

onstant subformula is found, one

onstru t an appropriate

σ.

We have thus proved the following lemma.

If ψ is non- onstant and c = MQ(0α ) = MQ(1α ), then it holds that
GrowFormula(ϕ, ϕ′ , c) returns a partial assignment σ satisfying the requirements of
Lemma 4.8, using O(log |VarR(ϕ)|) queries.

Lemma 4.9

4.2.2

Algorithm FindFormula

Now we give a des ription and analysis of algorithm

FindFormula.

Throughout we

use the notations of Equations (4.1) and (4.2), and Denition 4.1.
Assuming that

r

ψ′

is not part of some

onstant subformula of

it holds that (as noted in the proof of Lemma 4.8)

for

is part of some

1 ≤ i ≤
onstant

maximal onstant subformula of ψ . On the other
′
′
hand, further assuming that ψ(x) 6= ϕ(x) but ψ (x1 ) = ϕ (x1 ), it must thus hold
that ψ has some maximal onstant subformula in one of ψ1 , . . . ψr . Given this, using

log |VarR(ϕ)|/|VarR(ϕi )| +2 queries FindFormula (ϕ, ϕ′ , x) outputs one su h index
i. In what follows we show how FindFormula works.
′
Put yr+1 := zr+1 := ϕ (x1 ) and for i = 1, . . . , r dene yi (resp. zi ) as
subformula of

ψ only if ψi

ψi

ψ,

itself is a

yi = yi+1 ◦i ϕi (x2,i ),

and

zi = zi+1 ◦i ψi (x2,i ),

x1 := x|VarR(ϕ′ ) and x2,i := x|VarR(ϕi ) for i = 1, . . . , r . Then yi (resp. zi ) is the
value omputed at ◦i in ϕ (resp. ψ ) on the input ve tor x, for i = 1, . . . , r . Sin e (by
the initial assumptions) yr+1 = zr+1 and y1 6= z1 , there must be an i (1 ≤ i ≤ r ) for
whi h yi+1 = zi+1 but yi 6= zi . The sear h for su h an index i is done using a weighted
binary sear h as follows. The yi values an be omputed using ϕ without any queries.
x
For the omputation of the zi , put βr+1 := x1 and βj := (βj+1 ) 2,j for j = 1, . . . , r .
Then (re alling that ψi is either a maximal onstant subformula of ψ or is not part of
β
a onstant subformula of ψ ) zi = MQ(α i ).
where
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ϕj to be wj = |VarR(ϕj )| + |VarR(ϕj−1)|.
In the binary sear h we use an interval I = {a, a + 1, . . . , b}. Initially a = 2 and b = r ,
P
as we already know y1 , z1 , yr+1 and zr+1 . For a given I let s =
j∈I wj . In ea h step
Pℓ−1
Pℓ
we determine the index ℓ for whi h
j=a wj < s/2 ≤
j=a wj (for this we don't need
to ask any queries). We determine yℓ and zℓ (this an be done using one query). If
yℓ 6= zℓ , then let I = {ℓ + 1, ℓ + 2, . . . , b}, otherwise let I = {a, a + 1, . . . , ℓ − 1}. If
I is nonempty, we ompute s again, and ontinue the sear h. Otherwise the sear h is
over, and if yℓ 6= zℓ , then ℓ is the i index we were looking for, otherwise it is ℓ − 1.
j = 2, . . . , r

Dene for

the weight of

To see that the above sear h uses the

laimed number of queries, simply note that

P
s = j∈I wj ≤ (4/3)|VarR(ϕ)|,
′
whereas |VarR(ϕ )| ≥ |VarR(ϕ)|/3

ϕ′

•

initially

•

in ea h step the value of the sum redu es to less than its half, and

•

throughout the sear h
and

i+1

is in

s ≥ |VarR(ϕi )|,

as the variables in

are not

ounted,

as even in the last step at least one of

i

I,

t queries were made throughout the sear
(4/3) · (1/2t−1 ), implying

so if

t ≤ log

h, it holds that

|VarR(ϕi )| ≤ |VarR(ϕ)|·

|VarR(ϕ)|
|VarR(ϕ)|
+ 3 − log 3 < log
+ 2.
|VarR(ϕi )|
|VarR(ϕi )|

We have thus proved the following lemma.

If ψ ′ is not part of some onstant subformula of ψ , and also ψ ′ (x1 ) =
ϕ′ (x1 ), but ψ(x) 6= ϕ(x), then ϕi (x2,i ) 6= ψi (x2,i ) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r . Furthermore

FindFormula(ϕ, ϕ′ , x), using at most log |VarR(ϕ)|/|VarR(ϕi )| + 2 queries, returns
one su h index i.

Lemma 4.10

4.3 Example Run of ReviseReadOn e
Here is a detailed example showing how the read-on e revision algorithm works. Let

V9

be the set of variables in fo us, let the initial formula be

ϕ = ((v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (v3 ∧ v4 )) ∧ ((((v5 ∧ v6 ) ∨ v7 ) ∧ v8 ) ∨ v9 )
and let the target formula be

ψ := ϕσ ,

where

σ = (v3 7→ 1, v5 7→ 0, v6 7→ 0, v8 7→ 0).
Thus the target

on ept is represented by the formula

ψ = ((v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (1 ∧ v4 )) ∧ ((((0 ∧ 0) ∨ v7 ) ∧ 0) ∨ v9 ).

(4.3)

4.3 Example Run of

ReviseReadOn e
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We start by asking the equivalen e query EQ(ϕ). Let us assume that we re eive the
negative

x = 110011110.
MQ(0) = 0 and MQ(1) = 1

ounterexample

ship queries

In Pro edure

FindConstant,

the member-

bring us to Line 7. At this point we nd an

approximately half-size subformula , for example

ϕ′ = (v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (v3 ∧ v4 ).
The

ψ ′ = (v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (1 ∧ v4 ).

orresponding subformula of the target is

′
Now we form the sensitizing truth assignment α for ϕ , whi h in this ase simply
′
sets all variables not in ϕ to 1, and we ask membership queries for (0, α) and for (1, α).
The answer is MQ(0, α)

= 0 and MQ(1, α) = 1, and thus we ontinue on Line 12.
We have x1 = 1100 and x2 = 11110. By asking the membership query MQ(x1 , α) we
′
nd that ψ (x1 ) = 1. Knowing ϕ, we an determine without asking any queries that
ϕ′ (x1 ) = 1. As ψ ′ (x1 ) = ϕ′ (x1 ), it follows that the x2 part of the ounterexample is
responsible for the disagreement between ϕ(x) and ψ(x). In this parti ular ase, the
variables in x2 happen to indu e a subformula of ϕ, and so FindFormula does not need
′
to do anything. We substitute 1 for ϕ . Then x2 = 11110 is a negative ounterexample
′′
for the new target, whi h is the subformula ψ of the target orresponding to
ϕ′′ = ((((v5 ∧ v6 ) ∨ v7 ) ∧ v8 ) ∨ v9 ).
It is important to note that as

ψ ′′ (y) = ψ(x1 , y),

we

an simulate membership queries

to the new target by membership queries to the original target; thus we

an

ontinue

the same pro edure re ursively.
As the subsequent iterations illustrate additional
algorithm on the example. In the next
get to Line 7.

ases, we give further steps of the
′′
all, whi h is FindConstant (ϕ , x2 ), we again

The next half size subformula

an be

v5 ∧ v6 .

The sensitizing truth

assignment for this subformula is 010. Now, the membership queries to

(11, 010)

(00, 010)

and

v5 ∧ v6 or some subformula ontaining
onstant 0. Thus we all GrowFormula, whi h asks the additional
MQ(11, 110) = 0 and MQ(11, 111) = 1. This shows that

both return 0, indi ating that either

it is turned into the
membership queries

(((v5 ∧ v6 ) ∨ v7 ) ∧ v8 )
ϕ′′ .

is a maximal

onstant 0 subformula in

only need to

ompute the minimal number of variables that, when turned to 0, make

the subformula identi ally 0.

This

No further re ursive

an be a hieved by xing the value of one single

variable, that is, using the partial assignment
all of the pro edure
The next

all of

alls are needed, we

(v8 7→ 0).

Now we have

ompleted one

FindConstant

by the main program.

FindConstant

start with an equivalen e query for the formula

obtained above, that is,

ϕ′′′ = ((v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (v3 ∧ v4 )) ∧ v9 .
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Let us assume that we re eive the positive ounterexample 000111111, whi h, restri ted
′′′
to the ve variables in ϕ , is 00011. We ontinue with the half size subformula v1 ∧ v2 ,
whi h divides the

ounterexample into 00 and 011. The sensitizing partial truth assign-

ment to the rst half is 001. We nd that MQ(00, 001)

=0

and MQ(11, 001)

= 1,

v1 ∧v2 is not turned into a onstant subformula. (Noti e that our only membership
9
ora le needs inputs from {0, 1} ; fortunately, we may give any values to the missing
variables.) The membership query MQ(00, 001) = 0 tells us that the rst half of the
ounterexample gives the same output in v1 ∧v2 and in the orresponding subformula of
′′′
the target. To re urse, we must nd a subformula of ϕ that ontains some onstant
′′′
subformula, but the three variables v3 , v4 , and v9 do not indu e a subformula of ϕ .
This is a hieved by the pro edure FindFormula.
In this ase we need onsider only the two subformulas v3 ∧v4 and v9 , though in general there ould be Ω(n) su h subformulas, ne essitating the binary sear h performed by
FindFormula. By denition, ϕ′′′ disagrees with the target on the ounterexample, and
we have just on luded that v1 ∧ v2 agrees with the ounterexample. So, if subformula
(v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (v3 ∧ v4 ) of ϕ′′′ disagrees with the orresponding subformula of the target,
then the subformula ontaining a onstant subformula must be v3 ∧ v4 . Otherwise it is
v9 . To test whether the subformula (v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ (v3 ∧ v4 ) agrees with the target on the
ounterexample, we ask a membership query on an instan e formed by setting v1 , v2 ,
v3 , and v4 to the values they have in the ounterexample, and setting the remaining
variable (v9 ) to the value it had in the sensitizing assignment for v1 ∧ v2 . That, is we
′′′
make the query MQ(00011) = 1. Sin e ϕ (00011) = 0, whi h disagrees with the
target, there must be a onstant subformula in v3 ∧ v4 , whi h is the input subformula
for the next all to FindConstant.
That all will return the partial assignment (v3 7→ 1), and the next equivalen e
thus

query to the formula

((v1 ∧ v2 ) ∨ v4 ) ∧ v9
will nally identify the target

on ept.

Noti e that we have a tually revised

fewer

variables than given in Equation 4.3. The number of variables revised is as small as
possible for obtaining the target

on ept.

4.4 Lower Bounds on Revising Read-on e Formulas
We prove a lower bound to the query
an example of an

n-variable

omplexity of revising read-on e formulas by giving

and membership queries are required to nd a distan e
for some xed

ε > 0,

then this lower bound is of the same order of magnitude, as

the upper bound provided by

ReviseReadOn e.

It is also shown that both types of

queries are needed for e ient revision. There are
whi h at least

Ω(ê log(n/ê)) equivalen e
ê revision. If ê = O(n1−ε )

read-on e formula, for whi h

n/2 equivalen

n-variable

read-on e formulas for

e queries are required in order to nd a single revision. For

membership queries we present an even stronger lower bound, whi h shows that at least

4.4 Lower Bounds on Revising Read-on e Formulas
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n − ê membership queries may be ne essary, if (instead of not using equivalen e queries
at all) one is allowed to use fewer than ê equivalen e queries. As ReviseReadOn e
uses exa tly ê equivalen e queries to nd a distan e ê revision, this means that just
by allowing one fewer equivalen e query, the number of membership queries required
be omes linear. Bshouty and Cleve and Bshouty et al. [28; 29℄ give somewhat related
onstru tions and tradeo results for dierent query types.
Our rst two lower bounds are based on read-on e formulas of the form

W

(ui ∧ wi ),

using a Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, resp. an adversary argument, and the third
lower bound uses an adversary argument for the

n-variable

disjun tion.

The query omplexity of revising read-on e formulas in the deletionsonly model is Ω(ê log(n/ê)), where n is the number of variables in the initial formula
and ê is the revision distan e between the initial formula and the target formula.
Theorem 4.11

Proof
Let us assume that

n = 2 m ê,
We use variables

ui,j

and

where

m = 2t .

wi,j , where 1 ≤ i ≤ ê and 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1.

is

ϕn =

ê m−1
_
_

The initial formula

(ui,j ∧ wi,j ).

i=1 j=0
Assume the

u

and

w

variables be arranged in respe tive

ê × m

matri es

alled

U

and

W , respe tively. We look at the lass of revisions of ϕn where in ea h row of the matrix
U exa tly one variable is xed to 1. Let Rn denote the set of formulas that an be
obtained this way.

Lemma 4.12

VC-dim(Rn ) ≥ ê · t.

Proof
For

1 ≤ k ≤ ê

and

1≤ℓ≤t

let

(xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ )
U × W ) that onsists of all 0's, with the
ex eption of some positions in the k 'th row of the W matrix: namely, those positions
(k, j), where the ℓ'th bit of the binary representation of j is 1. Let the set of these
assignments be S . We laim that S is shattered by Rn .
Consider a subset A ⊆ S . For every k (1 ≤ k ≤ ê) let ak be the t-bit number
des ribing whi h truth assignments (xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) belong to A. (That is, the ℓ'th bit of ak
is 1 i (xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) ∈ A.) We look at the revision ϕA for whi h it is the ak 'th variable
whi h is xed to 1 in row k of the matrix U .
It remains to show that this revision lassies S in the required manner. If (xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) ∈
A, then bit ℓ of ak is 1. By denition, yk,ℓ has a 1 at position (k, ak ). In ϕA , the
variable uk,ak is xed to 1. These observations imply that
be a truth assignment (to the variable pairs in

ϕA (xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) = 1.
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(xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) 6∈ A, then bit ℓ of ak is 0. The only 1 omponents
of (xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) are in row k of the W matrix: these are those positions (k, j), where the
ℓ'th bit of the binary representation of j is 1. Position (k, ak ) is not one of those. Thus
the orresponding u-variables are not xed to 1 in ϕA , and as their value is 0, we get
On the other hand, if

ϕA (xk,ℓ , yk,ℓ ) = 0.
2
By introdu ing dummy variables if

n

is not of the right form, we get

nk
.
VC-dim(Rn ) ≥ ê log
2ê
j

The theorem now follows using the relation between the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension
of a formula

lass and its query

omplexity (see Se tion 3.3).

2

The number of formulas within revision distan e ê of a given read-on e formula

n
ê
. Thus if we allow equivalen e queries whi h are not ne essarily
is at most 2 ·
ê

proper, then by using the standard halving algorithm [92℄ one an learn a revision using

log 2ê · nê = O(ê log n) many equivalen e queries. We now show that su h a result

is not possible if the queries are required to be proper.

The query omplexity of revising read-on e formulas in the deletionsonly model with proper equivalen e queries alone is at least ⌊n/2⌋ − 1 (where n is the
number of relevant variables in the initial formula), even when the revision distan e is
only one.
Theorem 4.13

Proof
Fix

n,

let

s = ⌊n/2⌋,

and let the initial formula be

ϕ=

s
_

(ui ∧ wi ).

i=1

ψi = ϕ(ui 7→1) for i = 1, . . . , s, and set Ψ = {ψi : i = 1, . . . , s}.
element of Ψ is a potential target formula.)

Let furthermore
that every

(Note

Consider the following s enario. When the learner asks an equivalen e query EQ(ϕ
for some partial assignment

•

if

ϕσ ≡ ϕ,

then

x

σ,

then the assignment returned is

is the positive

ounterexample

remains un hanged.

•

otherwise, if

•

otherwise, if σ(wi ) = 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤
0(ui 7→1) . Again, Ψ remains un hanged.

x,

σ

)

where

1{w1 ,...,ws } .

In this

σ(ui) = 0 or σ(wi ) = 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ s, then x
(u 7→1,wi 7→1)
Again, Ψ remains un hanged.
ounterexample 0 i
s, then x is the negative

ase

Ψ

is the positive

ounterexample

4.4 Lower Bounds on Revising Read-on e Formulas
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1 ≤ i ≤ s it holds that σ(ui ) = 1 but ϕi 6∈ Ψ,
(w 7→1)
. Again, Ψ remains un hanged.
ounterexample 0 i

otherwise, if for some
the negative

|Ψ| > 1, then x is the negative ounterexample 0(wi 7→1)
1 ≤ i ≤ s su h that σ(ui) = 1. Also, remove ψi from Ψ.

•

otherwise, if

•

otherwise, that is, if

σ = (vi 7→ 1)

1 ≤ i ≤ s

for some

and

then

x

is

for some

Ψ = {ψi },

then

x = ().
Note that during the whole pro ess ea h element of the a tual
the previous informations, and that after ea h query
as the learning pro ess
hypotheses
ask at least

|Ψ| de

Ψ

is

onsistent with all

reases by at most one. But,

annot end as long as there are more than one non-equivalent

onsistent with the previous informations, it follows that the learner must

⌊n/2⌋ − 1

queries.

2

Now we present a lower bound for the
allowed. A tually, we

ase when only membership queries are

onsider a more general s enario, where the learner is allowed to

ask a limited number of equivalen e queries. In parti ular, we assume that the learner

ê from
ê − 1.

is told in advan e that the target is at revision distan e
the number of equivalen e queries allowed is at most

the initial theory, and

Denote the revision distan e between the initial formula and the target
formula by ê, and assume that the learner is allowed to ask arbitrarily many membership
queries, but only at most ê − 1 equivalen e queries. Under this restri tion the query
omplexity of revising read-on e formulas in the deletions-only model is at least n − ê,
where n is the number of relevant variables in the initial formula.
Theorem 4.14

Proof

W

D = R = ∅ and U = Vn . (D
stands for deleted, R stands for
stands for un ertain.)
σ
Consider the following s enario. When the learner asks an equivalen e query EQ(ϕ )
for some partial assignment σ , then the assignment returned is x, where

Let the initial formula be

•

if it holds that

•

otherwise, if

U =∅

ϕσ

ounterexample

•

v , and set
relevant and U

and

v∈Vn

ϕσ ≡

W

v∈R

v,

initially

then

x = ().

is identi ally 1 (resp., 0), then

0

(resp.,

1).

In this

x

is the negative (resp., positive)

ase the sets are not

hanged.

U \ Dom(σ) 6= ∅, then x is the negative ounterexample 0(v7→1)
v ∈ U \ Dom(σ). In this ase move v from U to D .

otherwise, if
some

•

ϕ=

otherwise

x

is the positive

ounterexample

1U .

Again, the sets are not

When the learner asks a membership query MQ(x) for some assignment

x,

answer is

•

1 if

x(v) = 1

for some

v ∈ R.

In this

ase the sets are not

hanged.

for

hanged.
then the
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•

•

x(v) = 1 for some v ∈ U . In this
U to R. Furthermore, if now |U ∪ D| = ê, then
of U to D .
1 otherwise, if

0 otherwise, and the sets are not

Note that

D

ase one su h

v

is moved from

move the rest of the variables

hanged.

an only in rease after an equivalen e query, and even then only by one.

Thus, a

ording to the assumptions of the theorem, the

less then

ê.

It also holds that

|U ∪ D|

does not

ardinality of

D

will always be

hange after an equivalen e query, and

|D ∪ U| > ê. Finally
ardinality ê it holds that

de reases by at most one after a membership query, as long as
note that during the whole pro ess for ea h

W

v∈Vn \V

v

is

V ⊆ U ∪R

of

onsistent with all the previous informations. But, as the learning pro ess

annot end as long as there are more than one non-equivalent hypotheses

onsistent

with the previous informations, it follows that the learner must ask at least

membership queries.

n − ê
2

4.5 Con luding Remarks
All the results presented in this
paper [52℄,

hapterunless noted otherwiseappeared in the

o-authored by the author of the present dissertation.

Chapter 5
Threshold Formulas
Re all that on assignment
least

t

variables in

fun tion that
are also

U,

x

threshold formula

ThtU

evaluates 1 if

x

assigns 1 to at

otherwise it evaluates to 0. A threshold fun tion is a Boolean

an be represented with some threshold formula. Fun tions of this type

alled Boolean threshold fun tions and zero-one threshold fun tions, in order

to distinguish them from the more general kind of threshold fun tions, where instead
of simply

ounting the number of variables in

U

assigned to 1, one asso iates weights

to variables, and sums the weights of the

omponents that are on. (For example su h a

threshold fun tion is applied in Algorithm

RevWinn in Se

hapter only the former

lass is

tion 6.2.) However, as in this

onsidered, throughout this restri ted

lass is referred

to as threshold fun tions.
Threshold fun tions (espe ially in the wider, non-Boolean sense) form a mu h studied

on ept

lass in

omputational learning theory.

They are also applied in many

learning related results (see e.g. [92; 126; 129℄). Heged¶s [64℄ gave
lower bounds (assuming that

Vn

Θ(n)

upper and

is the set of variables in fo us) for the number of

queries needed to learn threshold fun tions in the query model; the algorithm uses only
membership queries.
In this

hapter an e ient revision algorithm is presented for the

fun tion in the

query model

for the

general ase

lass of threshold

(also allowing the modi ation of the

threshold). Additionally, some negative results are presented showing, for instan e, that
threshold fun tions

annot be revised e iently from either type of query alone.

5.1 Further Denitions and Notations
For simpli ity assume throughout the hapter that Vn is the set of variables in fo us.
t
For some threshold fun tion ThU the variables in U (resp., in Vn \ U ) are the relet
vant (resp., irrelevant) variables of ThU . Note that for every non- onstant threshold
fun tion its set of relevant variables and its threshold are well dened, thus every nononstant threshold fun tion has a unique representation. We say that a set S ⊆
t
a positive (resp., negative) set for ThU if it evaluates to 1 (resp. to 0) on 1S .
A set

S ⊆ Vn

is maximal negative (or

39
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Vn

is

ThtU

if
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|S ∩ U| = t − 1;

and minimal positive for

Given the above, we

ThtU

if

|S ∩ U| = t.

an state the following proposition whi h we use impli itly

throughout:

If S is maximal negative for ψ = ThtU , then for every Z ⊆ Vn \ S
it holds that Z ontains at least one variable in U (i.e., relevant variable of ψ ) if and
only if MQ(1S∪Z ) = 1.
Proposition 5.1

5.1.1
In the

Revision
ase of threshold fun tions the general model is used, where a deletion operator

is the deletion of a relevant variable and an addition operator is the addition of a new
relevant variable, and, additionally, it is also allowed the

modify the threshold.

pre isely, the modi ation of the threshold by any amount is
operation (as opposed to

More

onsidered to be a single

hanging it by one); as for the algorithm upper bounds are

proved, this only makes the results stronger. Thus the revision distan e is dened as


dist ThtU , ThθR =
Thus, for example,

(

|U \ R| + |R \ U| + 1,
|U \ R| + |R \ U|,

if

t = θ,

otherwise.


dist Th1{v1 ,v2 ,v4 } , Th3{v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v5 } = 4.

Note that this is in a

ordan e with the general approa h des ribed in Chapter 3.

5.2 Revision Algorithm for Threshold Fun tions
We present a threshold revision algorithm

ReviseThreshold .

The overall revision

algorithm is given as Algorithm 3, using the pro edures des ribed in Algorithms 5 and 6.
t
Throughout this se tion, let the initial fun tion be ϕ = ThU and the target fun tion
θ
be ψ = ThR . Algorithm ReviseThreshold has three main stages. First it identies

ϕ but relevant in ψ (Algorithm FindAdditions ).
that are relevant in ϕ but irrelevant in ψ (Algorithm

all the variables that are irrelevant in
Then it identies all the variables

FindDeletions).

Finally, it determines the target threshold. (In the pseudo ode this

third step is built into Algorithm

FindDeletions

as the last iteration, after the set of

relevant variables of the target fun tion is identied.)
A sample run of the algorithm is given in Se tion 5.3.

ReviseThreshold(ϕ), where ϕ = ThtU .
Use 2 MQ's to determine if ψ ≡ c for some c ∈ {0, 1}; if so return
V := FindAdditions (U)
ψ := FindDeletions (U ∪ V )
return ψ

Algorithm 3 The pro edure
1:
2:
3:
4:

Before getting into further details, we need to point out an additional subroutine.
Our revision algorithm frequently uses a kind of binary sear h, presented as Algorithm 4.

5.2 Revision Algorithm for Threshold Fun tions
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N

The starting points of the binary sear h are two sets, a negative one,
one,

P

su h that

N ⊆ P.

The algorithm returns two items:

variables that, when added to

N,

and a positive

the rst is a set of

make a positive set; the se ond is a variable that,

when removed from this positive set, turns it into a negative one.

BinarySear h(N, P ).
Require: MQ(1N ) = 0 and MQ(1P ) = 1 and N ⊆ P
1: N0 := N
2: while |P \ N| > 1 do
3:
Partition P \ N into approximately equal-size sets D1
4:
Put M := N ∪ D1
5:
if MQ(1M ) == 0 then
6:
N := M
Algorithm 4

P := M

8:

end if

9:

end while

11: Let
12:

D2 .

else

7:

10:

and

v

be the one variable in

return

P \N

(P \ N0 , v)

First we analyze algorithm

FindAdditions

(Algorithm 5), whi h is responsible for

nding all missing relevant variables.

Let R be the relevant variables of the non onstant target fun tion. If
Algorithm FindAdditions is alled with input U ⊆ Vn , then it returns R \ U , using
O(|R \ U| log n) queries.
Lemma 5.2

Proof
The algorithm stores the un ertain but potentially relevant variables in the set Potentials
(thus Potentials is initially set to

Base

⊆U

Vn \ U ).

The pro edure rst determines a set

su h that Base is negative, and Base

Potentials

∪ Potentials

ontains no relevant variablesin whi h

variables used by

ψ,

is positive (unless

ase there are no new relevant

so we quit in Line 8).

Then the sear h for new relevant variables starts.

BinarySear h(Base, Base ∪

Potentials) is used repeatedly to nd one relevant variable, and then remove this
variable from Potentials. After removing a

ertain number of relevant variables from

Potentials, the instan e Base ∪ Potentials must be ome minimal positive. After
rea hing this point, we do not only remove any newly found relevant variables from

Potentials, but we also add them to the set Base. From this point on, it holds that

|(Base ∪ Potentials)∩R| = θ.

Thus the indi ator that the last relevant variable has

Base ) = 1).

been removed from Potentials is that Base be omes positive (MQ(1

BinarySear h

⌈log2 n⌉ membership queries per all, and
one addition requires one all to BinarySear h and at most two other membership
2
queries are made initially, the stated query omplexity follows.
As

always uses at most

Now we turn to the dis ussion of pro edure

FindDeletions

(Algorithm 6), whi h

nds all the irrelevant variables that appear in the initial hypotheses. The pro edure
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Algorithm 5 The pro edure

FindAdditions(U)

Require: the target fun tion is not

:= Vn \ U
== 0 then
Base := U

1:

Potentials

2:

if MQ(1U )

3:
4:

onstant

else

(Base, v) := BinarySear h (∅, U)
Base := Base \ {v}
if MQ(1Base∪Potentials) == 0 then
return ∅

5:
6:
7:
8:

end if

9:
10:

end if

11:

NewRelevants

12:

repeat

:= ∅

17:

(V, v) := BinarySear h (Base, Base ∪ Potentials)
NewRelevants := NewRelevants ∪ {v}
Potentials := Potentials \ {v}
if MQ(1Base∪Potentials) == 0 then
Base := Base ∪ {v}

18:

end if

13:
14:
15:
16:

19:
20:

until MQ(1Base )

== 1

return NewRelevants

uses a fun tion

alled

MakeEven,

presented as Algorithm 7.

MakeEven

makes at most

two queries; its main task is to move variables around to ensure needed
mostly parity, on

onditions,

ertain sets. A more detailed prose des ription of its behavior is given

in the proof of Lemma 5.3.

If the target fun tion ψ = ThθR is not onstant and if R ⊆ H ⊆ Vn , then
if Algorithm FindDeletions is alled with input H , it returns ψ , using O(|H \R| log n)
queries.
Lemma 5.3

Proof
First

onsider the

either 1 or

ase where no variables need to be deleted from

|H|, this

H.

If the threshold is

will be found by one of the two initial equivalen e queries to those

two threshold fun tions.

(Re all that

()

denotes the partial assignment with empty

domain, and that re eiving it for an equivalen e query means that the queried formula
is equivalent to the target formula.) If the threshold is some value in between, then
it will be found by a binary sear h over threshold values
loop. Then the

arried out by the rst while

orre t threshold fun tion is returned (at Line 12).

Otherwise, there are some variables that need to be deleted.
short-term goal is to nd two sets of variables

|N| ≥ |P |,

and

N

N

is negative and

and

P

P

In this

ase, our

su h that

is positive for

ThθR .

(5.1)

The two initial equivalen e queries must have assigned P to be a positive oun|H|
1
terexample to ThH and N to be a negative ounterexample to ThH . In the binary

5.2 Revision Algorithm for Threshold Fun tions

Algorithm 6 The pro edure

FindDeletions(H)

R ⊆ H (R = relevant
variables

|H|
xP := EQ ThH
== () then

Require:
1:

if



return

2:
3:

end if

4:

if

5:

in target)

|H|

ThH

xN := EQ Th1H
1
return ThH



== ()

then

6:

end if

7:

P := {v ∈ H : xP (v) = 1}, N := {v ∈ H : xN (v) = 1},
ℓ := 1; u := |H|
while u > ℓ + 1 do
m := ⌈(u + ℓ)/2⌉
m
if (x := EQ (ThH )) == () then
m
return ThH

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

end if

14:

{Variables not in

15:

if

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
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H are irrelevant}
x is a positive ounterexample then
u := m and P := {v ∈ H : x(v) = 1}

else

ℓ := m

and

N := {v ∈ H : x(v) = 1},

end if
end while

(P, v̂) := BinarySear h (∅, P )
Base := P ∩ N , N ′ := N \ Base, P ′ := P \ Base
while |P ′ | > 1 do
changedH := MakeEven(Base, N ′ , P ′, v̂, H) {Uses
if changedH then

at most 1 MQ}

goto Line 1
end if

N0 , N1 (resp. P0 , P1 ) be an equal-sized partition of N ′ (resp. P ′ )
Ask MQ 1Base∪Nj ∪Pk for j, k = 0, 1

Let j and k be indi es s.t. MQ 1Base∪Nj ∪Pk = 0 {su h j and k exist}
′
′
Base := Base ∪ Pk , P := P1−k , N := Nj
Let

32:

end while

33:

H := H \ N ′

34:

goto Line 6
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MakeEven(Base, N ′ , P ′ , v̂, H)
Test := (Base ∪ P ′ ) \ {v̂}

′
{For any v ∈ N , MQ 1Test∪{v} = 1 i v is relevant}
if |P ′ | is odd then
′
′
Choose vP ∈ P arbitrarily and move vP from P to Base
′
′
Choose vN ∈ N arbitrarily and remove vN from N

if MQ 1Test∪{vN } 6= 1 then {vN irrelevant}
H := H \ {vN }
return true {H was modied}

Algorithm 7 Fun tion
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

end if

8:
9:
10:

end if
if

11:

|N ′ |

is odd then
′
′
Choose vN ∈ N arbitrarily and remove

12:

end if

13:

return

false

′
vN

from

N′

{H was not modied.}

sear h over threshold values in the rst while loop (Lines 920),
negative

ounterexamples from equivalen e queries and

P

N

is always assigned

is always assigned positive

ounterexamples from equivalen e queries.
Now we need to argue that at the end of that binary sear h (i.e., after Line 20)

|N| ≥ |P | will hold. Consider the last
when ℓ = 1 before the while loop or
will

time that

N

is updated. (This

ould be either

inside the while loop.) After that update,

onsist of the variables from the negative

N

ounterexample that are not known to

{v ∈ H : xN (v) = 1}, where xN was the
m
1
ounterexample from the equivalen e query to ThH (or to ThH if this was before the
m
while loop). Sin e xN was a negative ounterexample it must be that ThH (1N ) = 1.
Thus it must be that |N| ≥ m. In the ontrol of the binary sear h over threshold
values, the lower bound ℓ now be omes m, and ℓ is not updated again. Thus this value
of ℓ is the value of ℓ after the loop has ended, and |N| ≥ ℓ from now on.
Similar onditions hold for P and u, the upper bound in the ontrol of the binary
sear h. After the last update to P , it must be that |P | < m (sin e P is a positive
ounterexample), u is updated to be this m, and u is not updated again. Thus |P | < u.
When the while loop terminates, u ≤ ℓ + 1. Sin e |P | < u ≤ ℓ + 1, it holds that
|P | ≤ ℓ. Sin e |N| ≥ ℓ , we now have Equation (5.1).
Now we want to use N and P to onstru t three sets with what we all the key
be irrelevant.

That is,

N

is set to be

property:

A triple of sets of variables (Base, N ′ , P ′) satises the key property
for (target) threshold fun tion ThR
θ if the sets are pairwise disjoint, and it holds that

Key property:

•

Base

∪ N ′ is negative,

• |(Base ∪ P ′ ) ∩ R| = θ (i.e.,
• |N ′ | ≥ |P ′|.

Base

∪ P ′ ) is a minimal positive set), and
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N and P satisfying Equation (5.1), in Line 21 P is set to be the set returned
by BinarySear h(∅, P ), whi h makes P a minimal positive set. We then set Base =
N ∩ P , and P ′ = P \ Base and N ′ = N \ Base. The key property must hold for this
′
′
′
triple: N = Base ∪ N is negative; P = Base ∪ P is a minimal positive set, and it
′
′
must be that |N | ≥ |P |.
Given

The following

laim gives two important features of the key property.

If (Base, N ′ , P ′) satises the key property, then N ′ ontains an irrelevant variable and P ′ ontains a relevant variable.
′
′
′
′
(b) If (Base, N , P ) satises the key property and |P | = 1, then every element of N
is irrelevant.
Claim 5.4 (a)

The overall goal now is to nd at least one of the irrelevant variables in

N′

and

delete it. From now on the key property is maintained among the three sets, but in su h
′
′
a way that in ea h iteration the size of N and P gets halved. For this the algorithm
′
′
splits up N (respe tively P ) into two equal-sized disjoint subsets N1 and N1 (resp. P0
′
′
and P1 ). When both |N | and |P | are even then we an do this without any problem;
′
′
otherwise we have to make some adjustments to N and/or to P , that will be taken

MakeEven, whi h we will des ribe presently.
′
′
′
Assume for now that both |N | and |P | are even. Let θ = θ − |R ∩ Base|. It
′
′
holds that |R ∩ (N0 ∪ N1 )| < θ and |R ∩ (P0 ∪ P1 )| = θ . Thus for some j, k ∈ {0, 1}
′
we have |R ∩ (Nj ∪ Pk )| < θ (equivalently MQ(1Base∪Nj ∪Pk ) = 0). Note that the sets
′
′
Base := Base ∪ Pk , N := Nj and P := P1−k still have the key property, but the
′
′
′
size of N and P is redu ed by half. Thus after at most log n steps P is redu ed to
′
a set onsisting of a single (relevant) variable. Thus N is a nonempty set of irrelevant
variables (part (b) of Claim 5.4) that an be removed from H (Line 33).
′
′
Finally, the fun tion MakeEven (Base, N , P , v̂, H) works as follows. Its job is to
′
′
move variables among sets so as to preserve the key property for Base, N , and P ,
′
′
while making both N and P have even size. Sometimes instead, however, it will
remove an irrelevant variable from H in this ase it returns true and its aller restarts
with the smaller H .
′
First MakeEven he ks whether |P | is odd, and if so, it moves an arbitrary element
vP of P ′ to Base. Note that if vP was relevant, this a tion might turn Base ∪ N ′
into a positive set; thus the key property might be violated; so an arbitrary element vN
′
will also be removed from N . If vN is irrelevant (whi h an be tested using set Test
dened at Line 1), MakeEven removes it from H and immediately returns true, so the
are of by pro edure

overall sear h

an be restarted.

MakeEven was alled with P ′ of even ardi′
′
′
nality) the key property holds for the new triple (Base, N , P ), and |P | is even. Then
′
′
MakeEven he ks if |N ′ | is odd, and if so, an arbitrary vN
gets removed from N .
If MakeEven returns false (no irrelevant variable was removed from H ), then the
Otherwise (i.e, if

vN

is relevant, or if

resulting triple will also have the key property.
Now we give the

omplexity analysis.
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2 + ⌈log2 n⌉ equivalen e queries are used to get
the sets N and P , and then one all to BinarySear h to make P a minimal positive
′
′
set. Next the algorithm iterates, shrinking both |P | and |N | by half in ea h iteration,
at most ⌈log2 n⌉ times. Ea h su h iteration requires at most 5 membership queries.
Thus (as BinarySear h always uses at most ⌈log2 n⌉ membership queries per all)
2
the deletions require at most O(|H \ R| log n) queries.
For ea h deletion found, at most

Now we

an state the main result of the se tion.

Let the ϕ be the initial and ψ the target formula, where both are
n-variable threshold funtions. Then ReviseThreshold (ϕ), using O(ê log n) queries,
outputs ψ , where ê = dist(ϕ, ψ).
Theorem 5.5

Proof
First, two membership queries are used to determine if the target is either of the
two

onstant Boolean fun tions.

For non onstant fun tions, the

omplexity and the

orre tness follow from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3.

2

5.3 Example Run of ReviseThreshold
To demonstrate the algorithm, we provide an example run.
Let

V8

be the set of variables in fo us, furthermore let the initial fun tion

the unknown target fun tion

ψ

ϕ

and

be

ϕ = Th1{v1 ,v2 ,v4 }

ψ = Th4{v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v5 ,v6 } .
First, in subse tion 5.3.1 we determine all the relevant variables that were left out from

{v1 , v2 , v4 },

then in subse tion 5.3.2 we further revise our hypotheses from subse tion

5.3.1 by removing those irrelevant variables that appeared in

5.3.1

{v1 , v2 , v4 }.

Adding the Previously Unknown Relevant Variables

Two MQ's to 00000000 and 11111111 determine that the target fun tion is non onstant.
We next determine the ne essary additions, that is, the relevant variables from

{v3 , v5 , v6 , v7 , v8 },

FindAdditions.
= {v3 , v5 , v6 , v7 , v8 } must

using Pro edure

negative, Potentials

Sin e assignment

1{v1 ,v2 ,v4 }

is

ontain some unknown relevant

variables.

FindAdditions, we repeatedly use BinarySear h
from Base = {v1 , v2 , v4 } to Base ∪ Potentials to nd one. Inside BinarySear h
ask MQ(11111100), the answer is 1. Ask MQ(11111000), the answer is 1. Ask
MQ(11110000), the answer is 0. The last negative and positive examples dier by
In Lines 1219 of Pro edure

5.3 Example Run of

ReviseThreshold
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v5 thus v5 is relevant, and
FindAdditions adds v5 to NewRelevants.

the single variable

Now ex lude

the newly found relevant

1Base∪{v3 ,v6 ,v7 ,v8 } is still positive,
Ask MQ(11110100), the answer

is returned to

from

we make another similar
is 1.

onsideration.

all to

Ex luding

v6

from

v6

thus

v6

and

As

BinarySear h.

Ask MQ(11110000), the answer is 0.

last positive and negative ve tors dier only on
added to NewRelevants.

v5

variable

FindAdditions,

The

is relevant, and is

onsideration too, we nd that

1Base∪{v3 ,v7 ,v8 } is negative. This means that the number of relevant variables in
{v1 , v2 , v4 } ∪ {v3 , v6 , v7 , v8 } is the same as the unknown threshold. So, we update Base from {v1 , v2 , v4 } to {v1 , v2 , v4 , v6 }, and do BinarySear h from Base
to Base ∪ {v3 , v7 , v8 }. Ask MQ(11110110), the answer is 1. Ask MQ(11110100),
the answer 1. Ask MQ(11010100), the answer is 0thus v3 is relevant. Testing
1{v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,v6 } , we nd that it is positive; thus sin e the number of relevant variables in
{v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v6 , v7 , v8 } is the same as the threshold, we know that {v7 , v8 } ontains
no relevant variables.

5.3.2

Deleting the Irrelevant Variables

Now we know that

H = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }

ontains all the relevant variables; all

that left is to get rid of the irrelevant ones (and determine the threshold).
This is done in

FindDeletions.

Pro edure

FindDeletions

rst determines a

big positive and a small negative set. Suppose that we ask equivalen e queries for
ThθH , for θ = 1, . . . , |H|. Sin e ψ is not onstant, we must nd two θ-values ℓ and

u,

1N , su h that u = ℓ + 1, P is positive,
and N is negative. Then it must also hold that |P | ≤ u − 1 = ℓ ≤ |N|; thus N must
ontain an irrelevant element. In fa t, we determine the above ℓ, u, P and N using
binary sear h on the threshold value θ .



|H|
1
First, in Lines 16 we ask the two extreme ases EQ ThH
and EQ ThH ,
and

orresponding

ounterexamples

1P

and

1

getting ounterexamples, say, 111110 and 000111 . The remainder of this binary sear h

4
over threshold values is arried out in Lines 920. Ask EQ ThH , and suppose we

5
re eive the negative ounterexample 001111. Ask EQ ThU , and suppose we re eive
the positive

ounterexample 111010. Now we have

u = 5, ℓ = 4, P = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v5 }

N = {v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }. Be ause P is already a minimal positive set, it does not
hange in the all to BinarySear h at Line 21.
Now, with the help of P , we determine an irrelevant variable of N as follows. We
set their ommon part to be Base = {v3 , v5 }. The remaining parts of P and N ,
′
′
whi h are P = {v1 , v2 } and N = {v4 , v6 } are both even, so the all to MakeEven
′
′
makes no hanges (and returns false ). We ut this remaining part of P (resp. N )
in two equal parts: P1 = {v1 } and P2 = {v2 } (resp. N1 = {v4 } and N2 = {v6 }).
Asking membership queries for all ombinations Base ∪ Pi ∪ Nj , i, j = 1, 2, we nd
that Base ∪ P1 ∪ N1 is negative, meanwhile Base ∪ P1 ∪ P2 is positive. As P2 has
and

1 As

v7

examples.

and

v8

are known to be irrelevant, from here on we shall omit the

orresponding bits in the
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ardinality 1, this means that

v4

is irrelevant; remove it from

H.

Now we restart, and

ondu t a binary sear h on the threshold value again, with the

3
dieren e, that now H = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v5 , v6 }. Ask EQ ThH , and suppose we re eive

4
the negative ounterexample 111000. Then asking EQ ThH we re eive (), meaning

that the learning pro ess has

ome to a su

essful end.

5.4 Lower Bounds on Revising Threshold Formulas
In this se tion, we show that both types of queries are needed for the e ient revision
of threshold fun tions, and that the query

omplexity of our algorithm is essentially

optimal up to order of magnitude. The rst result shows that e ient revision is not
possible with membership queries alone, even if we allow a restri ted type of equivalen e
queries as well, and the se ond result shows that e ient revision is not possible with
equivalen e queries alone.

Assume that both the initial formula and the target formula have threshold value t, and that the learner is allowed to ask equivalen e queries only for threshold
fun tions also having threshold value t. (On the other hand, no restri tions are set
on the membership queries.) Under this restri tion, the query omplexity of revising
threshold formulas is at least n − 1 (where n is the number of variables in the universe
in s ope), even when the revision distan e is only one.
Theorem 5.6

Proof
Let the initial fun tion be

{ψi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

ThVn−1
,
n

let

ψi := ThVn−1
n \{vi }

for

1 ≤ i ≤ n,

and set

Ψ :=

Consider the following s enario. When the learner asks a membership query MQ(1V
for some

V ⊆ Vn ,

then the answer is

•

0, if

|V | < n − 1.

In this

•

1, if

|V | = n

Ψ = {ThVn−1 }.

•

1, if

V = Vn \ {vi }

•

0 otherwise. Also, remove

or if

and

ase

Ψ

remains un hanged.
Again,

Ψ

remains un hanged.

Ψ = {ψi }.
ψi

from

Ψ

for

i

with

{vi } = Vn \ V .

n−1
When the learner asks an equivalen e query EQ(ThU ) for some
assignment returned is

•

if

•

if

•

if

)

x,

then the

where

|U| < n − 1 (i.e., the hypothesis is onstant 0),
terexample 1. In this ase Ψ remains un hanged.

then

x

|U| = n then x is the negative ounterexample 1(vi 7→0)
|Ψ \ {ψi }| ≥ 1. Also, remove ψi from Ψ.
Ψ = {ThUn−1 },

U ⊆ Vn ,

then

x = ().

is the positive

for some

i

oun-

satisfying

5.4 Lower Bounds on Revising Threshold Formulas

•

x is the negative
{vi } = Vn \ V .

otherwise
with

1U .

ounterexample
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Note that during the whole pro ess ea h element of the a tual
the previous informations, and that after ea h query
as the learning pro ess
hypotheses

ψi

Also, remove

|Ψ| de

Ψ

is

from

Ψ

for

i

onsistent with all

reases by at most one. But,

annot end as long as there are more than one non-equivalent

onsistent with the previous informations, it follows that the learner must

ask at least

n−1

queries.

2

The query omplexity of revising threshold formulas with equivalen e
queries alone is at least n − 1 (where n is the number of variables in the universe in
s ope), even when the revision distan e is only one.
Theorem 5.7

Proof
k
Set n = 2k , and let the initial fun tion ThVn .
ThkVn \{vi } , and set Ψ := {ψi : k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

Also, for

k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

let

ψi :=

Consider the following s enario. When the learner asks an equivalen e query EQ

for some

•

if

U ⊆ Vn ,

ℓ<k


then the assignment returned is

|U| ≥ ℓ, then x is the negative
subset of U with ardinality ℓ.
(v1 7→1,...,vk 7→1)

0
if

where

and

 otherwise (i.e., if

•

x,

ThℓU

ℓ > k,

then

x is

ThℓU

. Again,

ounterexample
In this

ase

Ψ

x is the

onstant 0), then

Ψ

remains un hanged.
ounterexample

is an arbitrary

remains un hanged.

is

the positive

1U ′ , where U ′
positive

0(v1 7→1,...,vk 7→1) .

ounterexample

Again,

Ψ

remains

un hanged.

•

if

ℓ=k

and

⊇ {vk+1 , . . . , vn }, then x is the negative
Again, Ψ remains un hanged.

 if U

 otherwise, if
(v1 7→1,...,vk 7→1)

0
 if


Ψ = ThℓU

ounterexample

{v1 , . . . , vk } 6⊆ U , then x is the
. Again, Ψ remains un hanged.
, then

positive

1(v1 7→0,...,vk 7→0) .
ounterexample

x = ().

x is the positive ounterexample 1{2,...,k}∪{i} for some i with vi ∈
{vk+1 , . . . , vn } \ U (note that it must be the ase that U ontains all of
v1 , . . . , vk , and is missing at least one of vk+1 , . . . , vn ). Also, remove ψi
from Ψ.

 otherwise

Note that during the whole pro ess ea h element of the a tual
the previous informations, and that after ea h query
as the learning pro ess
hypotheses
ask at least

|Ψ| de

Ψ

is

onsistent with all

reases by at most one. But,

annot end as long as there are more than one non-equivalent

onsistent with the previous informations, it follows that the learner must

n−1

queries.

2
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Now we show that the query bound of algorithm
improved for small values of

ê

(i.e.,

onstant

ê),

lose lower bound of

Ω(ê log(n/ê)).

annot be mu h improved in

O(ê log n);

we give here

(We think that the rst one is

loser to the

general. We gave a revision algorithm with query
the

and

annot be

omplexity

real answer)

The query omplexity of revising threshold formulas with membership and equivalen e queries is Ω(ê log(n/ê)), where n is the number of variables in
the universe in s ope and ê is the revision distan e between the initial formula and the
target formula.
Proposition 5.8

Proof

 ê
ThR : R ⊆ Vn , |R| ≤ ê . Now ea h element of R is
equivalent to some lause of size at most ê over Vn . As the lass of these lauses has
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension Ω(ê log(n/ê)) [92℄, the laimed bound for the query

Put

ϕ = Th1∅ ,

and let

R =

omplexity follows (see Se tion 3.3).

2
The following result answers the question that arises naturally whenever one is
learning threshold fun tions: why not use
su

Winnow

essful tools for learning threshold fun tions.

2 ? After all it is one of the most

Furthermore, it

an be su

essfully

used for revision in some ases (see, e.g. Chapter 6). The answer is simple and somewhat
surprising:

ine ient

under our settings, using

Winnow

as dened in [92℄ would result in an

revision algorithm.

Winnow is not an e ient revision algorithm for threshold fun tions. More pre isely, for any weight ve tor representing the initial threshold fun tion
Th1v1 ,...,vn , Winnow an make n mistakes when the target fun tion is Th2v1 ,...,vn .
Proposition 5.9

Proof
The statement follows easily, noting that the weight of ea h relevant variable is at least
as big as the threshold used by

1{v1 } , . . . , 1{vn }

Winnow,

thus giving

Winnow

the negative examples

one after another, it will evaluate to 1 for ea h of them.

2

5.5 Con luding Remarks
It would be interesting to

onsider disjun tions of a bounded number of threshold

fun tions in the revision model. This
a bounded number of terms, whi h
the robust logi

lass is a generalization of monotone DNF with

an be revised e iently [53℄. It is also related to

framework of Valiant [128℄ mentioned in the introdu tion.

Finally note that the results presented in this
appeared in the paper [116℄,

2 See Chapter 6 for more on

hapterunless noted otherwise

o-authored by the author of the present dissertation.

Winnow.

Chapter 6
Proje tive DNF Formulas
The notion of

proje tion learning

was introdu ed by Valiant [128℄, motivated by

on-

straints imposed on learnability by biology. Proje tion learning aims to learn a target
on ept over some large domain (in our
or rather: restri tionsto a

An ), by learning some of its proje

ase

lass of smaller domains, and

ombining these proje tions.

Valiant proved a general mistake bound for the resulting algorithm under
ditions. The basi

ertain

on-

assumption underlying proje tion learning is that there is a family of

simple proje tions that

over all positive instan es of the target, where simple means

belonging to some e iently learnable
this way

tions

lass. The proje tions des ribing the target in

an also be thought of as a set of experts, ea h spe ialized to

lassify a subset

of the instan es, su h that whenever two experts overlap they always agree in their
lassi ation.
Perhaps the most natural spe ial

ase of this framework, also dis ussed by Valiant,

is when the proje tion domains are sub ubes of a xed dimension, and the restri tions
of the target to these domains are
a

onjun tions.

lass of disjun tive normal forms (DNF)

will be given later). The

In this

ase, the algorithm learns

alled proje tive DNF (pre ise denitions

lass of proje tive DNF expressions does not appear to have

been studied at all before Valiant's work. As the learnability of DNF is shown to be a
hard problem in

omputational learning theory

1 , it is of interest to those who study

omputational learning theory to identify new learnable sub lasses and to understand
their s ope.
In this

hapter an e ient revision algorithm is presented for the

DNFs in the

mistake bounded

ity related)

ombinatorial properties of this

upper bounds for the
or

model for the

ex lusion dimension

general ase.

lass of proje tive

Additionally some (learnabil-

lass is annalyzed. More pre isely lower and

of proje tive DNF. The ex lusion dimension,

erti ate size [11; 65; 67℄, of a formula

lass is

losely related to its learning

om-

plexity in the model of proper learning with equivalen e and membership queries. This
way bounds are obtained for the

omplexity of learning proje tive DNF in this model

as well.
Finally, note that this

hapter does not

ontain an example run ontrary to the

1 Alekhnovi h et al. showed that DNF is not properly PAC learnable in polynomial time unless NP
= RP [5℄, providing further motivation to nd positive learnability results.
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two previous ones dealing also with results on revision. The main reason for this is that
the algorithm itself is mu h more simple than the ones presented in the two previous
hapters (however this does not seem to hold for the

analysis

of the algorithm), and

thus an example run would not provide further insights about the algorithm.

6.1 Further Denitions and Notations
First we introdu e proje tive disjun tive normal forms and we briey dis uss some of
their properties.

A DNF formula ϕ is a k -proje

Denition 6.1

tive DNF,

or k -PDNF if it is of the

form

ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ ,

(6.1)

where, for i = 1, . . . , ℓ, ρi is a k - onjun tion ( alled the ρ-part of the term ρi ti ), ti is
a onjun tion ( alled the t-part of the term ρi ti ) and it holds that

ρi ϕ ≡ ρi ti .

(6.2)

A Boolean fun tion f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is k -proje tive if it an be written as a
k -PDNF formula. The lass of n-variable k -proje tive fun tions is denoted by k -PDNFn .
The

k-

onjun tions

ρi

are also

ontext, simply proje tions.
to the sub ube
true point of

ϕ

T (ρi ),

alled

k -proje

tions, or, when

k

is

lear from

Conditions (6.1) and (6.2) mean that when restri ted

the formula

ϕ

is equivalent to the

arises this way for some restri tion. This

onjun tion

ti ,

and every

orresponds to the intuition,

des ribed earlier, that the restri tions to a prespe ied set of simple domains are simple,
and the whole fun tion

an be pat hed together from these restri tions.

Note that in order to spe ify a
for ea h term one has to spe ify
the

orresponding

k -PDNF,
its ρ-part

it is

not

and its

su ient to spe ify its terms, but

t-part;

that is, the proje tion and

onjun tion have to be distinguished. If ne essary, we indi ate this

distin tion by pla ing a dot between the two parts. For example,

(x · y) ∨ (z · y)

and

(x · y) ∨ (x · yz)

(6.3)

are two dierent 1-PDNF for the same fun tion. The dots are omitted whenever this
does not lead to

onfusion. The

onjun tions

ρi

and ti may have

ommon literals. The

requirement (6.2) is equivalent to requiring that

ρj ρi ti ≡ ρi ρj tj
for every

i

and

j.

(6.3), is indeed a

k -PDNF

is again

(6.4)

This makes it easy to verify that a given expression, su h as those in

k -PDNF. It
a k -PDNF.

also shows that the disjun tion of any set of terms of a

6.1 Further Denitions and Notations

If a fun tion is
Note that the
points of

f)

k -proje
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k ′ -proje tive for every k ′ with k ≤ k ′ ≤ n.
( onsisting of n- onjun tions orresponding to the true
n-variable fun tion is n-proje tive.

tive, then it is

omplete DNF

shows that every

For more on proje tive DNFs and their relations with some other basi
lasses (like

6.1.1

k -DNFs, k -term-DNFs

formula

and de ision lists) see [115℄.

Revision

In addition to the standard mistake-bounded model, as a te hni al tool for the learning
result, we also

onsider a model of learning in the presen e of noise. In the model of

learning monotone disjun tions with attribute errors (Auer and Warmuth [18℄, also
used by Valiant [128℄ with a dierent name) it may happen that

ftrg (x) 6= y .
attributes) of x being

x,

lassi ation of
omponents (or

that is,

yr

is not the

orre t

orre t

not

the

orre t

omes from some

in orre t, and the number of attribute errors
omponents that need to be

lassi ation. More pre isely, if in round

xr ,

lassi ation of

is

It is assumed that the error

ommitted in a round is the minimal number of
in order to get the

y

then, if

yr = 1

r

the

hanged

lassi ation

then AttrErr(r)

= 1

yr = 0

then

(as it is enough to swit h one bit on to satisfy a disjun tion), and if

AttrErr(r) is the number of variables that are in luded in the target disjun tion and
whi h are set to 1 in

xr .

The total number of attribute errors for a given run, denoted

#AttributeErrors, is the sum of the attribute errors of the rounds. This notion
is used only for te hni al purposes: it plays an important role inside some proof, but
does not appear in any results.
The revision operations are the deletion of a literal or a term, the addition of a
new empty term of the form

ρ · ⊤,

and the addition of a literal.

t and t∗ is the number of literals o urring in
|t△t∗ |. Similarly, the distan e between two dis-

The revision distan e of two terms
exa tly one of the two terms, denoted

jun tions is also the number of literals o
The revision distan e between an
formula

ψ

urring in exa tly one of the two disjun tions.

initial k -PDNF formula ϕ and a target k -PDNF

of the form

ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ ∨ ρℓ+1 tℓ+1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ+s tℓ+s ,
ψ = ρ1 t∗1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ t∗ℓ ∨ ρ′1 t′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρ′a t′a
is

dist(ϕ, ψ) = s +

ℓ
X
i=1

|ti △t∗i |

+

a
X

(|t′i | + 1),

i=1

{ρℓ+1 , . . . , ρℓ+s } ∩ {ρ′1 , . . . , ρ′a } = ∅. For example, the s term in the denition
of dist(ϕ, ψ) orresponds to the deletion of the s terms ρℓ+1 tℓ+1 , · · · , ρℓ+s tℓ+s .
Given an initial formula ϕ and a target formula ψ , we want our mistake bound to be
polynomial in the revision distan e ê = dist(ϕ, ψ), and logarithmi (or polylogarithmi )
in all other parameters. In this ase, that means logarithmi in n and, for k -PDNF, in

k n
the total number of proje tions of size k , whi h is 2
.
k

where
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Note that this is in a

ordan e with the general approa h des ribed in Chapter 3.

6.2 Revision Algorithm for Disjun tions and for
k -PDNF Formulas
The main tool in Valiant's learning algorithm for proje tive DNFs [128℄ is Littlestone's

Winnow algorithm [92℄,
Per eptron algorithm.

whi h is a kind of multipli ative version of the well-known
We begin by demonstrating that the original

Winnow

with

appropriately modied initial weights is an e ient revision algorithm in the mistake
bounded model for disjun tions, even in the presen e of attribute errorsif we are
willing to tolerate a number of mistakes polynomial in the number of attribute errors as
well as the usual parameters. We will use this result to show how to use an algorithm
similar to Valiant's PDNF learning algorithm to revise PDNF. The overall algorithm
has a two-level stru ture, with many instan es of a revision version of Winnow on the
lower level feeding their outputs to one instan e of a revision version of Winnow on
the top level. Note that, even with noise-free data, mistakes made by the lower-level

Winnows

6.2.1

Revising Disjun tions

Algorithm

RevWinn (pseudo

tion. It

Winnow.

will represent attribute errors in the input to the top-level

ode displayed as Algorithm 8) revises a monotone disjun -

an be applied to revise an arbitrary disjun tion by introdu ing extra variables

for the negated literals, and this in turn
by applying the De Morgan rules.

an be used to revise arbitrary

We now present

RevWinn;

onjun tions

we will later assume

without further dis ussion that we have versions available for arbitrary disjun tions and
for

onjun tions
Let the set of variables in fo us be some nite

an initial disjun tion
determines the
use

wr

ϕ

over

V.

V ⊆ V.

RevWinn revises
length |V |, whi h

Algorithm

It maintains a weight ve tor

w

of

urrent hypothesis, and is updated ea h time a mistake is made. We

to denote its value

2.
ve tor
The algorithm

after

round

r.

A

ordingly

w0

denotes the initial weight

onsists of three main parts: initialization of the weight ve tor

w

(whi h initializes the hypothesis), predi tion (the hypothesis part), and the update part.
Formally, we break out ea h as a subroutine to make later dis ussion easier.

RevWinn. The initialization part is
on input V and ϕ outputs a ve tor w of length V

Let us now des ribe these three parts of
by using fun tion

Init, whi

2 A tually, this is Littlestone's
to

α = 2,

and

θ = |V |/2,

h,

done
(and

Winnow2 [92℄ using dierent initial weightswith his parameters set

ex ept that the weights are all devided by

make the analysis a little easier to follow.

|V |,

be ause this seems to

6.2 Revision Algorithm for Disjun tions and for

2:
3:
4:
5:

{the algorithm made a mistake, so update the weights}

7:

w := Update(yr , xr , w)

9:

end if
end for

indexed by the variables in

V ),

w(v) =

for
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w := Init(V, ϕ) {initialize the weight ve tor}
for round r = 1, 2, . . . do
{The input in round r is the instan e xr with domain V }
Output predi tion ŷr := h(xr , w)
if re eiving label yr for xr it holds that ŷr 6= yr then

6:

8:

Formulas

RevWinn(V, ϕ)

Algorithm 8 Algorithm
1:

k -PDNF

with

(
1

if variable

v

appears in

ϕ,

otherwise ,

1/|V|

v ∈ V.
Given weight ve tor is

w,

the hypothesis fun tion evaluates

h(x, w) =
on input instan e

x

(

(with domain

hw, xi

0

if

1

otherwise

V ),

where

hw, xi =

X

is less than

1/2,

w(v) · x(v)

v∈V

is the dot produ t of

r

w

and

x.

The hypothesis is used to make predi tions; in round

ŷr = h(xr , wr−1 ).
Update(y, x, w), returns a ve tor w′ , a

the algorithm predi ts that the label of
Finally the fun tion

weight ve tor

v ∈ V,

is

where

ŷ




2 · w(v)
= (1/2) · w(v)


w(v)

if

y > ŷ

and

x(v) = 1,

if

y < ŷ

and

x(v) = 1,

otherwise ,

is the output of the hypothesis fun tion on

This fun tion does nothing and need not even be
if

modi ation of the

w:

w′(v) = w(v) · 2(y−ŷ)·x(v)

for

xr

x

(i.e.,

ŷ = h(x, w)).

alled if there is no mistake; that is,

ŷ = y .
Note that throughout, all of the weights are always in the interval

(0, 1].

This

an

be seen using an indu tion argument as follows. Initially the statement is true. Now

r − 1 are all between 0 and 1. If yr = ŷr , then
the weights are not hanged. If yr = 0 and ŷr = 1, then some weights are halved, and
some un hangedthus the statement will be true after round r . If yr = 1 and ŷr = 0,

assume that the weights after round
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hwr−1 , xr i is less then 1/2, so the sum of
assignment xr is less then 1/2. As RevWinn

then

the weights of

omponents having 1

in

doubles the weights of exa tly these

r.

omponents, the statement will remain true after round

The number of mistakes made by Algorithm RevWinn with initial (monotone) disjun tion ϕ and target (monotone) disjun tion ψ is
Theorem 6.2

O(# AttributeErrors + ê log n),
where ê = dist(ϕ, ψ), n = |V | and V is the set of variables in fo us.
Proof

R.

Consider any run of the algorithm of length

I

Let

be the set of variables

v ∈V

that appear in both the initial and target disjun tions, su h that for at least one round

r

variable

xr (v) = 1

but

y r = 0.

Let

J ⊆V

be the set of variables that appear in the

target disjun tion but not in the initial disjun tion. Let us also introdu e the notation

I ∪ J = V \ (I ∪ J).
We will use later the fa t that any variable in both
has its weight

ϕ

and

ψ

that is

not

in

I

never

hanged from 1.

Φ(w) that is somewhat dierent from
Winnow (e.g., in [18; 80℄). Put Φ(w) =

For the proof we use a potential fun tion
those used in some other
Pn
v∈V Φv (w), where

Φv (w) =
It

ases for analyzing

(

v ∈ I ∪ J,

w(v) − 1 + ln(1/w(v))

if

w(v)

otherwise.

Φi (w) ≥ 0
∆r = Φ(wr−1 ) − Φ(wr )

w ∈ (0, 1]n .

an be veried that

for any

Let

denote the

hange of the potential fun tion during
PR
round r . We will derive both upper and lower bounds on
r=1 ∆r that will allow us to
relate the number of mistakes made by

RevWinn

to

ê, n,

Φj (w0 ) +

X

and #AttributeErrors.

First we derive an upper bound:

R
X

∆r = Φ(w0 ) − Φ(wR )

r=1

≤ Φ(w0 ) −

X

wR (v)

v∈I∪J

=

X
i∈I

Φi (w0 ) +

X
j∈J

(w0 (v) − wR (v)).

(6.5)

v∈I∪J

v ∈ I we initialized w0 (v) = 1 so Φv (w0 ) = 0. Also, |J| ≤ ê, and Φv (w0 ) =
ln(2n) − (2n − 1)/2n < ln(2n) for v ∈ J , so the sum of the rst two terms is at most
ê ln(2n). Now we need to bound the third term. The variables that appear neither in
ψ nor in ϕ have initial weights 1/(2n), and so altogether an ontribute at most 1/2
to the sum. There are at most ê variables in ϕ that are not present in ψ , so those
For

6.2 Revision Algorithm for Disjun tions and for

variables
never

an

ê

ontribute at most

Formulas
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to the sum. Finally, as noted earlier, the weights

hange for those variables in both

R
X

k -PDNF

ϕ

and

ψ

but not in

I.

Thus we get

∆r ≤ ê ln 2n + ê + 1/2.

(6.6)

r=1

To get a lower bound on the sum, we begin by deriving a lower bound on the

hange

in potential in one round. Now

∆r


X
X 
wr (v)
+
(wr−1 (v) − wr (v))
wr−1 (v) − wr (v) + ln
=
w
r−1 (v)
v∈I∪J
v∈I∪J

X

=

(wr−1 (v) − wr (v)) +

v∈V

Examining the

X

ln

v∈I∪J

RevWinn

ode, one

weights at the end of a round

r:

no

wr (v)
.
wr−1 (v)

(6.7)

an see that there are three

ases for updating

hange in any weights, some or all weights are

de reased alled a demotion round, and some or all weights are in reased alled
a promotion round. Obviously, when no update is done in round
then

r

(i.e.,

ŷr = yr ),

∆r = 0.

ŷr = 1 and yr = 0. By the denition of I and J , in this ase
AttrErr(r) = |(I ∪ J) ∩ {v : xr (v) = 1}|. Also, the total weight of omponents
being on in xr is at least 1/2 (re all how ŷr is evaluated), and the weight of ea h of
In a demotion round,

those

omponents is halved. So, using (6.7),

∆r ≥

1
1
1
+ |(I ∪ J) ∩ {v : xr (v) = 1}| ln = − (ln 2)AttrErr(r) .
4
2
4

In a promotion round,

ŷr = 0

that are on have total weight less
that ea h of these

(6.8)

yr = 1. We know that the omponents of xr
than 1/2 (again, by the evaluation rule of ŷr ), and
and

omponents is multiplied by 2. So the rst term in (6.7) is at least

−1/2. Thus ∆r ≥ −1/2 + |(I ∪ J) ∩ {v : xr (v) = 1}| · ln 2. Now if yr = ψ(xr ),
then |(I ∪ J) ∩ {v : xr (v) = 1}| ≥ 1, be ause we know that ŷr = 0 and we know that
all the weights of variables in both ϕ and ψ but not in I are 1. If yr 6= ψ(xr ), then
AttrErr(r) = 1. Thus, in a promotion round, it always holds that
∆r ≥ −1/2 + (ln 2)(1 − AttrErr(r)).
Finally, let

M−

denote the total number of demotions and

(6.9)

M+

the total number

of promotions. Then (6.8) and (6.9) give us

R
X
r=1

X

∆r ≥

{r:ŷr =1,yr =0}

+

X




1
− (ln 2)AttrErr(r)
4


1
ln 2 − − (ln 2)AttrErr(r)
2

{r:ŷr =0,yr =1}
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1
M−
M + − (ln 2)#AttributeErrors.
+ ln 2 −
=
4
2
Combining this with (6.6) gives the desired mistake bound.

2

Noti e that, unlike other uses of potential fun tions in mistake-bound proofs, we
do not make any

laims about the relation between the value of the potential fun tion

used here and the distan e between the a tual weight ve tor

wr

and a weight ve tor

for the target. Indeed, we do not see any obvious relation between the value of this
potential fun tion and any measure of distan e between

wr

and a weight ve tor for the

target.

Revising k -PDNF Fromulas

6.2.2
In this
for

hapter we dis uss Algorithm

k -PDNFs.

Rev-k -PDNF (see Figure 9), the revision algorithm

It has the same two-level stru ture that was also used by Valiant for

learning PDNFs [128℄, but it uses dierent initial weights in the individual

opies of

Winnow (as it was dis ussed in the previous subse tion). It also requires some variant of
RevWinn appli able for onjun tions (whi h an be obtained by an easy transformation
from RevWinn as explained at the beginning of the previous subse tion, retaining the
mistake bound des ribed in Theorem 6.2); denote it RevWinnC and denote by InitC,
hC, and UpdateC its main fun tions.
To ll up the details:

Rev-k -PDNF

onsists of a top-level

RevWinn

algorithm that

handles the sele tion of the appropriate proje tions. On the lower level, instan es

k n
proje tions, to nd the appropriate
of RevWinnC are run, one for ea h of the 2
k
term for that parti ular proje tion. We all this the ρ instan e of RevWinnC, and
ρ
denote its weight ve tor by w . The input resp. the label for ea h of these RevWinnC

instan es are

ρ(xr ) = 1

xr

and

yr .

An update is applied to the

e of

RevWinnC only when

(and additionally the top-level algorithm's predi tion of the label was wrong

and agreed with the predi tion of the
Equation (6.2) if

ρ

ρ-instan

tand

RevWinnC), be ause in this ase, by
with t-part t, then the output of the

e of

appears in the target formula

target formula agrees with

this is the key to the whole algorithm. Intuitively,

we hope that for ea h term of the form

k -proje

ρ instan

(ρ · t)

in the target formula, where

ρ instan e of RevWinnC will onverge to t.
RevWinnC is denoted ŷ ρ and ŷrρ = hC(xr , wρr−1 ).

tion, the hypothesis of the

predi tion of the

ρ

instan e of

For the top level, introdu e a new Boolean variable
onsider an instan e of

ρ

RevWinn

vρ

for ea h

k -proje

is a
The

tion, and

run over these variables. In the rest of this se tion,

RevWinn instan e (and, if we
want to emphasize the round, w r denotes its value after round r ). The input for the
top level is denoted u; its value in round r , denoted ur , is dened by
w

is used to denote the weight ve tor of this top level

ur (vρ ) = ρ(xr ) ∧ hC(xr , wρr−1 ).

6.2 Revision Algorithm for Disjun tions and for

The output of the top level in round

r

k -PDNF

Formulas
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is

ŷr = h(ur , wr−1 ).
The top-level

RevWinn

would ideally

onsist of exa tly those variables that are indexed by proje tions appearing

algorithm learns a disjun tion over variables

newvarρ ,

whi h

in the target formula.

Rev-k -PDNF(ϕ, V ).
{ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ is the k -PDNF to be revised.}
w := Init ({vρ : ρ is a k -proje tion over V}, vρ1 ∨ · · · ∨ vρℓ )
for ea h k -proje tion ρ over V do
if ρ = ρi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , s} then
wρ := InitC(V, ti )

Algorithm 9 The pro edure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

else

6:

wρ := InitC(V, ⊤)

7:

end if

8:
9:
10:

end for

r = 0, 1, 2, . . . with input xr do
ρ
Let u(vρ ) := ρ(xr ) ∧ hC(xr , w ) for ea h k -proje tion ρ
Output predi tion ŷr := h(u, w)
if re eiving label yr for xr it holds that ŷr 6= yr then

for round

11:
12:
13:

{The top level algorithm made a mistake}

14:

17:

w := Update(yr , u, w)
for ea h k -proje tion ρ with ρ(xr ) == 1
wρ := UpdateC(yr , xr , wρ )

18:

end for

15:
16:

ur (vρ ) 6= yr

do

end if

19:
20:

and

end for

Theorem 6.3

Suppose that the initial and target formulas are, respe tively, the k -PDNFn

formulas

ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ ∨ ρℓ+1 tℓ+1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ+s tℓ+s ,
ψ = ρ1 t∗1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ t∗ℓ ∨ ρ′1 t′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρ′a t′a ,
and ê = dist(ϕ, ψ). Then algorithm Rev-k -PDNF makes O(êk log n) mistakes.
Proof
The top-level

RevWinn

revises a disjun tion over the

of mistakes. First, the initial disjun tion is not
values assigned to the

vρ

vρ 's.

There will be two sour es

orre t; it needs revising. Se ond, the

variables will sometimes be erroneous, be ause the low-level

RevWinnC's are imperfe tthat is, ur (vρ ) 6= ρ(xr ) ∧ t(xr ) might o ur in some round
r for some term (ρ · t) of ψ . (The a tual input xr and lassi ation yr are assumed to
be noiselessthat is, yr = ψ(xr ) is assumed.)
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Theorem 6.2 tells us how to
level

RevWinn

al ulate the overall number of mistakes of the top-

as a fun tion of three quantities: the revision distan e, whi h is

s + a,

the total number of variables, both relevant and irrelevant for the disjun tion, whi h is

2k nk , and the total number of attribute errors, whi h we will now al ulate.
In fa t, we will

not

ount all the attribute errors. We will

an upper bound on) only those attribute errors that o

ount (a tually provide

ur when

RevWinn

is

harged

with a mistake.

i = 1, . . . , ℓ, the RevWinnC instan e orresponding to proje tion ρi predi ts
i
= hC(xr , wρr−1
) in round r . That RevWinnC instan e updates for a mistake only
when the overall algorithm makes a mistake (i.e., yˆr 6= yr ), its predi tion was dierent
ρ
∗
from yr (i.e., yˆr 6= ŷr i ), and ρi (xr ) = 1. Now yr = ψ(xr ) = ti (xr ) (the last equation
holds be ause of proje tivity and be ause ρi (xr ) = 1). This means that the mistake
bound for this RevWinnC tells us how many times this RevWinnC an make errors
For

ŷrρi

on rounds when the overall algorithm makes an error; after that number of mistakes,

RevWinnC

this

will then always predi t

ording to the dis ussion at the
∗
beginning of this subse tion the mistake bound on this RevWinnC is O(|ti △ti | ln n).
′
For j = 1, . . . , a a similar argument shows that there are at most O(|tj | ln n) rounds
r where ur (vρ′j ) 6= ρ′j (xr ) ∧ t′j (xr ) and the top-level RevWinn makes a mistake. Put

P
Pa
ℓ
′
∗
|t
|
ln n.
|t
△t
|
+
F (ϕ, ψ) =
i
i
j=1 j
i=1
How many times

an

Rev-k -PDNF

orre tly.

A

err when predi ting?

the total number of attribute errors that o

We just argued that

RevWinn makes
top-level RevWinn

ur when the top-level

O(F (ϕ, ψ)). The total number of variables that the

k n
.
Thus, the overall mistake bound is, by Theorem
is working with is 2
k

k n
O F (ϕ, ψ) + (s + a) log 2 k
= O(êk log n), sin e F = O(ê log n).
a mistake is

6.2,

Remark 6.1

k -PDNFn onsisting of m terms, that is, for revising the
empty k -PDNFn to a target k -PDNFn , this algorithm has the same asymptoti mistake
bound as Valiant's learning algorithm [128℄: O(kms log n), where s is the maximum

For learning from s rat h a

number of variables in any term in the target.

6.3 Ex lusion Dimension
The

ombinatorial parameter, ex lusion dimension of formula
onne tion with the query

lasses (for the denition

see below) is in

lose

omplexity of the given formula

(see, e.g. [11℄).

As the revision algorithm for proje tive DNFs works in the mistake

bounded model, it seems interesting to dis uss this parameter for this

lass.

lass

In this

se tion we follow the terminology of Angluin [11℄. (With minor variations, ex lusion
dimension is

alled unique spe i ation dimension by Heged¶s [65℄ and

erti ate size

by Hellerstein et al. [67℄.)
Let
of

f

f

be an

n-variable

with respe t to a

Boolean fun tion. A set

lass

C

A ⊆ {0, 1}n

is a spe ifying set

of Boolean fun tions if there is at most one fun tion

6.3 Ex lusion Dimension

in

C
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f on A. (So
of f with respe

that agrees with

spe ifying set size

specC (f ) = min{|A| : A

{0, 1}n

learly
t to

C

is always a spe ifying set.)

is

is a spe ifying set for

and the ex lusion dimension of the

lass

The

C

f

with respe t to

C},

is

XD(C) = max{specC (f ) : f 6∈ C}.
A spe ifying set
alled a
our

A

for

f 6∈ C

su h that

no

erti ate of ex lusion (or simply

onstru tions below, we will usually give

fun tion in

C

agrees with

erti ate) for

f

f

on

A

is also

with respe t to

erti ates of ex lusion, whi h

C.

In

learly give

upper bound for the spe ifying set size.
For the rest of this

k -PDNF,

so

tive, but any

f′

hapter spe ifying sets are always with respe t to

spec(f ), omitting the subs ript C .
A fun tion f is minimally non-k -proje
′
with T (f ) ⊂ T (f ) is k -proje tive.
we write

tive if it is not

k -proje

If f is minimally non-k -proje tive, then spec(f ) ≥ |T (f )| − 1.

Proposition 6.4
Proof

|A| ≤ |T (f )| − 2 for some A ⊆ {0, 1}n . Let x, y ∈ T (f ) \ A be two
dierent assignments. As f is minimally non-k -proje tive, there is gx ∈ k -PDNFn (resp.
gy ∈ k -PDNFn ) su h that T (gx ) = (A∩T (f ))∪{x} (resp. T (gy ) = (A∩T (f ))∪{y}).
Now gx and gy are dierent elements of k -PDNFn that agree with f on A, thus A is
2
not a spe ifying set for f .
Suppose

We now present a lower and an upper bound for the ex lusion dimension of k -PDNFn ,
k
whi h show that for xed k the ex lusion dimension is Θ(n ). We begin with a lemma
that hara terizes

k -PDNF, give some examples, and then

ontinue to the main theorem

of this se tion that gives the bound.

A fun tion f is k -proje tive if and only if for every x ∈ T (f ) there
is a k - onjun tion ρ su h that x ∈ T (ρ) and T (f ) ∩ T (ρ) is a ube.

Lemma 6.5

(b)

(a)

If for every x ∈ T (f ) there is a k - onjun tion ρ su h that T (f ) ∩ T (ρ) = {x},
then f is k -proje tive.

Proof

f is k -proje tive then it an be
written as ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ . Consider an x ∈ T (f ). Then ρi ti (x) = 1 for some i,
thus x ∈ T (ρi ). The denition of PDNF implies that T (f ) ∩ T (ρi ) = T (ρi ti ), whi h
We show only (a), as (b) follows dire tly from (a). If

is a

ube.

x ∈ T (f ) there is a k -proje tion
ρx su h that x ∈ T (ρx ) and T (f ) ∩ T (ρx ) = Qx is a ube. Then Qx an be written
as T (ρx tx ) for some onjun tion tx , and f an be written as the k -PDNF expression
W
2
x∈T (f ) ρx tx .
For the other dire tion, let us assume that for every
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We illustrate Lemma 6.5 with the following example. We

laim that the fun tion

f (v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ) = v1 v2 ∨ v3 v4 is not 1-proje tive. Call an assignment that violates
ondition (a) in the lemma k -deviant, or simply deviant. It su es to show that 1
is deviant. For symmetry reasons, we only need to show that T (f ) ∩ T (v1 ) is not a
ube. Indeed, it ontains x1 = (v1 7→ 1, v2 7→ 1, v3 7→ 0, v4 7→ 1) and x2 = (v1 7→
1, v2 7→ 0, v3 7→ 1, v4 7→ 1), but it does not ontain their meet, x1 ∧ x2 = (v1 7→
1, v2 7→ 0, v3 7→ 0, v4 7→ 1).
Proposition 6.6

For every k and n ≥ k + 2 there is a non-k -proje tive fun tion with

|T (f )| = k + 3.
Proof

T (f ) = {1{i} : 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 2} ∪ {0}. Then 0 is k -deviant, as
ρ satised by 0 ontains at least two 1{i} 's, but T (f ) ∩ T (ρ) does

Let

of these two assignments, and thus it

annot be a

ube a

every
not

k-

onjun tion

ontain the join

ording to Proposition 2.1.

2
The proposition gives a

(k + 3)-term-DNF

fun tion whi h is not

k -proje

tive.

1. For all n and k ,

Theorem 6.7

 
n
+ 1,
XD(k -PDNFn ) ≤ 3
k
and
2. if n ≥ 4k(k + 1), then



⌊n/4⌋
− 1.
XD(k -PDNFn ) ≥
k
Proof
For the upper bound, we will
ex lusion for any

f 6∈ k -PDNFn

To show that a a fun tion
assignment

(i.e.,

x

with respe t to

f

is not

erti ate of

k -PDNFn .

k -proje

tive, it su es to present a deviant

violates Condition (a) of Lemma 6.5) together with a

erti ate

x's devian e it su es to spe ify, a ording to
Proposition 2.1, for every k - onjun tion ρ with ρ(x) = 1, three assignments x1 , x2 , x3
su h that ρ(x1 ) = ρ(x2 ) = ρ(x3 ) = 1, x1 ∧x2 ≤ x3 ≤ x1 ∨x2 and f (x1 ) = f (x2 ) = 1,

f (x3 ) = 0. The number of k - onjun tions with ρ(x) = 1 is nk . Thus the upper bound
follows: 1 for x itself, and then 3 assignments ea h for at worst all of the k - onjun tions.
of

x's

x

al ulate an upper bound on the size of a

devian e. For the

erti ate of

For the lower bound, in view of Proposition 6.4, it is su ient to
minimally non-k -proje tive

n-variable

fun tion

fn,k

onstru t a

that takes the value 1 at many

points. First we des ribe the onstru tion in the ase when n is even and k = 1. Let
n = 2s, let â = 1(v1 7→0,...,vs 7→0) for i = 1, . . . , s, and dene fn,k by T (fn,k ) = {ai :=
â(vi 7→1,vs+i 7→0) : i = 1, . . . , s} ∪ {0}. We laim that fn,k is minimally non-1-proje tive.

6.3 Ex lusion Dimension

The non-1-proje tivity of

ρ

0

ontaining
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fn,k

follows from the fa t that

must be a negative literal, and thus it

but it does not

ai 's

are

not

is deviant: any 1-proje tion

ontains some assignment(s)

ontain any assignment of positive weight less than

remark following Proposition 2.1,
the

0

deviant for

fn,k .

T (fn,k ) ∩ T (ρ)

is not a

Thus, by the

ube. On the other hand,

This holds as they satisfy the

of Lemma 6.5: the 1- onjun tion vs+i ontains only
′
′
that every f with T (f ) ⊂ T (fn,k ) is 1-proje tive.

s.

ai ,

ondition of part (b)

T (fn,k ). Now we show
′
Indeed, if f (0) = 0 then this

ai

from

follows from part (b) of Lemma 6.5 dire tly. Otherwise the only thing to note is that
′
′
if f (ai ) = 0, then the 1- onjun tion vi ontains only 0 from T (f ).
For the

onstru tion in the general ase we use the following lemma. In the lemma
p
onsider {0, 1} to be the p-dimensional ve tor spa e over GF (2) and I to be the

we

p×p

identity matrix.

Let A be a p × p 01 matrix su h that both A and A ⊗ I are nonsingular.
Assume that k(k + 1) < 2p and dene the mapping

Lemma 6.8

h({b1 , . . . , bk }) = {b1 ⊗ Ab, . . . , bk ⊗ Ab},
where b1 , . . . , bk are dierent elements of {0, 1}p , and b = b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bk . Then it
holds that
(a)

h is a bije tion, and

(b)

for every b1 , . . . , bk−1 and d1 , . . . , dk there is a bk dierent from b1 , . . . , bk−1,
su h that the elements of h({b1 , . . . , bk }) are all dierent from the di 's.

Proof

h({b1 , . . . , bk }) = {d1 , . . . , dk }, then d1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dk = b ⊗ (k mod 2)Ab, whi h is
equal to b (resp., (A ⊗ I)b), if k is even (resp., odd). Thus, knowing d1 , . . . , dk we
an rst determine b, and then we an determine every bi by bi = di ⊗ Ab. Hen e h
If

is inje tive, and thus it is also bije tive.

bk an fail to satisfy the requirement only if it is
either equal to one of the bi 's, or if bi ⊗ Ab = dj for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k . In ea h ase
2
we an solve for bk , thus there are altogether at most k + k bad hoi es. Choosing
p
2
2
any of the other 2 − (k + k ) ve tors meets our requirements for bk .
For (b), note that a value for

Now we

ontinue the proof of Theorem 6.7 with the general

we need a matrix that fullls the

k > 1.

First,

onditions of Lemma 6.8. It is easily veried that,

a1,1 = ap,1 = ai,i+1 = 1 (where i =
1, . . . , p − 1) is su h a matrix. It is lear from the denition of h that if the bi 's are all
dierent, then h({b1 , . . . , bs }) also onsists of s dierent elements.


n
p
, and put s = 2 . If I is a k -element subset of {1, 2, . . . , s},
Now let p = log
2
(v
7→1,...,v2s 7→1)
3
, dene αI := 0{vi :i∈I} and βI := 1{vs+i :i∈I} , and put
put â := 0 s+1
aI = â(αI ,βI ) and dene fn,k by T (fn,k ) = {aI : I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , s}, |I| = k} ∪ {0}.
for example, the matrix

A

ase

with all 0's ex ept

3 With a slight abuse of notation the
and their binary representations.

bi

ve tors are used both to denote elements of

{1, 2, . . . , s}
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We

laim that

fn,k

is minimally non-k -proje tive.

similar to the argument in the spe ial

The argument for this is very

ase above. The proje tion

ρI =

V

i∈h(I)

vs+i

ontains only aI from T (fn,k ) by part (a) of Lemma 6.8, and if aI is not ontained in
V
T (f ′ ) for some f ′ with T (f ′) ⊆ T (fn,k ), then the proje tion ρ0 = i∈I vi ontains
′
only 0 from T (f ). It only needs to be shown that 0 is deviant for fn,k . Let ρ be
any

k-

onjun tion

ontaining

0.

We

as the other literals do not ex lude any

T (ρ), whi

h implies the

ome from the rst

s

vi in ρ has i ≤ 2s,
besides 0 there is an aI in

an assume that every literal

aI .

We show that

laim by the remark following Proposition 2.1. If all the literals

variables then

aI

orresponding to these literals

learly satises

ρ are of the form vi , for
i ∈ I1 ∪ I2 , I1 ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , s}, I2 ⊆ {s + 1, s + 2, . . . , 2s}, |I2 | > 0 and |I1 | + |I2 | = k .
By part (b) of Lemma 6.8 there is an I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , s}, |I| = k, I1 ⊂ I su h that
h(I) ∩ I2 = ∅, and by denition, aI ∈ T (ρ).
2
the requirements. Otherwise, let us assume that the literals in

Using the results on the relation between the ex lusion dimension and the

omplexity

of learning with membership and proper equivalen e queries [11; 65; 67℄ we get the
following.



k n 2
Proposition 6.9 The lass k -PDNFn an be learned with O n 2 k
membership
and properequivalen
e queries. On the other hand the query omplexity of this lass

⌊n/4⌋
is at least
− 1.
k
Proof

XD(R) · log |R| and at least
XD(R) (see, e.g., [11℄). We are interested in the ase when R is the set of k -PDNFs.

n k
Sin e the number of k - onjun tions over n variables is
2 ( hoose k variable from
k

k n
the n and then hoose an orientation for ea h), a k -PDNF onsists of at most 2
k
n K
terms. Noting that the number of K -term-DNFs is at most (3 ) , one derives the
n2k (n
k ) for the number of k -PDNFs whi h,
upper bound 3
ombined with Theorem 6.7,
2
ompletes the proof.
The query

omplexity of a formula

lass

R

is at most

The number of queries used by the learning algorithm that the above proposition
referres to, is polynomial in

n

for every xed

k.

On the other hand, the

running time

is not ne essarily polynomial.
Blum [22℄, using ideas from Littlestone and Helmbold et al. [69; 91℄, shows that
a simple sub lass of de ision lists ( alled 1-de ision lists) is e iently learnable in the
mistake-bounded model. It follows from a straightforward generalization of this result
and Proposition 4 in [115℄ (dis ussing the relation of proje tive DNFs and de ision lists)
that for every xed

k,

the

lass

k -PDNF

is learnable with polynomially many

improper

equivalen e queries and with polynomial running time. (Yet another proof for this is
Theorem 6.2: evidently, e ient learnability follows from e ient revision.)
Thus the question wether the
in

polynomial running time

lass

is still open.

an be learned with

proper

equivalen e queries

6.4 Con luding Remarks
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6.4 Con luding Remarks
As mentioned, an interesting dire tion would be to study the
of algorithmi

query learning algorithm for
Another dire tion

yr

omplexity

questions related to PDNF. Re all that the dis ussed results leave open

the question whether there is a

the label

omputational

is not the

omputationally e ient equivalen e and membership

k -PDNF.

ould be to
orre t

onsider noisy model, that is, when in some round

lassia tion of instan e

xr ,

that is,

yr 6= ftrg (xr )

r

(as

in [113℄). A spe ial motivation for this is that, for te hni al reasons, we had already
onsidered noise in the intermediate steps in the analysis of algorithm

Rev-k -PDNF.

However this model does not seem to be too interesting. Assume that some algorithm

Algo is an e

ient learning algorithm for some formula (or

bound mb when noise is not allowed. Then this algorithm
lass in noisy environment making at most mb

· fl

Algo,

lass with mistake

an be used to learn the same

mistakes, where fl denotes the

number of false labels (i.e., the number of rounds when
iterating the following: initialize algorithm

on ept)

yr 6= ftrg (xr ))

in a given run,

run it as long as its mistake bound is

below mb, then reset. (Note also that if fl and/or mb is not known in advan e, one
an use the usual doubling te hniquebut this adds an extra logarithmi

fa tor.) For

more on this issue and some other related topi s see for example [20; 21℄.
Finally note that the results presented in this
appeared in the paper [115℄,

hapterunless noted otherwise

o-authored by the author of the present dissertation.

Part II
Chara terization Results
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Chapter 7
1-PDNF Formulas
Chapter 6 dis ussed the revision of the
Valiant [128℄ motivated by

k -PDNF

ertain biologi al

to analyze this apparently new

some ni e

lass, a spe ial sub lass, the 1-PDNF formulas have
Further examination of this phe-

onrmed that this was not just a mere

hara terization for the

sented. Throughout the

lass introdu ed by

onsiderations. During the resear h aimed

shown some interesting regularities in their form.
nomenon has

formulas, the

oin iden e, and indeed there is

lass of 1-PDNFs. In this

hapter this result is pre-

hapter the notations and terminology introdu ed in Chapter 6

are used.

7.1 p-irredundan y and a Chara terization of 1PDNF Formulas
First let us note that if

ϕ

that is, it is of the form

is a 1-PDNF that in ludes two

ϕ = vt1 ∨ vt2 ∨ · · ·

omplementary proje tions,

for some variable

v,

then by deleting

everything else besides these two terms, we get an equivalent formula.
Equation (6.2)

vt1 ∨ vt2 ≡ vϕ ∨ vϕ,

whi h is obviously equivalent to

We formulate a notion of irredundan y for 1-PDNF, whi h we

Indeed, by

ϕ.

all p-irredundan y

to distinguish it from the usual notion of irredundan y for DNF. Unlike the standard
notion, p-irredundan y of a 1-PDNF is easy to de ide.

A 1-PDNF formula ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ is
following onditions all hold:
Denition 7.1

(a)

Lit(ρi ti ) 6⊆ Lit(ρj tj ) for ea h distin t i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ},

(b)

ρi , ρi 6∈ Var(ti ) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,

( )

if ℓ ≥ 3 then ρi 6= ρj for ea h distin t i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}.

Otherwise, ϕ is alled
The rst

p-irredundant

if the

p-redundant.

ondition says that no term implies another, the se ond that in ea h term

the proje tion and

onjun tion parts are disjoint (a formula violating any of these two
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onditions has a trivial simpli ation), and the third that if there are at least three
terms, then no two proje tions are

omplementary (re all the argument above).

Given a 1-PDNF expression, one

an easily transform it into a p-irredundant form

as follows. First delete any term that has the negation of its

t-part

(violating (b)). Next

he k if there are two

ρ-part

ontained in its

omplementary proje tions, and if

there are, then delete all the other terms, thereby guaranteeing ( ) (again, re all the
argument from the beginning of the se tion). Otherwise, delete every term subsumed
by another term, ensuring (a). Finally, if in a remaining term the

t-part

ontains the

proje tion literal, then delete the proje tion literal from that term. The nal expression
is a p-irredundant 1-PDNF, whi h is equivalent to the original one.
The above algorithm runs in polynomial time, thus we have:

There is a polynomial algorithm whi h, given a 1-PDNF expression,
transforms it into an equivalent p-irredundant 1-PDNF expression.
Proposition 7.2

In view of this it thus su es to
form for the

hara terization of

Theorem 7.3

onsider only 1-PDNF expressions in p-irredundant

1-PDNF

formulas:

A formula ϕ is a p-irredundant 1-PDNF formula if and only if it is either

of the form

ϕ=

s
_

(ρi,1 ti ∨ · · · ∨ ρi,ℓi ti ),

i=1

where ρi,r 6∈ Var(ti ) and ρi,r ∈ Lit(tj ) for every distin t i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s} and 1 ≤ r ≤
ℓi , and furthermore the proje tions are all based on dierent variables, or it is of the
form
ϕ = vt ∨ vt′ ,
where v 6∈ Var(t) and v 6∈ Var(t′ ).
Informally, the rst

ase of the theorem says the following. Let us

in a p-irredundant 1-PDNF to

onsist of a stem

t

and a petal

of ea h term is not in luded in its stem (that mu h is

ρ.

onsider a term
Then the petal

lear from the denition of

p-irredundan y) and if two terms have dierent stems then ea h stem
negation of the other one's petal. In other words, ea h stem
of all the petals

ontains the

onsists of the negations

orresponding to terms with dierent stems, plus, possibly, some other

literals.

7.2 Proof of Theorem 7.3
First we give a des ription of those p-irredundant 1-proje tive DNF that represent
either a monotone or an
We assume

w.l.o.g.

a-unate

fun tion, and then we give the general des ription.

throughout this se tion that ea h 1-PDNF in question determines

a non- onstant fun tion and has terms that do not

ontain any

omplementary literals.
′
Throughout the proof we also frequently use the fa t that for arbitrary terms t and t
′
′
it holds that T (t) ⊆ T (t ) if and only if Lit(t ) ⊆ Lit(t) (see Se tion 2.3).

7.2 Proof of Theorem 7.3
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A formula ϕ is a p-irredundant 1-PDNF formula representing a monotone
(resp. a-unate) fun tion if and only if it is either of the form

Lemma 7.4

ϕ = ρ1 t ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ t,

(7.1)

where ρ1 , . . . , ρℓ are dierent unnegated variables (resp. literals whose signs agree with
a) not ontained in Var(t), and t is a monotone (resp. a-unate) term, or it is of the
form
ϕ = ρt ∨ ρtt′ ,
(7.2)
where ρ is an unnegated variable (resp. its sign agrees with a) and t, t′ are monotone
(resp. a-unate) terms not ontaining ρ or ρ.
Proof
We prove only the monotone

ase, as the

a-unate

ase follows by

onsidering the

x with x ⊗ a. (Note that a
fa (x) = f (x ⊗ a).) It follows dire tly

monotone fun tion obtained by repla ing assignment
fun tion

f

is

k -PDNF

if and only if

fa

is, where

from the denitions that every expression of the form of Equation (7.1) or (7.2) is
indeed a p-irredundant 1-PDNF expression.
Let

ϕ

be an arbitrary monotone p-irredundant 1-PDNF formula.

negated and unnegated proje tions,

ϕ=

w.l.o.g.

_

let us write

(vi · ti ) ∨

i∈I

(This representation of

ϕ

is

_

ϕ

Separating the

as

(vj · tj ).

(7.3)

j∈J

onvenient for the following series of

laims.)

For any monotone formula ϕ of the form as in Equation (7.3) it holds that
the index set I is nonempty, and that tr is monotone for all r ∈ I ∪ J .

Claim 7.5

Proof
The rst part of the Claim holds be ause
fun tion, thus

ϕ

determines a non- onstant monotone

ϕ(1) = 1.
i ∈ I , note that 1 satises every monotone proje tion,
(vi · ti )(1) = ϕ(1), whi h equals 1 (as argued above), thus ti must

To prove monotoni ity for ti ,
thus by proje tivity
be monotone.
Finally, let us

onsider a term

vj tj

with

j ∈ J.

Asssume for the

ontradi tion that

vr . Let x be any assignment satisfying the term vj · tj
(v 7→1)
and thus ϕ. By monotoni ity x r
must satisfy ϕ. However, then, by proje tivity
(v 7→1)
and be ause r 6= j (by (b) of p-irredundan y), x r
must satisfy tj , a ontradi tion.
2
term

tj

ontains negative literal

For any monotone formula ϕ of the form as in Equation (7.3) it holds that
T (ϕ) ⊆ T (ti ) for all i ∈ I .
Claim 7.6
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Proof


i ∈ I . Let x ∈ T (ϕ), so ϕ(x) = 1. By monotoni ity ϕ x(vi 7→1) = 1,

ti x(vi 7→1) = 1, and by (b) of p-irredundan y ti (x) = 1, whi h proves
2

Pi k an arbitrary
by proje tivity
the

laim.
Claim 7.6

t-parts

an be used to show that the

ti = t

are all the samethat is,

for

i∈I

of the terms with positive

for some term

ρ-parts

t:

For any monotone formula ϕ of the form as in Equation (7.3) it holds that
there must be a single term t su h that

Claim 7.7

_

ϕ=

(vi · t) ∨

i∈I

_

(vj · tj ).

j∈J

Proof
Consider any two distin t

i, j ∈ I .

T (vi ti ) ⊆ T (ϕ) ⊆ T (tj )

and, likewise, that

From proje tivity and from Claim 7.6 it follows that

Lit(tj ) ⊆ Lit(vi ti )

T (vj tj ) ⊆ T (ϕ) ⊆ T (ti ).

and

Lit(ti ) ⊆ Lit(vj tj ).

From this and from (a) of p-irredundan y it follows that

Lit(vj tj ).

But then

Thus

(7.4)

vj 6∈ Lit(vi ti )

vi ∈
6
2

J = ∅.

The

Lit(tj ) = Lit(ti ).

Putting together Claims 7.5 and 7.7, it follows that we are done if
remaining

and

ase (i.e., when

J 6= ∅)

is handled by the following Claim.

Let π be a monotone p-irredundant 1-PDNF formula of the form

Claim 7.8

π=

_

(vi · t) ∨

i∈I

_

(vj · tj ),

j∈J

where I and J are nonempty sets, furthermore tj , for j ∈ J , and t are monotone terms.
Then π = vi t ∨ vi tt′ for some variable vi and some monotone term t′ .
Proof

T (vj tj ) ⊆ T (π) ⊆ T (t), thus
Lit(t) ⊆ Lit(tj ). Thus π an be written

It follows from proje tivity and from Claim 7.6 that

Lit(t) ⊆ Lit(vj tj ),

and so (as

t

is monotone)

as

π=

_
i∈I

t, t′j

_

(vj · tt′j ),

j∈J

I = J = {i}

for some i, then we

are done. For the rest of the proof we assume that this is not the

ase, and show that

where now

I, J 6= ∅

(vi · t) ∨

this leads to

and

are monotone terms. If

ontradi tion.

Now it must be the
6= j . Thus T (vi vj tt′j )

ase, that there are terms

(vi · t)

and

(vj · tt′j )

in

π

su h that

6 ∅ (by (a) of p-irredundan y), and it also holds (by Equation
=
′
′
′
′
(6.4)) that T (vj vi t) = T (vi vj ttj ). Then either tj = vi or tj = ⊤. But tj = vi would
′
violate (a) of p-irredundan y, thus it must be that tj = ⊤.

i

7.2 Proof of Theorem 7.3

Let us

onsider rst the

73

π

ase when

ontains only two terms. Then it must be of

π = (vi · t) ∨ (vj · t). Then, on one hand, if vj 6∈ t, then it
monotoni ity of π (in variable vj ), on the other hand, if vj ∈ t, then it
the form

ontradi ts the
ontradi ts (b)

of p-irredundan y.
Let us

onsider now the

ase when

π

has at least three terms. Sin e

t′j = ⊤,

by

T (vj t) ⊆ T (π), and thus by monotoni ity T (t) ⊆ T (π). With Claim 7.6.
this implies T (t) = T (π). But then for every other k ∈ J it holds that T (vk π) =
T (vk t), meanwhile by proje tivity T (vk tt′k ) = T (vk π), so t′k = ⊤. Therefore

proje tivity

t≡π=

_

(vi · t) ∨

i∈I

This

_

(vj · t) ≡

j∈J

an only hold if some variable o

ompletes the proof of the

vi ∨

i∈I

urs both in

of the denition of p-irredundan y for
This

_
I

and

_

j∈J

J,

vj

!

t.

ontradi ting

ondition ( )

π.

laim.

2

Now the lemma, as mentioned, follows from Claims 7.5, 7.7 and 7.8.
The example of (6.3) (i.e., that

(x · y) ∨ (z · y) ≡ (x · y) ∨ (x · yz))

the representation as a p-irredundant 1-PDNF is not always unique.
interesting
whi h

2
shows that

Also, it is an

onsequen e of the theorem that there are monotone 1-PDNF fun tions,

annot be written as a monotone 1-PDNF. Consider, for example, the 1-PDNF

(x · 1) ∨ (x · yz),
representing the monotone fun tion
1-PDNF, then it

x ∨ yz .

If there were an equivalent monotone

ould be transformed into a monotone p-irredundant 1-PDNF, whi h

must look like the rst

ase in the theorem. But then the minimal elements of

T (x∨yz)

(where minimality is understood in the partial order dened by  ≤) must have Hamming
distan e at most 2, whi h is not the

ase for this fun tion:

distH((x 7→ 1, y 7→ 0, z 7→ 0), (x 7→ 0, y 7→ 1, z 7→ 1)) = 3 .
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 7.3

Proof (of Theorem 7.3)
Again, one dire tion of the theorem follows immediately from the denition of pomplementary proje tions in ϕ,
′
must be of the form vt ∨ vt . Otherwise, let

irredundan y. For the other dire tion, if there are two

ϕ
us assume that ϕ is of the form ϕ = ρ1 t1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρℓ tℓ . Consider any two terms ρi ti and
ρj tj . If T (ρi ti ) ∩ T (ρj tj ) 6= ∅, then ρi ti ∨ ρj tj is unate, and by Lemma 7.4 it must be
the ase that ti = tj . On the other hand, if T (ρi ti ) ∩ T (ρj tj ) = ∅, then by proje tivity,
it holds that T (ρi ρj tj ) = ∅, thus ρi ∈ Lit(tj ). Thus for every term ρi ti , those terms
ρj tj for whi h T (ρi ti ) ∩ T (ρj tj ) 6= ∅ have the same onjun tion part, and all the other
terms ontain ρi in their onjun tion part.
2
then by

ondition ( ) of p-irredundan y,
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7.3 Con luding Remarks
The main result of this

hapter is the

hara terization of the sub lass of 1-PDNF

fun tions. It would be interesting to get a des ription of

k -PDNF

fun tions for larger

k.
Finally note that the results presented in this
appeared in the paper [115℄,

hapterunless noted otherwise

o-authored by the author of the present dissertation.

Chapter 8
k -term-DNF

Formulas with
Largest Number of Prime
Impli ants
Prime impli ants of a Boolean fun tion (or, in other words, maximal sub ubes of a
subset of the

n-dimensional hyper

1

ube ) form a basi

on ept for the theory of Boolean

fun tions and their appli ations. Con erning the maximal number of prime
 impli
 ants,
n
3
prime
it is known that an n-variable Boolean fun tion an have at most O √
n

n
3
impli ants, and there are n-variable Boolean fun tions with Ω
prime impli ants
n
(see, e.g., [31℄).
Another

ase

onsidered is the maximal number of prime impli ants of Boolean

fun tions represented by disjun tive normal forms (DNF) with a bounded number of
k
terms. The result that a k -term-DNF an have at most 2 − 1 prime impli ants was
dis overed independently by Chandra and Markowsky [31℄, Levin [90℄ and M Mullen
and Shearer [97℄. (For a re ent appli ation in

omputational learning theory, see Heller-

stein and Raghavan [68℄.) It was shown by Laborde [88℄, Levin [90℄ and M Mullen and
k
Shearer [97℄ that the bound is sharp, i.e., there are k -term-DNFs with 2 − 1 prime
k/2
prime imimpli ants (Chandra and Markowsky gave an example with more than 2
k
pli ants). In view of these results, we all a DNF maximal if it has k terms and 2 − 1
prime impli ants for some
In this

k.

hapter, on one hand, the above results of [31; 88; 90; 97℄ (about maximal

DNFs) are presented, and on the other hand, these results get

ompleted by determining

all the maximal disjun tive normal forms.

1 This and the following

A(V ′ )

as the

n-dimensional

hapter heavily relies on the view dis ussed in Subse tion 2.3.1: to view
′
ube, and a term as a sub ube of it, where V is some nite subset of V .
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v1
v2

v3

v4
w4 u1 u4

w3 u1

w5 u2

w1 u1 w2 u2 u3
Figure 8.1: A non-repeating, unate-leaf de ision tree (NUD). The labels of the edges are
omitted for simpli ity.

8.1 Nonrepeating De ision Trees and the Chara terization of Maximal DNFs
In order to formulate the des ription, let us introdu e the notion of non-repeating,
unate-leaf de ision tree.

k ≥ 2
v1 , . . . , vk−1 , w1 , . . . , wk

r ≥ 0, let us onsider the pairwise distin t variables
and u1 , . . . , ur . For ea h of the w and u variables, pi k an
orientation, i.e., form the literals εi and δj , where εi is either wj or wj and δj is either
uj or uj , for i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , r . A non-repeating unate-leaf de ision
tree (NUD) T over these variables and literals is onstru ted by taking an LBT over
variables v1 , . . . , vk−1 with k − 1 inner nodes su h that ea h inner node has dierent
label, also assign to ea h leaf a distin t w literal from those formed above, and, in
addition, assign to ea h leaf an arbitrary subset of the u literals formed above. The
set of leaves of T is denoted by L. If we want to mention the number of v variables
and w literals used in the onstru tion, then we refer to T as a k -NUD (the value r
For a given

and

is irrelevant). Figure 8.1 gives an example of a 5-NUD (the labeling of the edges is
omitted for simpli ity).

k -NUD represents a k -term-DNF,
term tℓ be the onjun tion of

A
the

•

the

v

•

the

w

The

determined as follows. For a leaf

literals along the path leading to
and

u

k -term-DNF

literals assigned to

represented by the

ℓ,

ℓ ∈ L,

let

and of

ℓ.

k -NUD T

is

_

tℓ .

ϕT =

ℓ∈L
For example, the 5-term-DNF represented by the 5-NUD of Figure 8.1 is

v1 v2 v4 w1 u1 ∨ v1 v2 v4 w2 u2 u3 ∨ v1 v2 w3 u1 ∨ v1 v3 w4 u1 u4 ∨ v1 v3 w5 u2 .
The Boolean fun tion represented by
given a truth assignment

x

ϕT

an also be thought of in the following way:

to all the variables, use the values of the

determine a path from the root to a leaf. The fun tion value is 1 if

x

v

variables to

makes all the

8.1 Nonrepeating De ision Trees and the Chara terization of Maximal
DNFs

w
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u

and

literals assigned to this leaf true, and it is 0 otherwise. It is

denition that the inputs a

epted at a leaf

satisfy the term tℓ . The fun tion
[109; 132℄. If a DNF
The

w

and

is a generalized addressing fun tion or multiplexer

omes from a NUD

T,

then

T

an be re onstru ted from

the one labeling the root is the only one whi h o

(either unnegated or negated). The left
term

are pre isely those assignment whi h

ϕ.

u literals are those whi h are unate in ϕ, i.e., their negation does not o ur
the v variables are those whi h o ur both negated and unnegated. Among

ϕ, while
the v variables,

in

ϕ

ϕT

ℓ

lear from the

hild is the only

urs in every term

v variable whi

ho

ontaining the negation of the root variable, et . In view of this

with some abuse of terminology, we

orresponden e,

an talk about a DNF being a NUD, rather than

orresponding to a NUD. The maximal DNF of [88; 97℄ (resp., [90℄)
tree whi h is a single path (resp., a

urs in every

orresponds to a

omplete binary tree), without any

u

literals. A

NUD generalizes these examples by allowing for an binary arbitrary tree and for the
additional

u

literals. Now we

Theorem 8.1
A

an formulate the des ription of maximal DNF.

A DNF is maximal if and only if it orresponds to a NUD.

losely related

lass of DNF

tautologies

is obtained if we

onsider trees with the

same kind of inner nodes, but without any literals assigned to the leaves. In the
of the example of Figure 8.1, the

ase

orresponding DNF tautology is

v1 v2 v4 ∨ v1 v2 v4 ∨ v1 v2 ∨ v1 v3 ∨ v1 v3 .
Let us refer to this

lass of tautologies as non-repeating de ision tree tautologies,

or ND's. The main step in the proof of Theorem 8.1, the ND Lemma (Lemma 8.11)
is to show that for every DNF tautology the following two properties are equivalent:
(a) any two of its terms have exa tly one

oni ting pair of literals (in other words,

the terms are pairwise neighboring), (b) it is an ND. Lemma 8.11 was proven re ently,
independently from our work, by Kullmann [85; 86℄

2 . Also note that Theorem 9.1

generalizes the result of the ND Lemma, thus the latter simple follows from the former;
however the proof for the former

ase is more simple, and it seems to worth dis ussing

it separately.
We note that ND's
omplexity of analyti
of Cook, and Arai
The

ome up in other

ontexts as well, e.g., in

onne tion with the

tableaux (Urquhart [125℄, referring to earlier unpublished work

et al.

[15℄).

hara terization of ND's as pairwise neighboring DNF tautologies is a dire t

onsequen e of the following
2 Kullmann's proof uses the

Splitting Lemma

(Lemma 8.10):

on ept of Hermitian defe t and other

(The Hermitian rank of a symmetri

if the

n-dimensional

on epts from linear algebra.

matrix is the maximum of the number of positive and the

number of negative eigenvalues of the matrix (Gregory, Watts and Shader [55℄), and the Hermitian
defe t is the dieren e of the order of the matrix and its Hermitian rank [85; 86℄.) Kullmann also
uses the

hara terization of ND's as strongly minimal tautologies with the additional property that

the number of terms is one more than the number of variables (Aharoni and Linial [1℄, Davydov et
al.

[33℄, Kullmann [84℄), proved using Hall's theorem or resolution te hniques. (A tautology is strongly

minimal if deleting any term, or adding any literal to a term results in a non-tautology.) Our proof is
an elementary

ombinatorial argument.

k -term-DNF
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hyper ube is partitioned into sub ubes of pairwise distan e one, then there is a split of
the whole

ube into two half

ubes su h that every

ube of the partition is

in one of the two halves. Note that the result presented in the next

ontained

hapter (Theorem

9.1) generalizes this result; however the proof for is mu h longer. For this, we present
a separate, simple proof for the Splitting lemma.
Re ent related work on the

ombinatorial aspe ts of the satisability problem (see

Kullmann [86℄ for a re ent survey) makes use of the
plete graphs into

onne tion with partitioning

omplete bipartite graphs (bi liques). This

om-

onne tion, and in parti -

ular, the GrahamPollak theorem [54℄ is used by Laborde [88℄ to show that a maximal

k -term-DNF

ontains at least

2k − 1

variables. (This result, in turn, follows immedi-

ately from Theorem 8.1 above without using the GrahamPollak theorem.) Se tion 8.5
ontains an appli ation of the Splitting Lemma (Lemma 8.10) showing that the family
of re ursive partitions into
all partitions into

omplete bipartite graphs has an extremal property among

omplete bipartite graphs.

8.2 Further Denitions and Notations
The DNF
of

ϕ),

ϕ is a minimal

over of the term t, if

but every DNF obtained from

Let

ϕ

ϕ is a

by deleting a term is

t be a term, and ϕ = t1 ∨ · · · ∨ tk

t (i.e., t is an impli
not a over of t.

over of

be a DNF. Every term ti of

ϕ

ant

an be uniquely

written in the form

ti = t′i ∧ t′′i ,
where

t′i

ontains all the literals from

remaining literals of

ti

whi h also o

ur in

t,

and

t′′i

ontains the

ti .
ϕ, Var(ϕ) (resp., Lit(ϕ)) denotes
term of ϕ. Let

Re all that for a DNF
literals) o

(8.1)

urring in any

the set of variables (resp.,

UnateLit(ϕ) = {u ∈ Lit(ϕ) : u 6∈ Lit(ϕ)}
be the set of unate literals in
their negation does not o
The graph of the

ϕ,

ur in

i.e. the set of those literals o

is

urring in

n-dimensional

ube has

An

for whi h

(x, y) for
ubes Q1 and Q2
T (t1 ) and T (t2 )

as verti es, and edges

x, y ∈ An of Hamming distan e 1. The distan e of two sub
min{distH(x, y) : x ∈ Q1 , y ∈ Q2 }. Note that the distan e of
equal to the number of oni ts between the terms t1 and t2 . A

ube into sub ubes

ϕ,

ϕ.

every
is

(8.2)

partition of the

an also be viewed as a disjoint DNF tautology. A partition of a

ube into sub ubes is pairwise neighboring , if any two sub ubes in the partition have
distan e 1. A set of terms forms a pairwise neighboring partition if the
set of

ubes forms a pairwise neighboring partition.

orresponding

8.3 Previous Results on

k -term-DNFs

and Prime Impli ants
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8.3 Previous Results on k-term-DNFs and Prime
Impli ants
In this se tion we des ribe the results of [31; 88; 90; 97℄ on prime impli ants of

k -term-DNF.
are the

We give a

omplete, self- ontained presentation in order to

larify what

onsequen es of the separate assumptions of being an impli ant, a prime im-

pli ant, resp. a minimal

over, and to give an expli it formulation of results impli it in

[88℄. We use the notation introdu ed above in (8.1) and (8.2).

Proposition 8.2

A term t is an impli ant of a DNF ϕ if and only if

Proof

Wk

′′
i=1 ti

= 1.

′
For the if  dire tion, let x be a truth assignment su h that t(x) = 1. Then ti (x) = 1
′′
for every i and ti (x) = 1 for some i, so ti (x) = 1 for some i, and thus ϕ(x) = 1.
W

Wk ′′
k
′′
For the only if  dire tion assume
t
t
≡
6
1
,
i.e.,
i=1 i (x) = 0 for some
i=1 i
Wk ′′
x. The literals o urring in i=1 ti do not o ur in t, but it may be the ase that the
urs in t. Let

negation of su h a literal o

W t

setting all the literals of
hanged to 0, thus
the fa t that

t

Proposition 8.3

to 1. Then

k
′′
i=1 ti

is an impli

y be the truth assignment obtained from x by
Wk ′′
every literal in
i=1 ti is either un hanged, or is



(y) = 0,
ant of ϕ.

and so

ϕ(y) = 0.

But

t(y) = 1,

ontradi ting

2

If t is a prime impli ant of ϕ then

Vk

′
i=1 ti ,

(a)

t=

(b)

every literal of t o urs in ϕ.

Proof
For (a), it follows from the denition that

t≤

Vk

′
i=1 ti . Assume that a variable

does not o ur in any ti . Then v does not o ur in ϕ at all, though
′′
some ti . But then t is an impli ant of the disjun tion of those terms in
ontain

v,

and so by deleting

v

from

t

we still get an impli ant of

trivially from (a).

Proposition 8.4
(a)
(b)

ϕ.

v

in

t

v may o ur in
ϕ whi h do not
Part (b) follows

2
If ϕ is a minimal over of t then

Lit(t) ∩ Lit(ϕ) = UnateLit(ϕ),
Wk ′′
i=1 ti is a minimal over of 1.

Proof

Lit(t) ∩ Lit(ϕ) ⊆ UnateLit(ϕ) note that if t ontains a non-unate literal
ε of ϕ, then terms ontaining ε an be deleted from ϕ and we still get a over of t,
ontradi ting the minimality of ϕ. For the other dire tion of (a), assume that a unate
literal ε is not ontained in t. Then ε t is also an impli ant of ϕ, whi h is overed
by the terms of ϕ not ontaining ε. As these terms do not ontain ε either, their
disjun tion overs t as well, again ontradi ting the minimality of ϕ. Part (b) follows
from Proposition 8.2.
2
To see that

k -term-DNF
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Putting together Propositions 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, we get the following.

If t is a prime impli ant of ϕ and ϕ is a minimal over of t, then

Theorem 8.5

t is the onjun tion of the literals in UnateLit(ϕ),

(a)

Wk

is a minimal over of 1.

′′
i=1 ti

(b)

Theorem 8.6 ([31; 90; 97℄)

Every k -term-DNF has at most 2k −1 prime impli ants.

Proof
Let

ϕ

k -term-DNF and t
ϕ overing t. Then,

be a

terms of

be a prime impli ant of
by Theorem 8.5 (a),

t

ϕ.

Consider a minimal set of

is uniquely determined by this

nonempty set of terms.

2

The next result gives important stru tural information on maximal DNF's.

Let ϕ = t1 ∨ · · · ∨ tk be a k -term-DNF with 2k − 1 prime
impli ants, and let t be the term formed by the literals in UnateLit(ϕ). Then

Theorem 8.7 ([88℄)

(a)
(b)

Wk

is a minimal over of 1,

′′
i=1 ti

t′′i and t′′j oni t in exa tly one variable, for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k .

Proof
By Theorems 8.5 and 8.6, every nonempty subset of the terms of
of some prime impli ant of

ϕ.

ϕ is a minimal

overing

Part (a) follows by applying Theorem 8.5 (b) to all the

terms.
Let us

onsider now

impli ant of
the

ϕ.

If

ti

and

ϕi,j = ti ∨ tj .
tj do not oni

Again, this is a minimal

t in any variable, then, by Theorem 8.5 (a),

ti ∧ tj < ti

get a
two

ti and tj .
ti 6= tj , and

orresponding prime impli ant is the term formed by all the literals in

But that term is not a prime impli ant. Indeed, it must be the
so

over of a prime

or

ti ∧ tj < tj .

If

ti

and

tj

ase that

oni t in more than one variable, then we

ontradi tion to Theorem 8.5 (b), as the disjun tion of two terms with at least
oni ts

annot be

1.

2

8.4 Proof of Theorem 8.1
In this se tion we prove Theorem 8.1: A DNF is maximal if and only if it
to a NUD.
First we

Lemma 8.8

onsider the if  dire tion.

Every NUD orresponds to a maximal DNF.

orresponds

8.4 Proof of Theorem 8.1
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Proof
Let

T

be a

k -NUD,

and let

H

be a nonempty subset of its leaves. Dene the term

tH :=
Let

x

^

UnateLit({tℓ : ℓ ∈ H}).

be a truth assignment satisfying

tH .

It follows by indu tion on the number of

x we arrive at a leaf belonging to H , and it follows
x satises every literal assigned to that leaf. Thus tH is

inner nodes evaluated, that on input
from the denition of
an impli ant of

tH

that

ϕT .

v literal, say ε = vi from tH , to get the term t′ . (The
ε = vi ase is symmetri .) As ε ∈ UnateLit({tℓ : ℓ ∈ H}), there is a leaf ℓ1 belonging
to H below the right hild of the inner node labelled vi , but no leaf below the left hild
of the node is in H . Let x be the assignment satisfying all the literals in tℓ1 and tH ,
[v ]
with those w literals that don't o ur in these terms set to 0. Let y = x i . On the
input y we arrive at a leaf ℓ2 below the left hild of vi . But the w literal assigned to
ℓ2 is set to 0 in y, and hen e ϕT (y) = 0. On the other hand, y still satises t′ . Thus
t′ is not an impli ant.
′
Assume now that we delete a w literal, say ε = wj , from tH , to get the term t .
(The ε = wj ase is symmetri .) Let ℓ be the leaf ontaining ε. It follows from the
denition of tH that ℓ ∈ H . Let x be an assignment satisfying tℓ and tH , and let
y = x[wj ] . Then the input y leads to ℓ, but as the literal ε has value 0 for assignment
y, we get ϕT (y) = 0. On the other hand, y still satises t′ . Thus t′ is not an impli ant.
The ase when we delete a u literal, say δ = uj or δ = uj , from tH is the same,
ex ept now there may be several leaves in H ontaining δ . We an hoose any su h
Assume that we delete a

leaf, and repeat the previous argument. It again follows that the term obtained after
deleting the literal is not an impli ant.
Thus the term

tH

is a prime impli ant of

ϕT .

Terms

orresponding to dierent

subsets of L are dierent, as ea h leaf has its unique w literal. Hen e
2k − 1 prime impli ants, and so it is maximal by Theorem 8.6.

The rest of this se tion

Lemma 8.9

ϕT

has at least

2

ontains the proof of the only if  dire tion of Theorem 8.1.

Every maximal DNF orresponds to a NUD.

Proof

ϕ = t1 ∨ · · · ∨ tk be a k -term-DNF with 2k − 1 prime impli ants. Consider
′
′′
the term t = UnateLit(ϕ), and the de omposition ti = ti ∧ ti of the terms of ϕ
′′
′′
with respe t to t, as in (8.1). A ording to Theorem 8.7, the terms t1 , . . . , tk form a
pairwise neighboring partition over the non-unate variables o urring in ϕ, i.e., over the
s-dimensional ube, As , where s = |Var(ϕ)| − |UnateLit(ϕ)|. The following lemma

Let

states a basi

ombinatorial property of pairwise neighboring partitions.

If a set of k ≥ 2 terms forms a pairwise neighboring partition, then there is a variable that o urs (unnegated or negated) in every
term.

Lemma 8.10 (Splitting Lemma)

k -term-DNF
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Proof
We pro eed by indu tion on the number of variables; the
is trivial.

t̂1 , . . . , t̂k be terms forming a pairwise neighboring partition of the sube As .
the ε half ube orresponding to an arbitrary literal ε. The restri tion of
the ε half ube is formed by deleting terms whi h ontain the literal ε.

Let

dimensional
Consider

t̂1 , . . . , t̂k

ase of one or two variables

to

It follows dire tly from the denitions that the restri tion gives a pairwise neighboring
partition of the

ε

half

ube. If the restri tion

of the original partition. In this
ontain
always

ε

onsists of a single

ube then

ε

is a term

ase every other term of the original partition must

and we are done. Hen e in what follows we may assume that the restri tions

ontain at least two terms.

Applying the indu tion hypothesis to the pairwise neighboring partition of the
dimensional
the literal

ube obtained by deleting the

ε from ea

orresponding to

ε,

and deleting

h of the remaining terms, it follows that there is a variable

dierent from the variable of

ε,

Split(ε),

ontained (negated or unnegated) in every term overing

2s literals and s variables, there are literals ε1
and ε2 su h that Split(ε1 ) = Split(ε2 ) = u for some variable u.
We laim that u o urs (negated or unnegated) in every term of the partition
t̂1 , . . . , t̂k . If ε1 is the negation of ε2 , then u must o ur in every term and we are
done; hen eforth we an assume that ε1 and ε2 have dierent variables. Assume now
for ontradi tion that u is not in every term of the partition. Let t̃ be a term of the

partition ontaining neither u nor u, and let x be a point in T t̃ . Then x belongs to
neither the ε1 sub ube, nor the ε2 sub ube.
[ε ]
[ε ]
Consider the points x 1 and x 2 , overed respe tively by terms t̃ε1 and t̃ε2 of the
[ε ]
[ε ]
partition. Note that t̃ε1 and t̃ε2 are dierent. Indeed, if t̃ε1 = t̃ε2 then, as x 1 and x 2
dier in both their ε1 and ε2 omponents, t̃ε1 (and thus t̃ε2 ) ontains neither ε1 nor ε2 ,
and hen e it overs x as well. This ontradi ts the denition of x.
[ε ]
[ε ]
The points x 1 and x 2 dier only in their ε1 and ε2 omponents; hen e the unique
oni t of the terms t̃ε1 and t̃ε2 is either ε1 or ε2 . Assume without loss of generality
that the oni t is ε1 , and that t̃ε1 ontains ε1 and t̃ε2 ontains ε1 . By denition, both
t̃ε1 and t̃ε2 ontain either u or u. As x[ε1 ] and x[ε2 ] do not oni t on u, both t̃ε1 and t̃ε2
must ontain variable u with the same orientation; say u appears unnegated in both.

Thus so far we have that ε1 , u ∈ Lit t̃ε1 and that

a point in the

ε

omponent

s−1

half

ube. As there are

[ε ,u]
overed by the term t̃ε1 ,u of the partition. As x 1
[ε ,u]
is in the ε1 sub ube, it ontains either u or u; but as x 1 (u) = 0, it must be u. What
[ε ,u]
is the unique oni t of t̃ (the term overing x) and t̃ε1 ,u ? As x 1
and x oni t
Now

onsider the point

only on their

ε1

and

u

x[ε1 ,u]


ε, u ∈ Lit t̃ε2 .

omponents, but

t̃

ontains neither

u

nor

u,

thus it must be

ε1 .

Then

whi h means that

t̃ε2

and

t̃ε1 ,u


ε1 , u ∈ Lit t̃ε1 ,u ,

oni t in at least two

omponents, a

ontradi tion.

2

8.5 A Graph Theoreti

Appli ation of the Splitting Lemma

The Splitting Lemma is now used to prove the
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hara terization of nonrepeating

de ision tree tautologies mentioned in the introdu tion.

A set of k ≥ 2 terms forms a pairwise neighboring

Lemma 8.11 (ND Lemma [85℄)

partition if and only if it is an ND.
Proof
Apply Lemma 8.10 to the pairwise neighboring partition to get a variable
in every term.

It must be the

otherwise the

ubes would not

half

ube

ontains just one

ase that

T (v1 )

(resp.

T (v1 ))

o

over the whole

half

urs both unnegated and negated, as
ube. If the

T (v1 )

(resp. the

k

leaves

ℓ1 , . . . , ℓk

orresponding to the

onstru ted is (the dual of ) a spe ial

in the sense of [93℄ for the partition.) The labels of the inner nodes are
the same label appearing twi e would mean that some pair of

vi

o

ommon an estor of the two o
ontaining

vi vj ,

Now we

resp.

vi vj .

T (v1 ))

ube, et . In this way we get a tree, where the inner

(The tree

least 2. Indeed, if variable

urring

urs in every sub ube of the partition, belonging

nodes are labeled with variables and there are
ubes in the partition.

o

ube then we stop at that bran h, otherwise we use the

lemma again to get a variable whi h o
to the

v1

v1

urs twi e then let

vj

sear h tree
dierent, as

ubes have distan e at

be the variable labeling the least

urren es in the tree. By

onstru tion, there are terms

Thus the partition is an ND.

2

an

omplete the proof of Lemma 8.9. Lemma 8.11 gives a nonrepeating
′′
′′
de ision tree for the pairwise neighboring terms t1 , . . . , tk . We laim that by adding
′
the literals in ti to the leaf ℓi , we get a k -NUD for ϕ. Consider any truth assignment

x

to the variables in ϕ. Evaluating the tree on x, we arrive at a leaf orresponding to
′′
′
a term ti . As ϕ(x) = 1 i ti (x) = 1, the tree omputes ϕ orre tly. By onstru tion,
all the literals in the leaves are unate.

Thus, in order to verify the NUD-ity of the

tree, it only remains to show that for every leaf there is a literal whi h o
in that leaf (that literal will be its

w

every (unate) literal assigned to leaf

literal). Assume that this is not the

ℓi

o

urs in some other leaf. Let

ε

urs only
ase, and

be the last

ε ∈ UnateLit(ϕ \ {ti }). We laim that
UnateLit(ϕ \ {ti }) \ {ε} is an impli ant of ϕ. Let x be a truth assignment satisfying
every literal in UnateLit(ϕ \ {ti }) \ {ε}, and let us evaluate the tree on x. If we arrive
at a leaf other than ℓi , then ϕ(x) = 1 by onstru tion. But ϕ(x) = 1 if we arrive at ℓi
as well, as all unate literals in ℓi o ur in other leaves, and thus they must be set to 1
in x. Thus UnateLit(ϕ \ {ti }) is not a prime impli ant of ϕ, ontradi ting Theorems
8.5 and 8.6.
2
literal on the path leading to

ℓi .

Then

8.5 A Graph Theoreti Appli ation of the Splitting Lemma
Given a set of pairwise disjoint
terms

t1 , . . . , tk ,

one

an

ubes in the

onstru t a

n-dimensional

overing

G = {G1 , . . . , Gn }

ube

An ,

orresponding to

k -term-DNF
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k -vertex

of the

Formulas with Largest Number of Prime Impli ants

omplete graph

onne ting verti es

xi

and

xj

Kk

by

if terms

omplete bipartite graphs, where

ti

ubes is pairwise neighboring, then this

and tj

oni t in the variable

overing is a partition, as the

Gr
vr .

has an edge
If the set of

omplete bipartite

graphs are edge disjoint.

G = {G1 , . . . , Gn } of Kk by omplete bipartite graphs,
n
we an onstru t a set of pairwise disjoint ubes t1 , . . . , tk in {0, 1} . For every Gr x
arbitrarily one of the sides as the left side. The term ti ontains vr (resp. vr ), if vertex
xi is ontained in the left (resp. right) side of Gr . If G is a partition, then it follows
that the ti 's are pairwise neighboring. The ubes thus onstru ted do not ne essarily
form a partition of An (an example is given below).
The GrahamPollak theorem [54℄ states that every partition of Kk into omplete
bipartite graphs onsists of at least k − 1 graphs. A large lass of su h partitions, whi h
Conversely, given a

an be

overing

alled re ursive partitions, is obtained as follows. Take a

graph on the whole vertex set. This `takes

are' of all edges

omplete bipartite

onne ting the two sides. In

order to partition the remaining edges (those having both endpoints in the same side),
repeat the same

onstru tion, i.e., re ursively add similar partitions of the

omplete

graphs formed by the two sides of this bipartite graph (see, e.g., [19℄).

G = {G1 , . . . , Gn } of Kk into omplete bipartite graphs. Let
the degree of a vertex x with respe t to G , denoted by dG (x), be the number of Gi 's
ontaining x, and let the volume Vol(G) of the partition be dened as
Consider a partition

Vol(G) =

X

2−dG (x) .

x

An des ribed above,
Vol(G) ≤ 1 for every G , as dG (xi ) = |ti | for every i = 1, . . . , k , and Vol(G) = 1 if and
only if the ubes form a partition of An . For example, the partition of K4 into the 3
omplete bipartite graphs ({1}, {3, 4}), ({2}, {1, 4}), and ({3}, {2, 4}) (mentioned in
7
[88℄) has volume . This partition of K4 is not re ursive. (It was a tually this example
8
In view of the translation into a set of pairwise disjoint

whi h suggested Lemma 8.10.) As a
one gets the following
also a dire t

ubes in

orollary to the Splitting Lemma (Lemma 8.10)

hara terization of re ursive partitions. This

hara terization is

onsequen e of Kullmann's [8486℄ results.

Corollary 8.12

A partition G is re ursive if and only if Vol(G) = 1.

Proof
The only if  dire tion follows dire tly by indu tion on the number of verti es by
sidering the bipartite graph from

G

whi h

ontains all the verti es.

For the if  dire tion, one only has to note that the set of terms
stru ted above is pairwise neighboring, and by the volume
of the whole

on-

ube.

negated) in every term. This means that the

k

t1 , . . . , tk

ondition it is also a partition

Applying Lemma 8.10 we get that there is a variable whi h o

the

on-

urs (unnegated or

orresponding bipartite graph

ontains all

verti es. The remaining partitions of the two sides of this bipartite graph have

total volume 2, and thus ea h side must have volume 1. The statement then follows
by indu tion.

2

8.6 Con luding Remarks

The

85

Kk

orollary shows that among partitions of

into

omplete bipartite graphs,

re ursive ones have the largest possible volume. Among the partitions of
omplete bipartite graphs, whi h ones have

minimal

Kk

into

k−1

volume?

8.6 Con luding Remarks
In this

hapter

k -term-DNF with the largest number of prime impli

ants were dis ussed.

Similar results do not appear to be known for shortest prime impli ants, i.e., prime
impli ants

ontaining the smallest possible number of literals. The

k -term-DNF

v1 v2 ∨ v2 v3 ∨ · · · ∨ vk−1 vk ∨ vk v1 ,
whi h is false for
namely

vi vj

0

1, and true everywhere else, has k(k − 1)
i 6= j . These prime impli ants are all shortest

and

for every

as the DNF has no prime impli ants
prime impli ants

an a

Another question

k -term-DNF

prime impli ants,
prime impli ants,

onsisting of a single literal. How many shortest
have in general?

on erns the maximal number of prime impli ants of a Boolean

fun tion whi h is true at a given number of points.

As noted by Levin [90℄, every

impli ant is determined by the top and bottom of the

orresponding sub ube, in the

omponentwise partial ordering of the hyper ube (the top and bottom may also be
2
identi al). Thus if a fun tion is true at m points, then it has O(m ) prime impli ants.
It is also noted in [90℄ that the n-variable fun tion whi h is true for assignments of
n
2n
log 3−o(1)
and
, has m
prime impli ants. (This is the fun tion with
weight between
3
3
the largest known number of prime impli ants among

n-variable

fun tions.) Thus the

maximal number of prime impli ants is bounded by two polynomial fun tions of

m, and

the question is to get sharper bounds.
Finally note that the results presented in this
in the

hapterunless noted otherwise (like

ase of the results di ussed in Se tion 8.3)appeared in the paper [114℄,

authored by the author of the present dissertation.

o-

Chapter 9
Disjoint DNF Tautologies with
Coni t Bound Two
One of the main ingredients in the proof of the

hara terization result in the previous

hapter was the ND Lemma (Lemma 8.11), whi h

•

synta ti

wiew:

that the

(i.e., DNFs with terms

an be formulated both using the

lass of DDNF tautologies with

oni t bound one

oni ting in one variable pairwise) are NDs (i.e., DNFs

generated by labeled binary trees with ea h inner node having a unique label),
and using the

•

semanti

view: that in every pairwise neighbouring partition of the

ube there is a perfe t split: a split of the

ube in two

ubes su h that ea h sub ube of the partition is
half

n-dimensional

omplementary half

ontained in either one of the

ubes.

These two views oer two ee tively dierent dire tions for further investigations; these
dire tions are dis ussed in the next se tion. However, somewhat surprisingly, for one
more step these dire tions do not separate. More pre isely, we shall see in this

hapter

that the following strengthening of the ND Lemma holds: any DDNF tautology with
oni t bound two
for any

an also be generated by some labeled binary treesor, equivalently,

ube partition with pairwise distan e bounded by two there is a perfe t split

similar as above.
Throughout the notations and terminology introdu ed in the previous

hapter are

used.

9.1 Chara terization of DDNF tautologies with
Coni t Bound Two
This se tion dis usses both of the two dierent dire tions mentioned above.
pre isely:
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More
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•

the dire tion suggested by syntax,

onsidering DDNF and LBT generated tau-

tologies

•

the dire tion suggested by semanti s,
for

onsidering the general splitting problem

ube partitions,

furthermore how the strengthening of the ND Lemma gets realized in these two
settings.

9.1.1

Synta ti View: DDNF tautologies and LBT generated
DNFs

A de ision tree (and, of
onsisting of the terms
sponding to a leaf

ourse, also an LBT) naturally en odes a DNF tautology

orresponding to the leaves of the tree, where the term

orre-

onsists of the literals labelling the edges on the path from the root

to the leaf. These DNF tautologies hold the following spe ial properties:
(a) the terms are pairwise

oni ting, and

(b) the terms possess a hierar hi al stru ture: there is a variable
ea h of them; there is a variable

w

that appears in every term

v and there is a variable u that appears
u may be identi al); and so on.
Su h DNFs are

in every term

v

that appears in
ontaining literal

ontaining literal

v (w

and

alled binary tree generated DNFs, or BT-DNFs for short (for

a formal denition see Se tion 9.2); re all on the other hand that DNFs possessing
property (a) but not ne essarily property (b) are

alled disjoint DNFs, or DDNFs.

The question thus naturally arises, how spe ial do these properties make a de ision
tree, regarding

omplexity.

This question was investigated by Lovász

et al.

in [93℄.

More pre isely they were interested in the following problem: given a DNF tautology
the task is to

ϕ,

onstru t a de ision tree su h that for ea h term of the DNF generated

by it there is a term of

ϕ

that is a subterm of it. They have shown that for some very

small DNF tautologies this problem

an be solved only with extremely large de ision

1
trees .
On the other hand, the ND Lemma (Lemma 8.11) states that, when restri ting the
DNFs to the sub lass posessing property (a) (i.e., the
bounding the number of
there is

exa tly

lass of DDNFs),

and

further

oni ts between the terms to one (i.e., for ea h pair of terms

one variable appearing negated in one of them and unnegated in the

other), then the resulting

lass

onsists of DNFs that

an all be generated by de ision

trees.
In this
bound

hapter we give a strengthening of the above result, showing that the

an be relaxed to two:

1 They measure the omplexity by the

depth

oni t

of the DNF (resp. de ision tree), whi h is the maximal

number of literals appearing in a term of the given DNF (resp. of the BT-DNF generated by the tree).
What they show is that for some

onstant depth DNFs one needs de ision trees of depth linear (thus

maximal) in the number of variables.

9.1 Chara terization of DDNF tautologies with Coni t Bound Two
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If ϕ is a DDNF tautology with terms oni ting in one or two variables
pairwise, then ϕ is a BT-DNF.
Theorem 9.1

Example 9.1
The DNF

ϕex9.1 =v2 v4 ∨ v2 v3 v4 ∨ v2 v3 v4 ∨ v1 v4 ∨ v1 v2 v3 v4 ∨ v1 v2 v3 v4 ∨ v1 v3 v4
is a DDNF with

oni t bound two, and Figure 9.2 proves that it is also a BT-DNF

whi h is also apparent writing

ϕex9.1

in the form

ϕex9.1 = v4 v2 ∨ v4 v2 v3 ∨ v4 v2 v3 ∨ v4 v1 ∨ v4 v1 v3 v2 ∨ v4 v1 v3 v2 ∨ v4 v1 v3 ,
or also from Figure 9.1, visualizing the relations of the truth sets of the various terms.

v1 , v2 , v3

Figure 9.1: The assignments to variables
4-dimensional hyper ube and grouped a

T (v2 v3 v4 )

v2

and

v4

represented as the verti es of the

ording to whi h term of

T (v2 v3 v4 )

ϕex9.1

they satisfy.

T (v1 v4 ) T (v1 v2 v3 v4 )
T (v1 v3 v4 )

v3
v1

T (v1 v2 v3 v4 )

T (v2 v4 )
ve tors with
set to 0

v4

ve tors with
set to 1

v4

Note however that the result of Theorem 9.1 does not generalize to

oni t bound

three, as the following example demonstrates.

Example 9.2
DDNF

ϕex9.2 = v1 v3 ∨ v1 v2 ∨ v2 v3 ∨ v1 v2 v3 ∨ v1 v2 v3

is a tautology and has terms

oni ting in at most three variables pairwise, but is not a BT-DNF. (Simply note that
there is no variable that appears in every term.)

Note also that heorem 9.1 implies the following

hara terization result.

ϕ is a DDNF tautology with oni t bound two if and only if ϕ is a
with oni t bound two.

Corollary 9.2
BT-DNF

Finally we mention that a related problem is the problem of representing a Boolean
fun tion

f

as a DNF or as a de ision treethat is, when one needs to

DNF tautology (resp.

de ision tree) with ea h term (resp.

orresponding BT-DNF)
that falsify

f ,

overing only assignments that satisfy

and one is interested in

omparing the

this setting. See for example [73; 110; 121℄.

onstru t a

with ea h term of the

f,

or only assignments

omplexity of the two

lass in
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9.1.2

Semanti

View:

The General Splitting Problem for

Cube Partitions

A

ording to the Splitting Lemma (Lemma 8.10), for every pairwise neighboring

partition, the whole
of the partition is
naturally:

what

ube

an be split into two halves in su h a way that every

ontained in one of the halves.

ontained in either one of the halves.

We would like to nd a split su h that the un ut

ables

ubes

onsider the following quantities. Given a

v1 , . . . , vn

and a variable

νϕ,j =

Given an

ube into sub ubes and a split into two halves, let us

ube in the partition is un ut, if it is

Thus we

ube

The following question thus rises

an be said without the pairwise neighboring property?

arbitrary partition of the whole
say that a

ube

vj ,

ontain many points.
ube partition

ϕ

over the vari-

let

X
2−|t| : t ∈ ϕ, vj ∈ t

be the fra tion of the volume of un ut

ubes in

ϕ

or

vj ∈ t

with respe t to the

vj

split of the

ube, and let

αn = min max νϕ,j ,
ϕ

ϕ

where

ranges over all

tologies. Note that as

ϕ

1≤j≤n

ube partitions, or in other words, over all disjoint DNF tauis a partition it holds that

X

2−|t| = 1.

(9.1)

t∈ϕ

Theorem 9.3

 1
log n − log log n
≤ αn ≤ O n− 5 .
n
Proof

ϕ = t1 ∨ · · · ∨ tr be a disjoint DNF tautology over the variables v1 , . . . , vn .
−|ti |
to νϕ,j . Thus
term ti ontains vj or vj , then ti ontributes 2

Let

n
X

νϕ,j =

j=1

and there is a variable

vj

s

|ti | · 2−|ti | ,

i=1

with

νϕ,j ≥
Let

r
X

If the

r
1 X
|ti | · 2−|ti | .
n i=1

denote the size of the shortest term in

ϕ.

As every term has size at least

s,

it

9.2 Further Denitions and Notations
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follows from (9.1) that

r
r
1 X
s X −|ti |
s
−|ti |
|ti | · 2
≥
2
= .
n i=1
n i=1
n

vj

On the other hand, for every variable
νϕ,j ≥ 2−s . Thus

o

αn ≥ min
The lower bound then follows by taking
in (9.2) are

urring in a shortest term

s


, 2−s .

n
s = log n − log log n,

ti

it holds that

(9.2)
for whi h the two terms

lose to ea h other.

The upper bound follows from a

onstru tion of Savi ký and Sgall [111℄, providing

an upper bound on the number of variable o

urren es in tautologi al

k -DNF

formulas

(a problem introdu ed by Tovey [122℄ and Krato hvíl, Savi ký and Tuza [83℄). They
ℓ
3ℓ
ℓ
onstru ted disjoint DNF tautologies over n = 4 variables, having 2 terms of size 3 ,
su h that every variable o

urs in at most a

 ℓ
3
4
fra tion of the terms. The bound then follows by a dire t

al ulation.

2

We note that the upper bound of Savi ký and Sgall [111℄ has re ently been improved
almost optimally by Hoory and Szeider [70℄. The improved
to improve the bound above, sin e the DNF

onstru tions do not appear

onstru ted are not disjoint.

Already Theorems 8.1 and 9.3 suggest that it may be of interest to onsider the
d
quantity αn , whi h is dened as αn , ex ept that ϕ is restri ted to ube partitions

d. (For example in the onstru tion of [111℄ the
maximal distan e grows linearly with n.) The main result presented in this hapter is
2
that αn = 1 (for any positive integer n); but note also that this does not generalize to
d = 3: Example 9.2 proves that α33 < 1.

with pairwise distan es bounded by

9.2 Further Denitions and Notations
In an LBT a path from the root to a leaf naturally determines a term obtained by simply
onjun ting the literals appearing in the labels of the edges along the path. Thus, given
a de ision tree, the terms

2

orresponding to its leaves put up a DDNF tautology . Re all

that su h DDNF tautologies are
for short. Alternatively, one

alled binary tree generated DNFs, or BT-DNFs

an dene the

lass of BT-DNFs as the smallest subset

dt-dnf of the set of DNFs satisfying:

•

If

x

is a variable, then the DNF

x∨x

is an element of dt-dnf.

2 Note that in Chapter 8 non-repeating de ision tree tautologies were
fashion using non-repeating unate-leaf de ision trees.

onstru ted in the similar
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•

x is a variable and both T1 ∨ · · · ∨ Tk and T1′ ∨ · · · ∨ Tℓ′ are elements of dt-dnf,
′
′
then the DNF (x ∧ T1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (x ∧ Tk ) ∨ (x ∧ T1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (x ∧ Tℓ ) is also an

If

element of dt-dnf.

ϕ is a DDNF tautology, then there is a unique term of ϕ satised
by truth assignment x; denote it tx (ϕ). When it auses no ambiguity, ϕ is omitted and
simply tx is used instead.
Note that in

ase

9.3 Proof of Theorem 9.1
For simpli ity assume that

V′

is the set of variables in fo us.

Theorem 9.1 is proved by indu tion on the number of terms in

ϕ.

ontains one or two terms, the statement is obvious. Now we show that

In

ϕ

ase

ϕ

is a BT-

DNF, assuming:

Indu tion hypothesis: DDNF
ontains

r≥3

tautology with

Let

t

ϕ

with

oni t bound two

terms, and the statement holds for any DDNF
oni t bound two having less than

be an arbitrary term of

ϕ.

r

(9.3)

terms.

Assume without loss of generality that

t = v1 · · · vk .

ϕ is a BT-DNF, then for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k ϕ has a subformula equivalent to v1 · · · vi−1 vi+1 · · · vk : namely the one indu ed by the parent node of the leaf
orresponding to t. (For example if ϕ = ϕex9.1 from Example 9.1 and t = v1 v3 v4 ,
then i = 3, and the subformula v1 v2 v3 v4 ∨ v1 v2 v3 v4 ∨ v1 v3 v4 of ϕ is equivalent to
t \ {vi } = v1 v4 .) The next laim onsiders the reverse of this impli ation. (Also, for
Of

ourse, if

an example demonstrating the

laim see Example 9.3.)

Assume (9.3), and let t = v1 · · · vk be a term of ϕ. Suppose that for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} it holds that every term in ϕ that oni ts with t only in vi ontains
v1 · · · vi−1 vi+1 · · · vk as a subterm. Then ϕ is a BT-DNF.

Claim 9.4

Proof
Consider the following sets

S1 ={x ∈ {0, 1}n : x[vi ] ∈ T (t)},
S2 =T (v1 · · · vi−1 vi vi+1 · · · vk ),
S3 = ∪t′ ∈ϕ:v1 ···vi−1 vi vi+1 ···vk

is a subterm of t′

T (t′ ),

S4 = ∪t′ ∈ϕ:t⊗t′ ={vi } T (t′ ).
Then

the Claim.

•

S2 ⊇ S3
However S1 ⊆ S4

S1 = S2

and

always hold, and

S3 ⊇ S4

follows from the

ondition of

is also true be ause

ϕ is a tautology, ea h element x of S1 appears in some T (t′ )
t ∈ ϕre all that this t′ is the term we denote as tx (ϕ), and
sin e
′

for some

9.3 Proof of Theorem 9.1

•

sin e

ϕ

tx (ϕ) terms must
But this variable must be vi , and only vi , as
1, ex ept for the i-th bit.

is a DDNF, ea h of these

variable.

x ∈ S1
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is

oni t with
the rst

k

t

in some

bit of ea h

Thus all of the above sets are identi al. Then dening

ϕ1 := {t′ ∈ ϕ : v1 · · · vi−1 vi vi+1 · · · vk

is a subterm of

t′ }

and

ϕ2 :=(ϕ \ (ϕ1 ∪ {t})) ∪ {v1 · · · vi−1 vi+1 · · · vk }
ϕ′1 := {t′ \ {v1 , · · · , vi−1 , vi , vi+1 , · · · , vk } : t′ ∈ ϕ1 } and ϕ2 are
DDNF tautologies. Furthermore both have less terms then ϕ, thus by the indu tion
hypothesis both are BT-DNFs. This immediately implies the Claim: pi k an LBT τ1 for
ϕ′1 and an LBT τ2 for ϕ2 , expand τ1 to an LBT for vi ∨ {vi ∧ t′ : t′ ∈ ϕ′1 } in the natural
way, and paste it into τ2 in the pla e of the leaf orresponding to v1 · · · vi−1 vi+1 · · · vk .
2
it holds that both

Example 9.3

ϕ = ϕex9.1 from Example 9.1 and let t = v1 v3 v4 . Then
i = 3, ϕ1 = v1 v2 v3 v4 ∨ v1 v2 v3 v4 , ϕ′1 = v2 ∨ v2 and ϕ2 = (v2 v4 ∨ v2 v3 v4 ∨ v2 v3 v4 ∨
v1 v4 ) ∨ v1 v4 . See also Figure 9.2 for the de ision tree τ1 (resp. τ2 ) for ϕ′1 (resp. ϕ2 ).
Demonstrating Claim 9.4, let

Figure 9.2: Marking

τ1

and

τ2

on the de ision tree generating

ϕex9.1

from Example 9.1. The

labels of the nodes are omitted for simpli ity.

v4
v2

v4

v2
v3

v1

v1
v3

x3

τ2

v2

v3
v2

τ1

Dening the following dire ted graph

V ={t′ ∈ ϕ : |t ⊗ t′ | = 1

and

E ={(t′ , t′′ ) ∈ V 2 : vi ∈ t′
based on Claim 9.4 one
(whi h, as one

G(V, E) = Gϕ,t (Vϕ,t , Eϕ,t ):

Var(t′ ) 6⊇ Var(t)},

and

vi 6∈ Var(t′′ )

an give the following su ient

an easily show, is also a ne essary

for some

1 ≤ i ≤ k},

ondition for

(9.4)

ϕ being a BT-DNF

ondition):

Assume (9.3), let t = v1 · · · vk be a term of ϕ, and let G = GF,T be the
graph dened as in (9.4). If G ontains no y le, then ϕ is a BT-DNF.

Claim 9.5
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Proof
We show that if

ϕ

is not a BT-DNF, then

not a BT-DNF. By Claim 9.4 this
ontaining

vi ,

the variables in

G

ontains a

an only be if for

t

ontaining no other variable from

t missing.

i = 1, . . . , k

there is a term

negated, and having at least one of

∈ V , and in the subgraph indu

Consequently t1 , . . . , tk

ϕ is
ti ∈ ϕ

y le. Suppose thus that

ed by

them, ea h vertex has indegree at least one. The subgraph has thus no sink, implying

ϕ = ϕex9.2 from Example 9.2 and t = v1 v3 ,
then V onsists of the terms t1 = v1 v2 and t2 = v2 v3 , and there is an edge in E both
3
2
from t1 to t2 and from t2 to t1 and thus G ontains a y le : t1 , t2 , t1 .)
that it

ontains a

y le. (For example if

In the rest of the paper we show that

G

indeed

ontains no

ase, and let t1 , . . . , tℓ , t1 be a

ontradi tion that this is not the

y le. Assume for the
y le of minimal length

ℓ ≤ k ), and assume without loss of generality that vi ∈ ti , i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
(Note that no other variable of t appears unnegated in ti , as ti ∈ V .) Then for any
distin t indi es i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ},
(then of

ourse

•

if

•

if not, then

tj

and

follows

ti

in the

vi ∈ tj ,

y le

4 , then

as otherwise

vi 6∈ tj

(by the

(ti , tj ) ∈ E ,

onstru tion of

E ),

whi h would short ut the

y le,

ontradi t that it is of minimal length.

These observations are summarized in Figure 9.3.

Figure 9.3: The

y le

t 1 , . . . , tℓ , t 1 .

In the row of a term:  + means that the given variable

appears unnegated in it,  − means that it appears negated in it, and 
not appear in it. Conse utive elements of the
non- onse utive elements have no more

t
t1
t2
t3
t4

v1
+
−
·
+
+

v2
+
+
−
·
+

y le might

v3
+
+
+
−
·

v4
+
+
+
+
−

···
···
···
···
···
···
..

+

+

means that it does

oni t in other variables too, but

oni t.

.
.
.

tℓ

·

+

+

vℓ−2
+
+
+
+
+

vℓ−1
+
+
+
+
+

vℓ
+
·
+
+
+

+

·

−

.

···

Let us now investigate how these terms behave on the rest of the variables. The
above observation obviously implies that if terms ti and tj are not
of the

y le, then they do not

vℓ+1 , . . . , vn , as otherwise they would
vℓ′ for some ℓ ≤ ℓ′ ≤ n. The question

oni t in variables

vi , vj

oni t in at least three variables:
is, whether two

onse utive elements

and

onse utive elements of the

y le

an (or have to) have some further

oni ts. An equivalent (semanti ) formulation of this question is whether there exists
a (partial) assignment to variables

vℓ+1 , . . . , vn

for an example demonstrating the
3 Whi h is in a

4 That is,

laim see Example 9.4.)

ϕex9.2
i = ℓ.

ordan e with the fa t that

j =i+1

if

i < ℓ,

and

j=1

onsistent with the two terms. (Again,

if

is not a BT-DNF.

9.3 Proof of Theorem 9.1
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Assume (9.3), let t = v1 · · · vk be a term of ϕ with k < n, let G = Gϕ,t
dened as in (9.4), and let t1 , . . . , tℓ be a y le of minimal length in G as in Figure 9.3.
Then there is no partial assignment for variables vℓ+1 , . . . , vn that is onsistent with t
and all of t1 , . . . , tℓ .
Lemma 9.6

Proof

t

n and assume for the ontradi tion that σ is
′
a partial assignment for variables vℓ+1 , . . . , vn onsistent with t, t1 , t2 , . . . , tℓ . Let ϕ
be the DDNF onsisting of the terms of ϕ that are onsistent with σ , (thus t and
t1 , . . . , tℓ are in ϕ′ ), and let ϕ′′ be the DDNF tautology obtained from ϕ′ by removing
′′
5
all o urran es of variables vℓ+1 , . . . , vn . By the indu tion hypotheses ϕ is a BT-DNF ,
onsequently for some i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} variable vi o urs (negated or unnegated) in every
′′
′
term of ϕ , and thus also in every term of ϕ in parti ular in ea h of t1 , . . . , tℓ . But the
term following ti in the y le ontains neither vi nor vi a ontradi tion. (The ondition
k < n is ne essary sin e the partial assignment with empty domain is onsistent with
2
all terms.)
Suppose that

is of length less then

Example 9.4

ϕ = ϕex9.1 from Example 9.1, and let t = v1 v3 v4 . Then V
and t2 = v2 v3 v4 , and E ontains the edge (t1 , t2 ). As ϕ is a
Let

ontains terms t1

BT-DNF, by Lemma 9.6

(or, more pre isely, by the proof of the lemma), some variable of
and
in

v4 )

must o

t1

ur in

and

t2 and

indeed:

v4

o

= v1 v4

t

(i.e., one of

urs unnegated in

t1

v1 , v3

and negated

t2 .
The next lemma rules out another

elements of the

y le that

ase: when there is exa tly one pair of onse utive

oni t in two variables.

Assume (9.3), let t = v1 · · · vk be a term of ϕ with k < n, let G = Gϕ,t
dened as in (9.4), and let ℓ be the length of the smallest y le in G. Unless ℓ = 2,
there is no y le in G of length ℓ with the property that one pair of onse utive elements
of the y le oni t in two variables, and all other onse utive pairs oni t in one.
Lemma 9.7

Proof
Assume for the
suppose that

t1

ontradi tion that

tℓ

and

t1 , . . . , tℓ , t1

are the only

is su h a

onse utive elements

y le in

G

with

ℓ > 2

and

oni ting in two variables,

6 . Assume without loss of generality that

u ∈ {vℓ+1 , . . . , vn }
t1 , . . . , tℓ behave as in Figure 9.3 and that u ∈ t1 and u ∈ tℓ . (Note that neither t
nor t2 , . . . , tℓ−1 ontains u or u: if t ontained u (resp. u) it would oni t with tℓ
(resp. t1 ) in two variables; if any of t2 , . . . , tℓ−2 (resp. t3 , . . . , tℓ−1 ) ontained u, it
would oni t with tℓ (resp. t1 ) in three variables; nally if t2 (resp. tℓ−1 ) ontained
u (resp. u), then it would oni t with t1 (resp. tℓ ) in two variables, ontradi ting
namely in

v1

and in some

the assumption of the lemma.) Then there is some partial assignment to the variables

{vℓ+1 , . . . , vn } \ {u}
5 Here it is used that

ϕ.
ℓ = 2,

onsistent with

k<n

t1 , . . . , tℓ

and

t.

Denote one su h by

and is assumed impli itely that every variable o

σ.

urs in some of the

terms of

6 If

separately.

then

t1

and

tℓ

does not

oni t in

v1 whi

h is the reason for handling this

ase
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Figure 9.4: The

y le

t 1 , . . . , tℓ , t 1 .

In the row of a term:  + means that the given variable

appears unnegated in it,  − means that it appears negated in it, and 

·

 means that it

does not appear in it. In the row of an assignment:  + means that it assigns 1 to the given
variable,  − means that it assigns 0. Terms

v1
+
−
·

t
t1
t2

v2
+
+
−

···
···
···
···

v3
+
+
+

.
.
.

..

tℓ
x
y

Let

+
−
+

+
+
+

t, t1 , . . . , tℓ

oni t in other variables.

vℓ−2
+
+
+

vℓ−1
+
+
+

vℓ
+
·
+

u
·
+
·

+
+
+

·
+
+

−
+
−

−
−
+

.

···
···
···

+
+
+

do not

x := σ (v2 7→1,··· ,vℓ 7→1;v1 7→0,u7→0) (see Figure 9.4).

Then one

an make the following

observations:

• v1 ∈ tx ,
• u ∈ tx ,

sin e
sin e

• vℓ 6∈ tx ,

x 6∈ T (t)

and

x[v1 ] ∈ T (t),

x 6∈ T (t1 )

and

x[u] ∈ T (t1 )

as otherwisedenining

y := σ (v1 7→1,··· ,vℓ−1 7→1;u7→1,vℓ 7→0)  tx

and

ty

oni ts in three variables, be ause



vℓ ∈ ty ,

as

y 6∈ T (t)



v1 ∈ ty ,

as

y 6∈ T (t1 )



u ∈ ty ,

as

y 6∈ T (tℓ )

Consequently (as tx

vℓ ) tx ∈ V

and

and

y[vℓ ] ∈ T (t),

and

and

y[v1 ] ∈ T (t1 ),

y[u] ∈ T (tℓ ).

t in
(tℓ , tx ), (tx , t2 ) ∈ E .
oni ts with

exa tly one variable and does not

• vi ∈ tx for i = 2, . . . ℓ − 1, as otherwise (ti , tx ) ∈ E , whi h would
t2 , . . . , ti , tx , t2 is a y le in G shorter then ℓa ontradi tion.
But then
all

tx , t2 , . . . , tℓ , tx

onse utive elements

is a

y le of length

ℓ

mean that

(thus also of minimal length) su h that

oni t in exa tly one variable,

Based on the two previous Lemmas we

ontain

ontradi ting Lemma 9.6.

2

an prove the following:

Assume (9.3), let t = v1 · · · vk be a term of ϕ with k < n, and let
dened as in (9.4). Then the smallest y le in G has length at most two.

Lemma 9.8

G = Gϕ,t
Proof

t1 , . . . , tℓ , t1 is a y le in G of minimal length with
ℓ > 2. Assume furthermore w.l.o.g. that t1 , . . . , tℓ , t1 is as in Figure 9.3. Then by the
above lemmas there is some 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ−1 su h that ti and ti+1 oni t in two variables:
in vi+1 and in some u ∈ {vk+1 , . . . , vn }. (t ontains neither u nor u as otherwise it would

Assume for the

ontradi tion that

9.3 Proof of Theorem 9.1

ti+1

oni t with

or

ti
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there is some partial assignment of the variables
with

ti

t, ti

ti+1 . Denote one su
u, and ti+1 ontains u.

and

ontains

i is the smallest su h index. Then
{v1 , . . . , vn } \ {vi , vi+1 , u} onsistent

in two variables.) Suppose

h by

σ,

and assume without loss of generality that

(See Figure 9.5.)

Figure 9.5: Terms ti , ti+1 , t and assignments

vi
+
−
·
−
+

t
ti
ti+1
x
y

Let

x := σ (vi 7→0,u7→0,vi+1 7→1)

• vi ∈ tx ,

sin e

• vi+1 ∈ tx ,
• u ∈ tx ,

• u ∈ ty ,

but

but

x[vi+1 ] ∈ T (ti+1 ),

x[u] ∈ T (ti ),

y 6∈ T (t)

but

y[vi+1 ] ∈ T (t),

y 6∈ T (ti+1 )

but

y[u] ∈ T (ti+1 ).

does not

ontain

vi ,

Then

x[vi ] ∈ T (t),

x 6∈ T (ti+1 )

x 6∈ T (ti )

sin e

sin e

but

y.

u
·
+
−
−
+

y := σ (vi 7→1,u7→1,vi+1 7→0) .

and

and

and

tx and ty would oni t in three variables.
But then ty ∈ V , furthermore (ti , ty ), (ty , ti+2 ) ∈ E , so t1 , . . . , ti , ty , ti+2 , . . . , tℓ , t1 is
also a y le in G of minimal length, but with ti and ty oni ting only in one variable.
That is, in this new y le one gets further (starting from t1 ) than in the original y le

Thus

ty

sin e

sin e

• vi+1 ∈ ty ,

x 6∈ T (t)

vi+1
+
+
−
+
−

x

as otherwise

without using an edge that's two endpoints

oni t in two variables.

Iterating the above pro ess if ne essary, pro eeding from the smaller indi es to the
′
′ ′
larger ones, one obtains a y le t1 , . . . , tℓ , t1 with onse utive elements oni ting in
only one variable (apart maybe from

tℓ

Now all that is left to prove is that

and

G

t1 ),

ontradi ting Lemma 9.7.

ontains no

2

y le of length 2.

Assume (9.3), let t = v1 · · · vk be a term of ϕ with k < n, and let
dened as in (9.4). Then G ontains no y le.

Lemma 9.9

G = Gϕ,t
Proof

By Lemma 9.8, as noted, it su es to show that
Assume for the

Let us

t1

and

t2

y le of length 2.

t1 , t2 , t1 is a y le in G and assume furthermore
v1 ∈ t1 , v2 6∈ t1 , v1 ∈
6 t2 and v2 ∈ t2 . There are two

oni t in only one variable and when they

t

annot

oni t in two.

t1 and t2 oni t in some u ∈ {vk+1 , . . . , vn }
ontain variable u, as otherwise it would oni t with t1 or t2

onsider the rst

(just like before,

ontains no

ontradi tion that

without loss of generality that
ases: when

G

ase. Then
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u ∈ t1 and
u ∈ t2 . Then there is some partial assignment to variables {v3 , . . . , vn }\{u} onsistent
(v 7→0,u7→0,v2 7→1)
and
with t1 and t2 . Denote one su h by σ . Let furthermore x := σ 1
(v1 7→1,u7→1,v2 7→0)
y := σ
(see Figure 9.6(a)). Using a similar argument as before one an
see that v1 , v2 , u ∈ tx and v1 , v2 , u ∈ ty , thus the two terms oni t in three variables,
in at least two variables), and let us assume without loss of generality that

ontradi tion.

Figure 9.6: Terms ti , ti+1 , t and assignments

v1
+
−
·
−
+

t
t1
t2
x
y

v2
+
·
−
+
−

u
·
+
−
−
+

t
t1
t2
x
y

v1
+
−
·
−
+

(a)

The se ond
the previous

ase is when

ase

t

x

and

v2
+
·
−
+
−

u
·
+
−
−
+

y.
v
·
+
−
+
−

(b)

t1

and

ontains neither

u

t2

oni t in some

nor

v ).

u, v ∈ {vk+1 , . . . , vn }

(as in

Let us assume without loss of generality

u, v ∈ t1 and u, v ∈ t2 . Similarly as above, there is some partial assignment to
variables {v3 , . . . , vn } \ {u, v} onsistent with t1 and t2 ; denote one su h by σ , and put
x := σ (v1 7→0,u7→0,v7→1,v2 7→1) and y := σ (v1 7→1,u7→1,v7→0,v2 7→0) (see Figure 9.6(b)). Again,
one an show that u, v1 ∈ tx and u, v2 ∈ ty . Furthermore v2 ∈ tx (resp. v1 ∈ ty ), as
otherwise tx ∈ V (resp. ty ∈ V ), and with t2 (resp. with t1 ) they would form a y le
that

of length two
the previous

oni ting with ea h other in only one variable, whi h was ruled out in
ase. Consequently tx and ty

oni ts in three variables,

ontradi tion.

2

The proof of the Theorem now follows from Claim 9.5 and Lemma 9.9, noting that
if

ϕ

is a DDNF with

in whi h

oni t bound two that only has terms of length

n,

then

n ≤ 2,

ase the statement obviously holds.

9.4 Con luding Remarks
Theorem 9.1

lass of DDNFsfor whi h a somewhat surprising
d
property is proved. Nevertheless this does not bring us any loser to determining αn
in the general

onsiders a very limited

ase, or to deriving a sharp bound for

αn .

Finding answers to these

problems requires further investigations.
Finally note that the results presented in this

hapterunless noted otherwise

appeared in the paper [119℄, authored by the author of the present dissertation.

Chapter 10
De omposable Horn Formulas
Horn formulas ( onjun tions of Horn

lauses, i.e.,

negated literalsee Chapter 2) play a
puter s ien e. This formula

ontaining at most one un-

entral role in arti ial intelligen e and in

om-

lass is attra tive be ause it is expressive, allows for poly-

nomial time inferen e, and indeed is generally
it is one of the most studied Boolean formula
In this

lauses

hapter the following problem is

omputationally tra table. A

ordingly

lasses.

onsidered:

For Horn formulas ϕ and ψ , where ψ is a onsequen e of ϕ, when does
there exist a proper Horn onsequen e χ of ϕ, su h that ψ ∧ χ is equivalent to ϕ?

Problem 10.1

Su h a formula

χ

is

alled a

ϕ-

omplement of

ψ.

The motivation of this problem leads ba k to the topi

of the rst part of the

present dissertation: to revisionor more pre isely to belief revision.

Belief revision is interested in revising 1 a knowledge base in the presen e of a new,
potentially

oni ting information, and usually approa hes this problem by identifying

postulates that should be satised by a rational revision operator, su h as the AGM
postulates [4℄, and

hara terizing operators that satisfy these postulates [45; 62℄. In

re ent work, Flouris et al. [41℄ study belief revision in
a property

alled de omposability of the logi .

is a ne essary and su ient

general logi s,

and formulate

They show that de omposability

ondition for the existen e of an AGM- ompliant belief

ontra tion operator. This framework is used in [42℄ to study de omposition properties
of des ription logi s, motivated by appli ations to the Semanti

Web.

Problem 10.1 is, in fa t, the reformulation of the above mentioned general de omposability problem for the

lass of Horn fun tions. Applying Horn fun tions to belief

revision in [89℄ was intended to serve as a rst step towards Horn-to-Horn belief revision: revision of Horn knowledge bases where the revised knowledge base is also required
to be Horn. Horn-to-Horn belief revision is of interest for the e ient integration of
1 Although the terminology is the same, in belief revision the notion of revision refers to a dierent
kind of update method of the given system. However, as this serves only as a motivational ba kground
for the topi

of the present

hapter, it doesn't seem to be misleading to refer to this notion also as

revision. (On the other hand, when it is not
revision, then it is made

lear from the

ontext whi h notion is referred to as

lear expli itely). Note furthermore that the original motivation for this

work was exa tly to bring theory revision and belief revision together.
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various tasks fa ing a

ommonsense reasoning agent su h as learning and revising its

beliefs.
At this point it should mentioned that the

lass of Horn formulas has already been

onsidered in theory revision (see [50; 52℄)and of ourse also in learning (see [8; 44℄)
but, as noted in [89℄, the problem of belief revision that maintains a Horn knowledge
base apparently has not been studied yet.
The main result of the
lem 10.1 by giving two
a

ϕ-

hapter (Theorem 10.10) gives a

hara terizations of all those pairs

omplement. The

omplete answer to Prob-

ϕ

and

hara terizations give e iently de idable

e ient algorithms to

onstru t a

omplement, if it exists.

ψ

for whi h

has

riteria and lead to

The

omplements

stru ted are only polynomially larger than the original knowledge base. As a

on-

orollary,

omplete des ription of de omposable Horn formulas as well, where a

one obtains a

Horn formula is de omposable if all its Horn
Problem 10.1 also has an interesting
pletely dierent eld. Note that if
10.1

ψ

ψ

ontaining

C?

A

omplement.

onne tion with another problem from a

is a single Horn

an be reformulated as follows: does

form expression

onsequen es have a

ϕ

lause impli ate

have an irredundant

C,

om-

then Problem

onjun tive normal

ording to Corollary 10.12 this problem is de idable

in polynomial time. The related problem, studied by Hammer and Kogan [60℄, is that
when

C

is a

prime

impli ate and the irredundant

is also assumed to

onsist of

prime

onjun tive normal form expression

impli ates only. In [60℄ su h a prime impli ate is

alled non-redundant, and is shown that non-redundan y is polynomially de idable
for negative

lauses, but is NP- omplete for denite

lauses.

Finally let us mention a related problem. Eiter and Gottlob [38℄ have shown that
′
the problem, Given Horn formulas ϕ, ψ and χ, is it the ase that ϕ ∧ ψ ≤ χ for
′
every maximal subformula ϕ of ϕ onsistent with ψ ? is o-NP- omplete. This is a
omplexity-theoreti
formulas

χ

negative result for the revision method proposed by [39; 46℄, as

with the above property form the knowledge base obtained by revising the

knowledge base

ϕ

with

ψ.

10.1 Further Denitions and Notations
If a

lause

ontains exa tly one unnegated literal, then it is

ontains none, it is

alled denite, and if it

alled negative. A Horn formula is denite Horn formula if it

onsists of denite Horn

lauses. A Boolean fun tion is a (denite) Horn fun tion

if it has a (denite) Horn formula. It follows dire tly from the denitions that a Horn
fun tion

f

is denite if and only if

For a Horn

lause

C,

f (1) = 1.

let its body , denoted

orresponding to the negative literals in
from
if

C

C,

ontext). Also, let its head, denoted
is a denite

lause, and 0 if

C

Body(C),

or their

Head(C)

is a negative

onjun tion (whi h will be

For example, if

C

is the Horn

lear

be the unnegated variable of

C

lause. The arrow symbol  → is

C an be written as
lause v∨w∨u, then Body(C) =

used to denote the Boolean impli ation operator, so Horn

Body(C) → Head(C).

be the set of variables

lause

10.2 Chara terization of De omposable Horn Formulas

{v, w}, Head(C) is u,
the Horn lause v ∨ w
Every

and

v, w → u or (v ∧ w) → u. If C
as v, w → 0 or simply v, w →.

an also be written as

then it

an also be written

is

lause that is an impli ate of a denite Horn fun tion is denite. Impli ation

between Horn formulas
A fun tion

y ≤ x

C
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imply

for it whi h

an be de ided in polynomial time (see, e.g., [79℄).

f is anti-monotone if T (f ) is downward losed, i.e., f (x) = 1 and
f (y) = 1. This is equivalent to having a onjun tive normal form

onsists of negative

lauses. Horn fun tions have the following semanti

hara terization.

Theorem 10.2 ([71; 96℄)

A Boolean fun tion is Horn i T (f ) is losed under inter-

se tion.
We will use a slight generalization of anti-monotone fun tions.

A fun tion is almost antimonotone if it is either anti-monotone, or there is an anti-monotone fun tion g su h
that T (f ) = T (g) ∪ {1}.
Denition 10.3 (almost anti-monotone fun tion)

The following is a dire t

Proposition 10.4

onsequen e of Theorem 10.2.

Every almost anti-monotone fun tion is Horn.

Now we formulate the

entral

on ept dis ussed in this paper.

For Horn fun tions f and g su h that f ≤ g , a
Horn fun tion h is an f - omplement of g i f h and f = (g ∧ h).

Denition 10.5 (f - omplement)

Complements

ould also be dened assuming

onvenient to formulate the denition as above.
omplements exist if

f = 1 (re

is ex luded from further
to the denition,
from

g =1

f
A

g,

but it is somewhat more

ording to the denition, no

all that 1 denotes the identi ally 1 fun tion). This

onsideration and we will always assume
an never have a

omplement, so this

f 6= 1.

Also a

fase

ording

ase is also ex luded

onsideration in the following denition.

A Horn fun tion f is
6 1 of f has an f - omplement.
if every Horn onsequen e g =

Denition 10.6 (de omposable Horn fun tion)
posable

de om-

One usually works with formulas as opposed to fun tions, but as the notions of

om-

plement and de omposability depend only on the fun tion represented by the formula,
the denitions are given in a syntax-independent way.

10.2 Chara terization of De omposable Horn Formulas
Throughout the

hapter let

V′ ⊆ V

denote the set of variables in fo us.
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f

For a fun tion

V ⊆ V ′,

and a set of variables

we dene the

f-

V

losure of

to

be the set of variables

Clf (V ) = {v ∈ V ′ : f ≤ (V → v)} .
Let us note a dire t

Proposition 10.7

onsequen e of this denition.

If a negative lause C is an impli ate of f , then Clf (Body(C)) =

V.
′

In order to formulate our main result, we need two denitions. The formula
obtained from

ϕ

by adding to the body of ea h denite

ontained in the

lause in

ϕ

Body(C) → Head(C), we write Body(C), v → Head(C)
obtained from C by adding v to its body.

Denition 10.8 (body-building formula

formula

^

^

is

a variable not

C

of the

for the Horn

lause

losure of its body, in all possible ways. For a Horn

form

ϕ̂

lause

ϕ̂) For a Horn formula ϕ let ϕ̂ be the

(Body(C), v → Head(C)).

C∈ϕ denite v6∈Clϕ (Body(C))
Proposition 10.7 shows that we
lauses of

ϕ,

It may be the

ϕ

as negative
ase that

onsists of negative

ϕ̂

D

lauses make no
is the empty

ϕ̂

as a

ontribution. Every

onjun tion over all

lause of

ϕ̂

is denite.

onjun tion. This happens, for example, when

lauses only.

Given a Horn formula
olliding with

ould have dened

into two

ϕ

and a Horn

lause

D,

we partition the

lauses of

ϕ

not

lasses.

Denition 10.9 (formulas

Aϕ(D)

and

Bϕ(D)) Given a Horn formula ϕ and a

Horn lause D , let

Aϕ (D) = {C ∈ ϕ : C, D

don't

ollide,

Body(D) ⊆ Clϕ (Body(C))} ,

Bϕ (D) = {C ∈ ϕ : C, D

don't

ollide,

Body(D) 6⊆ Clϕ (Body(C))} .

The existen e of a

omplement

an now be

hara terized as follows.

Let ϕ 6≡ 1 be a Horn formula, and ψ be a Horn onsequen e of ϕ.
Then the following are equivalent:

Theorem 10.10

(a)

ψ has a ϕ- omplement,

(b)

ϕ̂ 6≤ ψ ,

( )

for some lause D of ψ it holds that Bϕ (D) 6≤ D .

Although the denition of

ϕ̂

is given in terms of a formula, it follows from this

hara terization that it a tually depends on the fun tion only (see also Lemma 10.20
below).

10.2 Chara terization of De omposable Horn Formulas
Corollary 10.11 (syntax-independen e of
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ϕ̂) If ϕ1 and ϕ2 are equivalent Horn

formulas then ϕ̂1 ≡ ϕ̂2 .
Theorem 10.10 is proved in the next se tion.

Another proof of the rst

hara -

terization (i.e., the equivalen e of (a) and (b) in Theorem 10.10) is given in Se tion
10.4. The following

orollary gives the algorithmi

aspe ts of Theorem 10.10. It follows

dire tly from the statement, resp., the proof(s) of the

hara terizations.

There is a polynomial time algorithm whi h, given a Horn formula ϕ
and a Horn onsequen e ψ of ϕ, de ides if ψ has a ϕ- omplement, and if it does, then
onstru ts su h a ϕ- omplement.

Corollary 10.12

The results are illustrated by the following simple example.

Example 10.1

V ′ = {v, w, u}, ϕ = C1 ∧ C2 , where C1 = (v → w) and C2 = (w → u). Then
Clϕ (Body(C1 )) = V ′ and Clϕ (Body(C2 )) = {w, u}. So ϕ̂ = (v, w → u).
The lause (v, w → u) is implied by ϕ̂, and so it has no ϕ- omplement. This is
also shown by the fa t that Bϕ (v, w → u) = {w → u}, whi h implies (v, w → u).
On the other hand, the lause (v → u) is not implied by ϕ̂, so it does have a ϕomplement. This is also shown by the fa t that Bϕ (v → u) = {w → u}, whi h does
not imply (v → u). Both onstru tions des ribed in the paper give the ϕ- omplement
(v, u → w) ∧ (w → u).
Let

De omposable Horn fun tions have the following

Theorem 10.13

hara terization.

For every Boolean fun tion f the following are equivalent:

(a)

f is a de omposable Horn fun tion,

(b)

there is a Horn representation ϕ of f su h that ϕ̂ ≡ 1,

( )

for every Horn representation ϕ of f it holds that ϕ̂ ≡ 1,

(d)

for every Horn impli ate C of f it holds that Clf (Body(C)) = V ′ ,

(e)

f is almost anti-monotone.

Proof
The equivalen e of (a), (b) and ( ) follows dire tly from Theorem 10.10 and Corollary
10.11. The equivalen e of ( ) and (e) follows dire tly from the denitions.
(d) implies (e):
Assume that

x

is not almost anti-monotone, and let

x, y

be truth assignments su h

1, f (y) = 0 and f (x) = 1. Then there is a Horn impli ate C of
f su h that C(y) = 0. As C(x) = 1, it must be the ase that C is a denite
lause, Body(C)(y) = Body(C)(x) = 1, Head(C)(y) = 0 and Head(C)(x) = 1. As
x
1, there is a variable v su h that x(v) = 0. But then it must be the ase that
v 6∈ Clf (Body(C)), a ontradi tion.

that

y

f
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(e) implies (d):

v is a variable su h that v 6∈ Clf (Body(C)).
Then C is a denite lause by Proposition 10.7. Let x be a truth assignment su h that
f (x) = 1, Body(C)(x) = 1 and x(v) = 0. As f (x) = 1 it must be the ase that
Head(C)(x) = 1. Consider the truth assignment y obtained from x by swit hing the
1, so it follows
variable Head(C) o. Then f (y) = 0. As x(v) = 0, it holds that x
2
that f is not almost anti-monotone.
Assume that

C

is a Horn impli ate of

f

and

10.3 Proof of Theorem 10.10
We take

are of the

ase where

ϕ

has negative impli ates rst.

Let ϕ, ψ 6≡ 1 be Horn formulas su h that ϕ ≤ ψ , and ψ has a negative
impli ate D . Then
Lemma 10.14

• ψ has a ϕ- omplement,
• ϕ̂ 6≤ ψ ,
• Bϕ (D) 6≤ D .
Proof

ϕ ≤ ψ ≤ D implies ϕ(1) = ψ(1) = 0.
Let h be the Horn fun tion that agrees with ϕ ex ept that h(1) = 1. We laim that
h is a ϕ- omplement of ψ . Clearly ϕ h and so ϕ ≤ h ∧ ψ . Now if h(x) = 1, then
either ϕ(x) = 1 or x = 1. Sin e ψ(1) = 0, it follows that h ∧ ψ ≤ ϕ, and hen e
h ∧ ψ ≡ ϕ as desired.
Also, ϕ̂(1) = 1, be ause every lause of ϕ̂ is denite (this in ludes the ase when
ϕ̂ is empty), and therefore ϕ̂ 6≤ ψ . Similarly, Proposition 10.7 implies that every lause
2
of Bϕ (D) is denite, so Bϕ (D)(1) = 1 and Bϕ (D) 6≤ D .

It holds that

D(1) = 0,

We also need to

as

D

is negative. So

onstru t a

ϕ-

omplement of

ψ.

This is a spe ial

ase of the

onstru tion of Se tion 10.4.
For the rest of the proof we may assume that

ψ

is a denite Horn formula. In order

we will show: (a) implies (b), (b) implies ( ), and ( ) implies (a).
(a) implies (b):
This part is

ontained in Lemma 10.15, whi h, in turn, is split up into three lemmas. As

these three lemmas do not a tually refer to

ϕ̂, they are formulated in terms of fun

tions

rather then formulas.

Let ϕ, ψ 6≡ 1 be Horn formulas su h that ψ is denite and ϕ̂ ≤ ψ .
Then ψ does not have a ϕ- omplement.

Lemma 10.15

Proof
The rst of the three lemmas, Lemma 10.16, shows that

lauses of

ϕ̂

have no

omplement, and the se ond (resp., third) lemma extends this statement to
onsequen es of

ϕ̂).

ϕ̂

ϕ-

(resp.,

10.3 Proof of Theorem 10.10
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Let f be a Horn fun tion and let D1 = (B → z) and D2 = (B → u)
be denite Horn lauses with the same body B su h that f ≤ D1 and f 6≤ D2 . Then
Lemma 10.16

D = (B, u → z)
has no f - omplement.
Proof
Assume that

h is

an

f-

omplement of

D.

Thus,

f ≤ h, h 6≤ f

and

h ∧ D ≤ f.

It then

follows that

Here (10.1) follows as otherwise
follows as otherwise
Let

x

h 6≤ D1 ,

(10.1)

h 6≤ D2 .

(10.2)

h ≤ D1 ≤ D

and so

h ≤ h ∧ D ≤ f,

and (10.2)

f ≤ h ≤ D2 .

be the truth assignment whi h assigns 1 to the variables in

Clh (B),

and

B(x) = 1 and we get from (10.1) and (10.2)
that u, z 6∈ Clh (B), and so x(u) = x(z) = 0. Thus D1 (x) = 0, implying f (x) = 0,
and it also holds that D(x) = 1.
It remains to be shown that h(x) = 1, as then (h ∧ D)(x) = 1 and f (x) = 0,
′
ontradi ting the denition of the omplement. Assume h(x) = 0 and let D be an
impli ate of h falsied by x.
Case 1: D ′ is negative and it is a sub lause of B → 0. Then h ≤ D ′ ≤ D2 ,
assigns 0 to all the other variables. Then

ontradi ting (10.2).
Case 2: D ′ is negative and it is not a sub lause of

B → 0. Then it ontains
negated variables vj , su h that vj 6∈ B with x(vj ) = 1 and hen e vj ∈ Clh (B) by the
2 using the impli ates B → v of h,
onstru tion of x. These an be `resolved away'
j
and we again get h ≤ (B → 0) ≤ D2 .
Case 3: D ′ is denite. Then x assigns 0 to its head v , and so v 6∈ Clh (B). Variables
w ∈ (Clh (B)\B) in the body of D ′ an be `resolved away' using the impli ates B → w
of h. We then get h ≤ (B → v), ontradi ting v 6∈ Clh (B).
2
Lemma 10.17

If g1 and g2 have no f - omplement then g1 ∧g2 has no f - omplement.

Proof

h is an f - omplement of g1 ∧g2 , that is, f ≤ h, h 6≤ f and (h∧(g1 ∧g2 )) ≤
f . If (h ∧ g1 ) ≤ f then h is an f - omplement of g1 , a ontradi tion. Otherwise
(h ∧ g1 ) 6≤ f , and then h ∧ g1 is an f - omplement of g2 , again a ontradi tion.
2
Assume that

Lemma 10.18

If g1 ≤ g2 and g1 has no f - omplement, then g2 has no f - omplement.

Proof

h is an f - omplement of g2 , that is, f ≤ h, h 6≤ f
h ∧ g1 ≤ h ∧ g2 ≤ f , and so h is also an f - omplement of g1 .
Assume that

2 In this

ase and the next one it is

and

h ∧ g2 ≤ f .

onvenient to refer to resolution but one

dire tly about truth assignments as in the rest of the proof.

Then

2
ould also argue
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This

ompletes the proof of Lemma 10.15.

2

(b) implies ( ):
For this part of the proof of Theorem 10.10 we show that if

ϕ̂ 6≤ D

then

D.

V

C∈Bϕ (D)

C 6≤

x be a truth assignment su h that ϕ̂(x) = 1 and D(x) = 0. Then it also holds
that Body(D)(x) = 1 and Head(D)(x) = 0. It is su ient to show that C(x) = 1
for every C ∈ Bϕ (D). By denition, there is a variable v ∈ Body(D) \ Clϕ (Body(C)).
Thus Body(C), v → Head(C) is a lause of ϕ̂ and therefore it is satised by x. But
Body(D)(x) = 1 implies x(v) = 1, and so indeed C(x) = 1.
Let

( ) implies (a):

V
ψ su h that C∈Bϕ (D) C 6≤ D . We laim that Aϕ (D) 6= ∅.
V
Consider an assignment x that satises
C∈Bϕ (D) C but has D(x) = 0. Now ϕ ≤ D ,
so ϕ(x) = 0. Thus there is some lause C of ϕ su h that C(x) = 0. As D(x) = 0,
the lauses C and D annot ollide; thus C ∈ Aϕ (D).
Now we an dene a ϕ- omplement of ψ . For ea h lause C ∈ Aϕ (D) let

Let

D

be a

lause in

^

χ′C =

(Body(C) → z),

z∈Body(D)

χ′′C

= (Body(C), Head(D) → Head(C)),

and nally put



χ=

^

C∈Aϕ (D)





χ′C ∧ χ′′C  ∧ 

^

C∈(ϕ\Aϕ (D))



C .

χ′C ∧ χ′′C , and leaving
′′
the rest of the formula un hanged. Note that in the denition of χC , if C is a negative
lause then Head(C) = 0. We laim that χ is a ϕ- omplement of ψ .
ϕ ≤ χ: We need to show that for every C ∈ Aϕ (D) it holds that ϕ ≤ χ′C and
ϕ ≤ χ′′C . The denition of Aϕ (D) implies Body(D) ⊆ Clϕ (Body(C)), thus for every
z ∈ Body(D) it holds that z ∈ Clϕ (Body(C)), and so every lause of χ′C is an
′′
′′
impli ate of ϕ. It is obvious that ϕ ≤ χC as χC is obtained from an impli ate of ϕ by
Thus

χ

is formed from

ϕ

by repla ing

lauses

C ∈ Aϕ (D)

by

adding a literal to its body.

As

χ 6≤ ϕ: It is su
D(x) = 0 and ea

The remaining

ient to show that χ(x) = 1 for the truth assignment x above.
′
′′
′
′′
h lause in χC and χC ollides with D , x satises χC and χC .

lauses in

χ

ome from

ϕ:

Bϕ (D) (in whi h ase
then x satises them as

they either belong to

x satises them by denition), or they ollide with D (and
D(x) = 0).
χ ∧ ψ ≤ ϕ: it is su ient to show that for every C ∈ Aϕ (D) it holds that
′
χC ∧ χ′′C ∧ D ≤ C . Let y be any truth assignment satisfying χ′C ∧ χ′′C ∧ D .
Let us assume rst that C is denite. We need to show that if Body(C)(y) = 1
(whi h in ludes the ase when Body(C) is empty), then Head(C)(y) = 1. But
Body(C)(y) = 1 implies Body(D)(y) = 1 (whi h in ludes the ase when Body(D) is

10.4 Singleton Horn Extensions
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Head(D)(y) = 1, and so (sin e χ′′C (y) = 1) it holds that Head(C)(y) =
1, as required. If C is negative then we need to show that Body(C)(y) = 0. Otherwise
Body(D)(y) = 1, and so Head(D)(y) = 1 and thus χ′′C (y) = 0, a ontradi tion.
empty). Hen e

Example 10.2

ϕ = (v → w) ∧ u and ψ = u.
the ϕ- omplement of ψ provided by the
is (v, w → u).
Consider

Then both

lauses of

ϕ

are in

Aϕ (u),

onstru tion (after deleting redundant

and so
lauses)

10.4 Singleton Horn Extensions
We give a dierent proof of the equivalen e (a) and (b) in Theorem 10.10, whi h
also provides a semanti

hara terization of the body building formula. The proof is

divided into two lemmas. Throughout the proof we use Theorem 10.2 without expli itly
referring to it.

Let f, g be Horn fun tions su h that f ≤ g . Then g has an f omplement if and only if there is an x ∈ F (f ) ∩ F (g) su h that T (f ) ∪ {x} is a Horn
fun tion.

Lemma 10.19

Proof

T (f ) ∪ {x} is an f - omplement of g . For the
only if  dire tion assume that h is an f - omplement of g . Let x be a minimal point
(in the ordering dened by  ≤) in T (h) \ T (f ). Then sin e h ∧ g ≤ f it must be
the ase that g(x) = 0. To show that T (f ) ∪ {x} is a Horn fun tion, assume that
x ∧ y 6∈ T (f ) ∪ {x} for some y ∈ T (f ). Then x ∧ y x and h(x ∧ y) = 1 would
2
ontradi t the minimality of x.
The if  dire tion follows by noting that

The next lemma gives the semanti

hara terization of

ϕ̂.

T (ϕ)

onsists of pre isely the singleton Horn extensions of

whi h

an be added to the set

T (ϕ)

It shows that

ϕ,

T (ϕ̂) \

i.e., of those points

maintaining the Horn property. This is a natural

generalization of the minimal false points of an anti-monotone fun tion.

Let ϕ be a Horn formula and x ∈ F (ϕ). Then T (ϕ) ∪ {x} is a Horn
fun tion if and only if ϕ̂(x) = 1.

Lemma 10.20

Proof
First we prove the only if  dire tion. Assume for
there is a denite Horn impli ate

C

of

ϕ

ontradi tion that

ϕ̂(x) = 0.

Then

su h that

(Body(C), v → Head(C))(x) = 0,
where

ϕ 6≤ (Body(C) → v).

(10.3)

Thus

Body(C)(x) = 1, x(v) = 1

and

Head(C)(x) = 0.

(10.4)
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y ∈ T (ϕ)

ording to (10.3), there is a truth assignment

Hen e, taking into a

ount that

y

must satisfy

Body(C)(y) = 1, y(v) = 0
Consider now the truth assignment

C,

and

z = x ∧ y.

Body(C)(z) = 1, z(v) = 0

falsifying

Body(C) → v .

one has

Head(C)(y) = 1.

(10.5)

From (10.4) and (10.5) we get

and

Head(C)(z) = 0.

z falsies C , it holds that z ∈ F (ϕ). Looking at the v -bits of z and x one gets
z x, implying that T (ϕ) ∪ {x} is not losed under interse tion, a ontradi tion.
Let us now prove the if  dire tion. Assume for ontradi tion that T (ϕ) ∪ {x} is
x
not Horn. Then there is a point y ∈ T (ϕ) su h that for z = x ∧ y it holds that z
and ϕ(z) = 0. As z ≤ y and ϕ(z) 6= ϕ(y), it must also be the ase that z
y. Let
C be a lause of ϕ falsied by z. Then C(y) = 1 and with z y this implies that C
is denite. As z falsies C , it holds that
As

Body(C)(z) = 1
z

Also, as

y,

and

y

satises

z

x,

and

Head(C)(z) = 0.

and

Head(C)(y) = 1.

C

Body(C)(y) = 1
As

and

Head(C)(x) = 1

Head(C)(z) = Head(C)(x ∧ y) = 1,

would imply

it

follows that

Body(C)(x) = 1

y are in omparable, there is a variable u su h that x(u) = 1 and y(u) = 0.
Hen e Body(C) → u is falsied by y, and so it is not an impli ate of ϕ. Thus
Body(C), u → Head(C) is a lause of ϕ̂ falsied by x, a ontradi tion.
2
As

x

Head(C)(x) = 0.

and

and

The if  dire tion of Lemma 10.20

an also be proved by

T (ϕ) ∪ {x} for every truth assignment x ∈ T (ϕ̂) \ T (ϕ).
falsied by x and v 6= Head(C) be a variable. Then let

formula for
lause

Put



 Body(C), v → Head(C)
v
χC :=
Body(C) → v

 Body(C), v → Head(C)


χx := 

^

^

C(x)=0 v6=Head(C)

Thus

onstru ting a Horn

χx

is formed from

ϕ

by repla ing

if
if
if

Let

C

be a Horn

v∈
6 Clϕ (Body(C)),
v ∈ Clϕ (Body(C)), x(v) = 1,
v ∈ Clϕ (Body(C)), x(v) = 0.




χvC  ∧ 

lauses

C

and leaving the rest of the formula un hanged. We

^

C(x)=1



C .

V
x with v6=Head(C) χvC ,
χx is a Horn formula for

falsied by
laim that

10.5 Con luding Remarks

T (ϕ) ∪ {x}.
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ϕ ≤ χx and χx (x) = 1.
It remains to be shown that T (χx ) \ T (ϕ) = {x}. If y is a truth assignment with
χx (y) = 1 and ϕ(y) = 0 then y must falsify a lause C of ϕ also falsied by x.
Thus Body(C)(x) = Body(C)(y) = 1 and Head(C)(x) = Head(C)(y) = 0. Now
χx (x) = χx (y) = 1 implies that x(v) = y(v) = 0 for every v 6∈ Clϕ (Body(C)), by
v
onsidering the rst ase in the denition of χC . Similarly, x(v) = y(v) for variables
v ∈ Clϕ (Body(C)) \ Head(C) follows by onsidering the se ond and third ases in the
v
denition of χC .
Thus, given a onsequen e ψ of ϕ su h that ϕ̂ 6≤ ψ , a ϕ- omplement χx of ψ
an be onstru ted by rst nding a truth assignment x with ϕ̂(x) = 1, ϕ(x) = 0
and ψ(x) = 0. Su h a truth assignment an be found using a polynomial time Horn
satisability algorithm in the usual manner. The formula χx is then a ϕ- omplement
of ψ .
It is

lear from the denitions that

Example 10.3

ϕ = (v → w) ∧ u and ψ = u, as in Example 10.2. Then ϕ̂ = (v, u → w) ∧ (v →
u) ∧ (w → u). So 0 is a truth assignment satisfying ϕ̂ and falsifying ϕ and ψ , and the
ϕ- omplement of ψ provided by the onstru tion (after deleting redundant lauses) is
(v → w) ∧ (w → u), whi h diers from the ϕ- omplement of Example 10.2.
Let

Both

onstru tions presented for the

omplement may in rease the size of the

formula by a linear fa tor, and it is not known whether this in rease is ne essary.
(Similar questions for DNFs are studied in [101℄.)

10.5 Con luding Remarks
Regarding the original motivation of the work presented in this

hapter, the result

that the only de omposable Horn formulas are the almost antimonotone ones are less
satisfa tory. The paper [89℄ proposes some dire tions to resolve this dilemma somehow.
Related to the result of this

hapter, the above paper also

ontains some experimental

results about what fra tion of impli ates of a random Horn formula have
Finally note that the results presented in this
appeared in the paper [89℄,

omplements.

hapterunless noted otherwise

o-authored by the author of the present dissertation.

Appendix A
Summary
Theory revision, as part of learning theory is interested in re onstru ting some unknown
fun tion a quiring information about it via some proto ol, spe ied by the given learning
model. However, as opposed to the general learning problem, it is assumed that the
learner is not new to the given task, but it initially has a hypotheses (in form of some
formula) that is assumed to be some rough approximation of the unknown fun tion.
The e ien y

riteria is that the running time is polynomial in the size of the dierent

parameters, and that the amount of extra information, aquired via the proto ol is also
polynomial in the amount of information needed to represent the unknown fun tion
given the initial formula.

In the rst part of the dissertation theoreti al results are

onsidered from the eld of theory revision.
In the se ond part

hara terizational results are presented; all showing equivalen e

between some synta ti al and some semanti al properties of some

lasses of Boolean

fun tions.
Chapters 13 are introdu tory.
In Chapter 4 read-on e fun tions are

onsidered (a fun tion is read-on e fun tion

if it is representable with a formula in whi h every variable o
ussing the
formula

urs at most on e), dis-

orresponding results appeared in the paper [52℄. The importan e of this

lass is rather theoreti al, being a nontrivial sub lass of Boolean formulas that

is tra table from several dierent aspe ts, and has a ni e semanti
[58; 74; 102℄.

This

hara terization

lass is shown to be e iently learnable in the query model us-

ing membership and equivalen e querie [13℄, whi h motivated the resear h aimed to
onstru t an e ient algorithm for it.
algorithm for this

The main result of this

lass in the deletions-only

ase (Algorithm

hapter is a revision

ReviseReadOn e),

whi h

is shown to be an e ient revision algorithm (Theorem 4.7). Additionaly it was shown
that the algorithm is optimal in the sense that both type of query used by Algorithm

ReviseReadOn e
and that the query

is ne essary for the e ien y (Theorem 4.13 and Theorem 4.14),
omplexity of any revision algorithm for this

the same order of magnitude as that of Algorithm

lass is more or less of

ReviseReadOn eor

worse (The-

orem 4.11).
In Chapter 5 the revisability of Boolean threshold fun tions are

onsidered, dis-

ussing the results appeared in the paper [116℄. (A Boolean fun tion is said to be a
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threshold fun tion if it

an be represented by a set of variables

R

and a threshold

su h that it evalutes 1 on exa tly those assignments whi h assign 1 to at least
variables in

R.)

being the basi

θ

θ,

of the

Threshold fun tions (although in a more general form) are famous for
ingredient of neural networks and support ve tor ma hinesand has

several other appli ations as well. Boolean threshold fun tions are also known to be
e iently learnable in the query learning model [64℄ (however the learning algorithm
presented in [64℄ uses only membership fun tions). The main result is again an algorithm (Algorithm

ReviseThreshold)

whi h is an e ient revision algorithm for the

lass of Boolean threshold fun tions in the query model (see Theorem 5.5). Again, it is
also examined whether the query

omplexity of the algorithm is (more or less) as good

as the optimal, and the answer was found to be positive (Proposition 5.8).
of that the learning algorithm of Heged¶s for this

In view

lass uses only membership queries,

the question whether both type of queries are ne essary for the e ient revision seems
even more appropriate. However, as it is shown by Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7, the
answer is again positive. Finally it is shown that the natural extension of Algorithm

Winnow

[92℄ does not give an e ient revision algorithm for the

lass of threshold for-

mulas (Proposition 5.9). This is interesting in view of that this algorithm is famous for
learning some formula

lasses highly e iently using some (general) threshold fun tion

representation.
As a losure of the rst part dealing with theory revision, in Chapter 6 the revisability
proje tive DNFs is

onsidered, dis ussing the

orresponding results appeared in [115℄.

Proje tive DNF formulas form a sub lass of the disjun tive normal form formulas,
introdu ed re ently Valiant [128℄. (The motivation for

DNFs has substantially grown after the re ent result of Alekhnovi
unless RP = NP, the

sub lasses of the
h et al. proving that,

onsidering

lass of DNFs is not e ient learnable [5℄.) This

by Valiant to be suitable for a spe ial form of learning,

lass was found

alled proje tive learning, the

general behind it being that learning, similarly to other biologi al pro esses, should be
arried out on multiple levels in a distributed manner. The main result of this
is that a natural extension (Algorithm
revision algorithm for the
(Theorem 6.3).

lass of

RevWinn)

k -proje

hapter

of Valiant's algorithm is an e ent

tive DNFs in the mistake bonded model

The algorithm (just like the one used by Valiant [128℄)

two levels. On the lower level simple learning algorithms are run, ea h

onsists of

on entrating

on just a small part (or restri tion) of the fun tion to be learned. On the upper level
another simple algorithm is run, whi h, on one hand, learns how to (re) ombine the
output of the algorithms on the lower level, and, on the other hand, it lters the
information forwarded to these algorithms su h that ea h one re eives only that part
of the information whi h is supposed to be relevant for it. In the se ond part of the
Chapter a learnability related parameter, the so

alled ex lusion dimension of the

is examined. This parameter is known to be related to the query
learning algorithms for a given

lass (see [11; 67℄) whi h,

the ex lusion dimension derived in the
the query

omplexity of this

In Chapter 7 a further,

omplexity of the best

ombined with the result on

hapter implies the lower bound

lass (Proposition 6.9).

lass
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−1

for

hara terization result is presented for proje tive DNF formu-
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las, dis ussing the

orresponding result appeared in [115℄. Proje tive DNFs are dened

in a rather semanti
the pre eding

way (whi h is more apparent from part (a) of Lemma 6.5 from

hapter), however the main result of this

simple synta ti

des ription for a sub lass of this

hapter, Theorem 7.3 gives a

lass,

alled 1-proje tive DNFs.

In Chapter 8 the relation between the number of terms in a DNF and the number of
prime impli ants of it is

onsidered, dis ussing the results appeared in [114℄. (A term

is an impli ant of some Boolean fun tion

f,

meanwhile

t

f,

if any assignment saisfying

is said to be a prime impli ant of

for any term obtained from

t

f

t

t

also satises

if, in addition, this does not hold

by removing some literals from it.) Se tion 8.3 dis usses

previoulsy known results on the topi : that if some DNF onsists of K terms, then it
K
has at most 2 − 1 prime impli ants [31; 90; 97℄, and it is also mentioned that this
bound is known to be sharp [88; 90; 97℄. The results get
se tions by giving a

ompleted in the subsequent

hara tarization DNFs that have as many prime impli ants as this

bound allows (Theorem 8.1). This is shown by redu ing the problem to the following
problem: if in some DNF tautology ea h pair of terms

oni t in exa tly one variable

(i.e., ea h pair is resolvable) then it posesses a tree-like stru ture (i.e., there is some
variable
that

v

appearing in ea h term; there is some variable

ontains

v

negated, and there is some variable

u

w

appearing in ea h term

in ea h term that

ontains

v

unnegated; and so on).
Chapter 9

onsiders a generalization of the intermediate result in the previous

ter (about that DNF tautologies with terms

hap-

oni ting in exa tly one variable pairwise

possess a tree-like stru ture), dis ussing the results appeared in [119℄. More pre isely
in Theorem 9.1 it is shown that if in some DNF tautology ea h pair of terms

oni t

in at least one but at most two variables, then it also posesses a tree-like stru ture
(also mentioning how it relates to various generalizations motivated by semanti
synta ti

onsiderations). However, further relaxing the bound given for the

resp.

oni t of

the terms to three, the above mentioned tree-like stru ture will not be automati as is
demonstrated by an example. This problem is also a spe ial
ered in [93℄, that, given a DNF tautology, the task is to

ase of a problem

onsid-

onstru t a de ision tree su h

that for ea h term of the DNF generated by it there is a term of the tautology that is
a subterm of it. They have shown that even for some very simple DNFs this problem
requires a de ision tree with extremely big
this

omplexity; however the result presented in

hapter implies that for ea h DNF in the above mentioned restri ted

lass there

1
exists always some simple de ision tree .
Finally, in Chapter 10 de omposable Horn formulas are
normal form formulas in whi h every

lause

onsidered ( onjun tive

ontains at most one unnegated variable),

dis ussing the results from [89℄. Horn formulas, being an expressive
allows for polynomial time inferen e, and indeed is generally
play a

entral role in arti ial intelligen e and in

de omposability

an be

omputationally tra table,

omputer s ien e.

The notion of

2
omes from belief revision , a eld interested in revising knowledge

1 A tually the result states something stronger: for this restri ted
selves

lass whi h also

onsidered as de ision trees in some sense.

lass basi ally the DNFs them-

2 Belief revision is related to theory revision (at least in it topi );thusas a losurethe two main

topi s of the dissertation meet again.
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base in su h a manner that satises some reasonability properties, that are typi ally
formulated in the form of postulates.

De omposability was introdu ed for general

logi s in [41℄, where it was also shown to be equivalent to the existen e of some
revision operator satisfying the AGM postulates [4℄one of the most popular postulates
used in belief revision.

The main result of the

hara terizations for the existen e of a

omplement of a Horn fun tion

another Horn fun tion, whi h in turn provides a
Horn formulas. The
of a

omplete des ription of de omposable

The result, as is purely

onstru tion

ontrast with a related, but somewhat

omplement notion of [60℄, the existen e of whi h is o

omplete to de ide).

onsequen e of

hara terizations lead to e ient algorithms for the

omplement whenever it exists (whi h is in

more stringent

hapter is Theorem 10.10, showing

asionally NP-

ombinatiorial, but was meant in [89℄

as a rst step towards what is referred to as Horn-to-Horn belief revision: revision
of Horn knowledge bases where the revised knowledge base is also required to be
Horn; integrating hopefully e ient revision (the

entral notion in theory revision) and

ommon sense reasoning (as a main goal in belief revision).

Appendix B
Összefoglalás
Az elméletrevízió  a tanuláselmélet részeként  azt vizsgálja, hogyan rekonstruálható
hatékonyan valamely ismeretlen függvény különböz® (az adott tanulási modell által
meghatározott) protokollokon keresztül informá iót szerezve a függvényr®l.

A tanu-

lás szokásos alapszintuá iójától eltér®en azonban itt feltesszük, hogy a tanuló már
rendelkezik valamilyen el®ismerettel err®l a függvényr®l, pontosabban, hogy van egy
kiinduló hipotézise (valamilyen formula képében), mely a tanulandó függvényt bizonyos
értelemben jól közelíti. A futásid®re vonatkozó hatékonysági kritérium az, hogy legyen
polinomálisan korlátos a probléma különböz® paramétereinek méretében, az informáióelméleti pedig az, hogy a protokollon keresztül szerzett informá ió mennyisége legyen
polinomiálisan korlátos azon informá ió mennyiségében, amennyivel az ismeretlen függvény leírható a kezdeti hipotézis ismeretében. A disszertá ió els® felében elméleti eredményeket tárgyaltunk az elméletrevízió témaköréb®l.
A disszertá ió második felében karakterizá iós eredményeket vizsgáltunk, melyek
mind Boole-függvények valamely szemantikus illetve szintaktikus tulajdonságai között
mutattak ekvivalen iát.
Az els® három fejezet bevezet® jelleg¶.
A 4.

fejezetben read-on e függvényekkel foglalkoztunk (egy függvény read-on e

 azaz egyszer olvasó , ha reprezentálható olyan formulával, melyben minden változó legfeljebb egyszer fordul el®); ezen vizsgálatok alapjául az [52℄

ikk idevágó

eredményei szolgáltak. Ezen függvényosztály elméleti szempontból igen jelent®s, tekintve, hogy Boole-függvényeknek egy olyan, nemtriviális részhalmaza, melynek elemei
(sok tekintetben) algoritmikusan hatékonyan kezelhet®k, ráádasul egy kellemes szemantikus karakterizá iója is ismert [58; 74; 102℄. A függvényosztályról az is ismert (lásd
[13℄), hogy hatékonyan tanulható az úgynevezett query model (tanulás kérdések által)
keretein belül, ha a tanuló használhat mind membership query-t (értékre kérdezés)
mind equivalen e query-t (ekvivalen iára kérdezés).
az ott ismertetett
valósítja meg a

ReviseReadOn e

A fejezet f® eredménye, hogy

algoritmus a függvényosztály hatékony revízióját

sak-törléses esetben (lásd a 4.7.

tételt).

További eredményként is-

mertetésre került, hogy az algoritmusban használatos két kérdéstípus bármelyikét mell®zve a függvényosztály revíziója nem valósítható meg hatékonyan (lásd a 4.13 és a
4.14 tételeket), illetve hogy az algoritmus által használt kérdések mennyisége nagysá-
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grendileg lényegében szintén optimális (lásd a 4.11 tételt).
Az 5.
a [116℄

fejezetben küszöbfüggvényekkel foglalkoztunk; ezen vizsgálatok alapjául

ikk idevágó eredményei szolgáltak.

kintünk, ha reprezentálható változók egy

R

(Egy függvényt küszöbfüggvénynek te-

halmazával és egy

θ

küszöb értékkel olyan

módon, hogy a függvény pontosan azon értékadások esetén ad 1-et, melyek az
beli változók közül legalább

θ-hoz

1-et rendelnek értékül.)

R-

A küszöbfüggvények je-

lent®ségét jelzi, hogy (habár a fentinél általánosabb formában megadva) a mesterséges neuronhálók illetve SVM-ek (support ve tor ma hine-ek) egyik alap épít®köveként
használatosak.

Küszöbfüggvényekr®l is ismert, hogy hatékonyan tanulhatók a query

model keretein belül, ám ezen függvényosztály esetén ehhez elég
ship query-k használata (lásd a [64℄
eredménye, hogy az ott ismertetett

sak a member-

ikkben ismertetett algoritmust).

ReviseThreshold

A fejezet f®

algoritmus a függvényosztály

hatékony revízióját valósítja meg az általános esetben (lásd az 5.5. tételt). Ezen felül
megint sak bizonyításra került, hogy az algoritmus által használt kérdések mennyisége nagyságrendileg lényegében optimális (lásd az 5.8.

állítást).

Figyelembe véve,

hogy  amint az fent említetésre került  a függvényosztály hatékonyan tanulható
sak membership query-k használatával is, ebben az esetben még aktuálisabb a kérdés,
hogy vajon a hatékony revízióhoz szükség van-e mindkett®re.

A válasz, mint azt az

5.6.

és 5.7.

tételek mutatják, igenl®.

Végezetül megmutattuk, hogy Littlestone

híres

Winnow

Algoritmusa (mely a [92℄

ikkben került ismertetésre), illetve annak

egy megfelel®, természetes elméletrevíziós kiterjesztése nem hatékony revíziós algoritmus ezen függvényosztályra. Ez azért is meglep®, mert ezen algoritmus az által vált
híressé, hogy bizonyos függvények tanulását kimagaslóan hatékonyan valósítja meg, és
ráadásul (általánosabb értelemben vett) küszöbfüggvényként reprezentálja a mindenkori
hipotézisét.
A 6. fejezetben, az elméletrevízióval foglalkozó els® rész zárásaként projektív DNF
formulákkal foglalkoztunk; ezen vizsgálatok alapjául a [115℄

ikk idevágó eredményei

szolgáltak. A diszjunktív normálformájú formulák részosztályát alkotó projektív DNF
formulák Valiant [128℄

ikkében kerültek bevezetésre.

(A DNF-ek különböz® rész-

osztályainak vizsgálata azáltal kapott még nagyobb hangsúlyt, hogy Alekhnovi h-ék [5℄
ikkükben megmutatták, hogy  ha sak az NP és RP osztályok nem egyenl®ek  a
DNF-ek osztálya nem tanulható hatékonyan.) A formulaosztály jelent®ségét az szolgáltatta Valiant számára, hogy alkalmasnak bizonyultak az ún.

projektív tanulásra,

melynek lényege, hogy a tanulás, a biológiában meggyelhet® más folyamatokhoz hasonlóan, több szinten, osztott módon történik.
ismertetett

RevWinn

A fejezet f® eredménye, hogy az ott

algoritmus, mely Valiant tanulóalgoritmusának egy természetes

kiterjesztése, a projektív DNF formulák hatékony revízióját valósítja meg a mistake
bounded model (hibakorlátozott modell) keretein belül (lásd a 6.3.

tételt).

Az al-

goritmus, Valiant eredeti algoritmusához hasonlóan, két szintb®l tev®dik össze.

Az

alsó szinten egy egyszer¶ tanulóalgoritmus több példánya kerül futtatásra, melyek mind
a tanulandó függvény (pontosabban a függvény értelmezési tartományának) egy kis
szeletére (avagy projek iójára) gyelnek

sak. A fels® szinten megint sak egy egyszer¶

tanulóalgoritmus használatos (ezúttal viszont

sak egy darab), egyrészt azzal a

éllal,
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hogy megtanulja, hogyan kell az alsó szinten futtatott egyszer¶ tanulóalgoritmusok által
reprezentált hipotéziseket összekap solni, másrészt azzal, hogy  megsz¶rve az informá iót  az alsó szinten lév® minden egyes algoritmusnak

sak az ® számára releváns

informá iót továbbítsa. A fejezet második részében a formulaosztály egy, a tanulással
kap solatos paraméterét, az ún. ex lusion dimension (kizárási dimenzió) paraméterét
vizsgáltuk (ezen paraméterr®l b®vebben lásd a [11; 67℄
valamint az ex lusion dimension és a query

ikkeket).

Ezen eredményt,

omplexity (kérdési bonyolultság) között

fennálló, ismert összefüggéseket felhasználva megmutatjuk, hogy a formulaosztály nem


⌊n/4⌋
− 1 kérdést használva (a legrosszabb eset analízisben).
tanulható kevesebb mint
k
A 7. fejezetben további, karakterizá iós jelleg¶ kérdéseket vizsgáltunk a projektív

DNF formulákkal kap solatosan; ezen vizsgálatok alapjául a [115℄

ikk idevágó ered-

ménye szolgált. A projektív DNF-ek szemantikus jelleg¶ módon lettek deniálva (melyet
talán a 6.5 Lemma (a) pontja hangsúlyoz ki a leglátványosabban), ezért is érdekes a
7.3 tétel eredménye, mely ezen formulaosztály egy részosztályának, az 1-projektív DNFeknek egy szemantikus leírását adja meg.
A 8. fejezetben egy DNF termjeinek illetve prímimplikánsainak száma közti kapsolatot vizsgáltuk; ezen vizsgálatok alapjául a [114℄

t

term implikánsa egy Boole függvénynek, a

t-t

ikk eredményei szolgáltak. (Egy

kielégít® értékadások a függvényt is

mind kielégítik, illetve prímimplikánsa, ha ez a tulajdonság már egy olyan termre sem
teljesül, melyet

t-b®l

literálok elhagyásával kaphatunk.)

A 8.3.

részben a témában

ismert korábbi eredményeket ismertettük (a teljesség kedvéért bizonyítással együtt);
K
többek közt azt, hogy egy K tagú DNF-nek legfeljebb 2 − 1 prímimplikánsa lehet
[31; 90; 97℄, és hogy ez a korlát éles [88; 90; 97℄.

A fejezet f® eredménye, hogy

teljes karakterizá ióját adja azon DNF-eknek, melyek prímimplikánsainak száma eléri
ezt a fels® korlátot (lásd a 8.1. tételt). A bizonyítás során a problémát visszavezettük
arra, hogy ha egy DNF tautológiában minden tag minden másik taggal pontosan egy
változóban ütközik, akkor a DNF-nek egy spe iális fa struktúrája van.
A 9. fejezetben azon probléma került általánosításra, melyre az el®z® fejezet eredeti problémája vissza lett vezetve; ezen vizsgálatok alapjául a [119℄

ikk eredményei

szolgáltak. Pontosabban azt mutattuk meg (lásd a 9.1. tételt), hogy ha egy DNF-ben
minden tag minden másik taggal legalább egy, de legfeljebb két változóban ütközik,
akkor szintén rendelkezik a fent említett fa jelleg¶ struktúrával, de ha a megengedett
ütközések számát már háromra növeljük, akkor ez a struktúra már nem jelenik meg
minden esetben.

Kifejtére került továbba az is, hogy ez az eredmény hogyan vis-

zonyul különböz® további, szemantikus illetve szintaktikus megfontolások által vezérelt
általánosításokhoz. Megemlítettük azt is, hogy ez a probléma egy spe iális esete a [93℄
ikkben tárgyalt problémának, mely azzal foglalkozik, hogy egy adott DNF tautológia
esetén mekkora a legkisebb olyan döntési fa, amely olyan DNF tautológiát generál,
aminek minden tagja az adott DNF valamely termjének kib®vítése plusz literálokkal.
Végezetül, a 10.

fejezetben ún.

felbontható Horn fromulákat vizsgáltunk (Horn

formula egy olyan CNF, amelyben minden klóz legfeljebb egy negálatlan változót tartalmaz); ezen vizsgálatok alapjául a [89℄

ikk eredményei szolgáltak. A Horn formulák igen

fontos szerepet játszanak a mesterséges intelligen iában, illetve általában a számítás-

118
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tudományban, melynek alapja, hogy a formulaosztály kifejez®képessége relatíve igen
jó, és emellett algoritmikusan hatékonyan kezelhet®. A felbonthatóság fogalma a belief revision témaköréb®l származik

1 , mely témakör f®ként tudásbázisok (hétköznapi

értelemben vett) ra ionalitási tulajdonságokat teljesít® revíziójával foglalkozik, melyeket
tipikusan posztulátumok formájában fogalmaznak meg. A felbonthatóság fogalmát általános logikákra fogalmazták meg a [41℄

ikkben, ahol megmutatták, hogy az AGM

posztulátumok [4℄ (a legismertebb posztulátumok egyike a témakörben) teljesülésének
szükséges és elégséges feltétele, hogy az adott logikában létezzen felbontható revíziós operátor.

A fejezet f® eredményeként a 10.10.

tételben karakterizáltuk, hogy

milyen esetkben van egy Horn formulának egy másik (®t implikáló) Horn formulára
nézve komplemense.

Ezt felhasználva végül megadtuk a felbontható Horn formulák

egy jellemzését. Mint megmutattuk, ha létezik, a komplemens hatékony konstruálható,
szemben az irodalolmban egy korábban vizsgált, valamelyest szigorúbb komplemens fogalommal, melynek meglétének eldöntése bizonyos esetekben NP-nehéz. Az eredmény
a közölt formában pusztán kombinatorikai jelleg¶, ám mindez egy Horn formula alapú
módszer els® lépéseként került vizsgálatra a a [89℄

ikkben, melynek jöv®beni

élja a

hatékony revízió ötvözése a belief revison által vizsgált ra ionalitási tulajdonságokkal.

1 Ezen témakör rokon az elméletrevízióval, így a disszertá ió végén egy fejezet erejéig bizonyos
értelemben újra találkozik a disszertá ió két f® témája.
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